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FOEEWORD 

By Lord Horder 

Although a recognition of tFe great importance of 
tFe present and of tlie probable future bappenings 
in regard to tbe population trends in this country 
is slowly penetrating our social consciousness, most 
of us are still inclined to rationalise the facts so as 
to harmonise them with our mental comfort. As 
who should say: “ the- subject needs expert 
enquiry; there are many questions to which we do 
not know the answers and until we do know the 
answers it is useless to consider the remedies for 
the disease, if disease it be 

But neither humanist nor economist can escape 
the implications of the facts which are so clearly 
discovered in this book nor the obhgations which 
the knowledge of these facts impose upon both of 
them. , 

The author’s sub-title, “ A Factual Study of 
Contemporary Social Waste ”, gives us, in a short 
sentence, the motif of his research. Its purpose is 
“ to assess the extent, character and causes of 
social waste and to relate the findings to the 
problem of an ageing and diminishing poptdation 
which, in turn, according to some authorities, will 
be faced with a declme in the mean intelligence 
quotient of the nation and a reduction in social 
competence 
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FOREWORD vii 

obtained all over the country as obtained in the 
more favoured districts 5993 more men would have 
joined the army in this one year. 

But far more important illustrations of the 
method are provided in the chapters on Maternal 
Mortality and Premature Deaths. The “ regional ” 
statistical method shows that whereas during the 
two years 1934-6 there was a percentage decline 
per 1000 deaths of childbearing women of 30 for 
Greater London, the figure was ordy 12 for the 
North and was as low as 3 for North I (Durham 
and Northumberland). This is evidence confirming 
my own repeated contention that research will 
probably discover that the essence of this particular 
problem (Maternal Mortality) lies in the fitness of 
the mother to produce her cMld. The author’s 
analysis of the dynamics of Premature Deaths 
demonstrates that one factor stands out promin¬ 
ently above all others as causative—the availa¬ 
bility of food for adequate nutrition. His studies 
of “ regional ” unemployment and “ regional ” 
overcrowding are no less significant. North I shows 
a higher Infant Mortahty, a higher Death Rate in 
children, and in all other age-groups also, than any 
other area except South Wales. 

The brunt of the burden of poverty falls inevit¬ 
ably upon the children, and the tragedy surround¬ 
ing the fact (if Orr’s estimate is correct) that four 
and a half million people spend an average of four 
shillings a week upon food lies in the certamty that 
it is the child who suffers most. Paradoxically, as 
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The future population, as Mr. Titmuss reminds 
us, is determined years ahead. It is therefore urgent 
that we do our utmost to stop avoidable mortahty 
in children, in young people and in potential 
parents now. This is the most important of all the 
sociologist’s immediate considerations when the 
population problem is under review, and it is a 
consideration which applies far more to the 
working-classes than to any other, since the major 
part of any increase in the birth rate that may be 
forthcoming must arise in this class. It follows 
from thoughts hke these that any effective 
measures which can be taken in our time against 
the national calamity that faces us in regard to 
the population problem must all of them be 
directed against the stiU more fundamental problem 
of poverty. 

kxy important part of the author’s technique in 
dealing with this question is the measurement of 
vital statistics of one area in the country against 
another: he makes a careful study of “ regional ” 
as against “ national ” health. In doing this there 
is revealed a close association of high death rate, 
high sickness rate and high inefihciency rate with 
poverty—end-results, all of them, in the main, of 
malnutrition. An interesting ihustration of the 
author’s method is shown by some recruiting 
figures. In 1936 the rejection rate in the Home 
i^unties was 32 per cent, whereas in the whole of 
England and Wales it was 48-2 per cent. This 
means that if the same standard of health had 
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It was, I think, Sir Josiah Stamp who stressed the 
need for mobilising the facts of modern society tbat 
scientific researcb bas brought to light. 

It is indeed work that merits attention, as any 
student immersed in the study of any form of 
social physiology will readily confirm. 

A fact, per se, is of httle value unless it be, first, 
disposed in its proper contest; secondly, related to 
allied estabhshed facts and knowledge ; and thirdly, 
understood and interpreted in terms of its influence 
and importance on other facts and on the whole 
field of social knowledge. When that point is reached, 
understanding must be translated into action. The 
measured facts of human birth, life and death, 
expressed in terms of the pain and sufiering that 
is past, must be used to transform the conditions 
of the hving. 

The aggregate of accumulated social knowledge 
is now so diverse, so vast, that as a result of 
enforced speciahsation each branch of scientific 
research tends to be driven into isolation. Unfortun¬ 
ately, for many research workers isolation spells 
academic meaninglessness. Despite, therefore, the 
great advance in knowledge, we may stiU retain a 
nodding acquaintance with the attitude which 
resulted in the British Navy taking two hundred 
years to reahse that scurvy was caused by in¬ 
adequate diet. 

IS 
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the author points out, we consider three shillings a 
week sufficient to maintain a child in health, yet 
if it were certified as a mental defective we should 
spend thirty shillings a week upon it for life. He 
might have added that if it is a juvenile delinquent, 
much the same paradox would apply. 

The 59 tables and the 3 diagrams which illus¬ 
trate the book are unusually clear. They mobilise 
for the first time a large amount of material 
bearing directly upon the question of poverty in its 
relation to premature death, to disease and to 
incapacity. In these tables, and in the text, the 
author has, it seems to me, rendered us all a signal 
service. Por it is only by such careful and convin¬ 
cing work that we are likely to change our present 
apathy for a conviction that this problem does not 
lie with the future generations but with us, and 
that effective action lies in our own hands. 
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During the last twenty years or so there have 
been initiated innumerable experiments and re¬ 
searches into the causes and effects of the mal¬ 
functioning of the human organism and yet we 
have no synthesis of the isolated results; no 
correlation of the obscure but nevertheless con- 
nascent effects to the fundamental nature of human 
ills. 

It is to be deplored, therefore, that so much 
valuable information, so many relevant facts, are 
lost and buried in the avalanche of statistics, blue 
books, reports, bulletins, books and research pam¬ 
phlets that descend on the sociologist every year. 

If in this book I have rescued a few of these 
facts from threatened eclipse, or if I have done 
something towards relating our vital statistics to 
the factors that determine when and why the 
people of this country die, then my debt of gratitude 
to the many who have perrmtted me to quote from 
their researches and works, and to those who have 
helped me with advice and suggestions will be 
manifestly increased. Though I have drawn upon 
many sources, I hope, that in doing so, I have not 
unwittmgly misrepresented the material. 

I have also to acknowledge the assistance I have 
received at the hands of Government Departments, 
particularly the Ministry of Labour and the 
Registrar-General’s Ofhce. 

On a different plane, however, I recognise that 
it is my wife, Kay—not only by her part in the 
pubhcation of this book, but through her work 
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“ The Foundations of National Glory are set in the 

Homes of the People/^ 

His Majesty King Geoege V 





INTEODUCTION 

There can be no subject of more fundamental 
importance to any nation tban tbe physical and 
mental well-being of its people. Tbe measure of its 
importance can be gauged by its influence on tbe 
nation as a social and economic entity. Faced 
witb tbe prospect of diminisbing descendants, tbe 
momentousness of tbe problem is accentuated. 

In a period—^like tbe Victorian era—^wben tbe 
reproduction rate was above unity, tbe nation could, 
apart from bumanitarian issues, afford to allow tbe 
poorer sections of tbe population to return a bigb 
mortabty rate. Wbilst every generation was more 
tban replacing itself, social waste and inefidciency 
was, of course, to be deplored; but premature death 
did not endanger tbe future social and economic life 
of tbe country. 

To-day an ageing population confronted witb 
tbe certainty of tbe approaching decline must re¬ 
assess tbe value of tbe poor to tbe community. 
It is from these, tbe poorer sections of tbe popu¬ 
lation, that tbe architects of tbe future are being 
increasingly disproportionately recruited. 

It is somewhat disconcerting to learn, therefore, 
that at a time when tbe falling birth-rate and ageing 
popiflation is occasioning serious concern to tbe 
Government of tbe country, bttle or no attention 
is being directed to tbe continued prevalence of 

zxiii 





INTEODtrCTION XXV 

made to mortality statistics. These, in turn, are not 
complete; they lack much information that is 
desirable and they do not represent a perfect 
method of measuring the esdent of ill-health. But 
an analysis, age group by age group, of all the avail¬ 
able data according to its regional distribution does 
provide, in broad terms, an accurate indication of 
the conditions extant in certain large areas of 
England and Wales. Just as we have as yet no 
reliable scientific standards for measuring mal¬ 
nutrition, so we cannot assess subnormal health. 
“ Normahty ” and “ average ” are often confused 
when interpreting the health level of the nation. 
Many school medical officers of health, for instance, 
interpret normal health by subjective means if it 
approximates to the average health of the com¬ 
munity in which they work, regardless of the con¬ 
flux of heterogeneous factors in that area tending 
to produce a high or low level of communal well¬ 
being. In a similar way, it is a common fallacy to 
regard any regional or local departure from a 
national mortality rate as representing the extent 
of the particular problem. The pubhcations of the 
Ministry of Health, the Eegistrar-General and the 
Board of Education, bearing on pubHc health, in¬ 
variably do so, however, when contrasting the 
distribution of physical phenomena in one area 
with that of another. There are, of course, in many 
cases extenuating circumstances and difficulties 
in the way of adequate compilation and presenta¬ 
tion of vital statistics, and, whilst naturally there 
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early and tinnecessary mortality among cMldren, 
potential parents, and, in fact, all sections of the 
people. Nor is it a matter for congratulation that 
such concern—implying recognition of the attend¬ 
ant problems—should fail to appreciate the absence 
of any relationship to-day between wage rates and 
family responsibilities, size of family and housing 
policy; and should fail to remedy the present lack 
of any national investigation into the cause and 
extent of premature death, excessive morbidity, 
ill-health and social deterioration. 

The inauguration of the Government’s nation¬ 
wide fitness campaign does httle more than imply 
the existence of iU-health and inefficiency in our 
midst to-day. The sequelae of ill-health must in the 
end be premature ageing and premature death for 
the majority of those who suffer. Men, women and 
children are dying before their time. Is excessive 
mortality and its related factors characteristic of 
the whole of England and Wales or only of certain 
regions 1 Are some parts of the country healthier 
than others, and, if so, why ? What, however, is of 
fundamental importance is to determine the extent 
of premature death, because an unduly high death- 
rate from aU or certain causes implies an ec[ually 
high or even higher rate of ill-health, sickness, 
malnutrition and inefficiency, which at the same 
time must be sowing the seeds of premature death 
in future years. 

As there is at present no means of chnically 
assessing the health of the nation, recourse must be 
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In the following chapters the South East of 
England and component areas such as the Home 
Coimties (Registrar-General’s Division “ Remainder 
of South East ”) and London have in most cases 
been taken as the optimum health standard at 
which to aim, but at the same time it is perhaps 
necessary to point out that there is considerable 
room for improvement in these areas. Nevertheless, 
an analysis on this basis takes us further towards 
assessing the totality of the issues involved, and 
more than suffices to provide a picture of the prob¬ 
lems to be solved. 

Having judged the extent of the problem, what 
are the predominant causative factors 1 Accord¬ 
ingly an attempt is made to evaluate the cor¬ 
relation between premature death and its close 
relatives ill-health, malnutrition and “ life without 
interest ”, and factors such as unemployment, 
poor rehef and unsatisfactory environment not 
productive in large measure of communal well¬ 
being. 

In general the statistics cited are those for 1936, 
but it should be added that analyses of previous 
years confirm the findings for the twelve months 
under review. According to provisional figures for 
1937 supplied by the Registrar-General before 
publication, no material change is apparent. The 
crude death rate reveals an increase of 0-3 above 
1936, and the birth rate an increase of 0-1. 

Throughout the succeeding pages, in considering 
any one of the many problems discussed, two factors 
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is no intention whatever of minimising discrep¬ 
ancies in, for instance, regional death rates, the 
results of a comparison of regional rates with the 
national rate are extensively used and quoted, the 
imphcations always being that the variation is 
quite small and not in itself sufficient cause for 
investigation or alarm. Take, for example, the 
Registrar-General’s discussion on the distribution 
of infant mortality in 1935 in which he states that 
the rate for North I is in excess of the national rate 
by 33 per cent as compared with 32 per cent in 
1934. The continual use of this national rate as a 
standard to judge favourable or unfavourable 
conditions can be a source of much error. The 
standard is a debased one and therefore can provide 
no adequate basis for measuring the extent of the 
geographical distribution of a particular factor. 
In the case of infant mortality in North I just in¬ 
stanced, the excess deaths, when judged by the 
rate obtaining in the Home Counties (South East of 
England excluding London), amount to 65 per cent. 

This book attempts, therefore, to assess the 
extent, character and causes of social waste and to 
relate the findings to the problem of an ageing and 
diminishing population which, in turn, according to 
some authorities, will be faced with a decline in 
the mean intelhgence quotient of the nation and 
a reduction in social competence. The qualitative 
aspect of the problem cannot be ignored, because 
no form of social progress is possible unless there is 
a continuous improvement of individuals. 



CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM OF POPULATION 

(1) Tlie Approacli to the Problem. 
(2) Population Trends. 
(3) Economic and Social Consequences. 
(4) Immediate Aims. 
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should be kept in mind: (1), that those regions 
suffering from economic under-privilege and most 
exposed to malnutrition-inducing conditions con¬ 
tain by far a higher proportion of our children; 
and (2), that it is only higher fertility in these 
regions that has prevented an earlier and probably 
calamitous fall in the size of the population. 

In the final analysis, the children are the nation’s 
most valuable asset; out of them it grows ; they are 
its future ; on them must descend its government; 
and upon them will its position and infiuence among 
the comity of nations depend. 

Not only does this book attempt to assess the 
extent, character, and causes of social waste quanti¬ 
tatively and quahtatively, in relation to the future, 
but it tries to connect and mobilise much of the 
available material, statistical and otherwise, bearing 
on the influence of poverty in determining avoid¬ 
able ill-health and untimely death in the interests 
of those who realise that, just as man by his actions 
creates ill-health and misery, so can man by his 
work create health and happiness. 



CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM OF POPULATION 

(1) THE APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM 

The governing outlook on life of th.e majority of 
English people to-day has its counterpart in the 
minds of those who hved in the Victorian era. It 
can perhaps best be described as an unreasoning 
belief that, despite the cataclysm of the last war and 
the menace of the next, the future will resemble the 
past. This majority may concede that scientific 
progress will bring some few changes in its train, but, 
rightly or wrongly, they cling to the principles of the 
obscurantist. They have been taught to beheve that 
physical and spiritual contentment is incompatible 
with a behef in a djmamic and changing future. The 
continuance of their contented, dull, mass-behef 
fives, and theh happy but nevertheless asocial pre¬ 
occupation with respectable ritual depends on the 
trends of to-day and the shape of to-morrow re¬ 
maining bidden. In their blind refusal to face the 
reality of fundamental issues they create in their 
own minds a future society akin to the contented 
one they occupy to-day. They even picture another 
war on the background of 1914 painted in with 
the colours of 1870. No disturbing thoughts must 

3 
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‘ good times ’ of every sort It is they who, by their 
attitude, represent the danger to democracy from 
within. Despite their relatively prosperous condi¬ 
tion, it is they who, judged by the statistics for the 
South East, have a lower birth rate than any other 
region of England and Wales. The mile upon mile 
of uniform villas have rightly been described as 
“ birth control barracks ”. It is these large groups of 
people whose sense of commtmal responsibihty is 
adolescent. But upon its development—^in time— 
probably depends the future of the country, of 
democracy, and possibly of civilisation. The choice 
lies between words and facts, infantihsm and adult 
responsibihty. It is these classes who know practic¬ 
ally nothing of conditions in the North and Wales 
and at present recognise no responsibihty. They do 
not reahse that it is the poor who have maintamed, 
and are maintaining, even our present low rate of 
replacement; that our numbers are being increas¬ 
ingly disproportionately recruited from amongst the 
unemployed, the unhealthy and mal-nourished, the 
mentaUy sub-normal, and from the ranks of those 
reared in the most unsatisfactory environment and 
subjected to social and economic hardships. 

A century ago Malthus administered a profound 
shock to our sensibihties. He disturbed complacency, 
and that, in this country, appears to be a social 
crime. 

Facts, particularly when unpleasant, are dis¬ 
liked and evaded. As Mr. Keynes has remarked, 
“ There is nothing a government hates more than 
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intrude on their faith in the rigidity and rightness of 
the only society they know ; not even the future 
prospects of national suicide. The fact that they are 
not replacing thenaselves raises no fears and evokes 
no interest in the placidity of their minds. The 
appearance during the last few years of the popula¬ 
tion problem in, for instance, the daily press and 
over the wireless is dismissed as sensationahsm; 
a reversion to witchcraft and demonology. They 
summon the ghost of Malthus and say that just as 
he was proved to be wrong, so too will the socio¬ 
logists of to-day. They refuse to believe because they 
do not wish to believe. If, as they hold, the future is 
full of promise for themselves and their children, 
surely, then, there is nothing to disturb their peace 
of mind. Nothing to do but mount, mass upon 
mass, the ironmongery of destruction. Thereby they 
remove the necessity to think, to understand and 
to work. 

In the opinion of the writer these tenets are held 
in the main by the majority of the ever-growing 
urban population; by those who represent an in¬ 
creasingly important proportion of our total popula¬ 
tion—^the great middle and lower middle class groups 
hving in the sprawling suburbias of our towns and 
cities. Theirs is a mechanomorphic cosmology. As 
Aldous Huxley remarks, “ They move through hfe 
hollow with pointlessness, trying to fill the void with¬ 
in them by external stimuli—^newspaper reading, 
day-dreaming at the films, radio music and chatter, 
the playing, and above all the watching, of games. 
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tion stood at 17,500,000. Alongside, tlie standard¬ 
ised death rate fell from 20-9 per thousand hving 
(1871-5) to 9-2 in 1936. Mortality caimot, of course, 
continue to decline. The reason why the population 
has not already started to diminish is this reduction 
in the death rate, which has fallen concurrently 
with the birth rate. We have now reached the stage, 
however, when the death rate trend has changed, 
the rate now beginning to rise as a result of the 
population gradually growing older. The following 
table illustrates the decline in replacement rates : 

TABLE 1 

Ferttlitt Rates 

Average Number of Children 
bom to each Woman passing 
through the Child-bearing 
Periodwith the Fertility 
Rates, found in Different 
Years in England and Wales 

Average Number of 
Female Children bom 
to each Woman in the 
Same Circumstances 

1851 4-49 2*20 
1861 4*61 2-26 
1871 4-78 2-34 
1881 4-64 2-28 
1891 4-16 2-04 
1901 3*51 1-73 
1911 2*94 1-44 
1921 2*72 1-32 
1931 1-91 0-93 
1934 1*79 0-87 

These figures do not, it must be remembered, take 
into account deaths between the ages 0 and 50. If 
fertility remains at its present level the population 
will decline at a rate of approximately 24 per cent 
in every generation. On the other hand if present 
trends continue, and there is no reason to suppose 
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to be well-informed; for it makes tbe process of 
arriving at decisions mucK more complicated and 
difficult Nevertlieless tfie only sound approach 
for government or people to the problems of popula¬ 
tion is through the known and ascertainable facts. 
In the following pages, therefore, an attempt is made 
to present in as brief terms as possible the position 
to-day, the probable circumstances to-morrow, and 
the resultant economic and social consequences. 

(2) POPULATION TEENDS 

The forces of population trends have ebbed and 
flowed unceasingly through time, seemingly without 
purpose or direction, and always with little or no 
attention from governments to their momentous 
influence on the welfare and destiny of mankind. 
The action of these forces in the past now presents 
us with problems which, by the implicit nature of 
their national and consequently international im¬ 
portance and urgency, demand and merit attention. 

We are living on the high fertility of past genera¬ 
tions and are not reproducing ourselves to-day. The 
birth rate has been declining for sixty years and the 
net reproduction rate now stands well below unity 
at 0-734. This means that every one thousand newly 
born girls will, before they die, give birth to 734 
girls. In 1875 the birth rate was about 35 per 1000 ; 
in 1936 it had fallen to 14-8. Incidentally the 
average annual number of births during 1933-6 was 
lower than in any year since 1849, when the popula- 
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at any rate an immediate change, the position will be 
more serious. 

Chief among the better-known estimates of the 
future population are those by Dr. Enid Charles.^ 
These calculations were made on the basis of vary¬ 
ing postulates. Dr. Charles’ second method appears 
to represent the most logical extrapolation of 
recent tendencies and has therefore been adopted 
for the purposes of this book. It assumes that both 
mortality and fertihty rates will decline in accord¬ 
ance with recent trends. The result shows that if the 
rates decline for another fifty years in the same pro¬ 
portion as they have in the past, the descendants of 
the present population will, one hundred years from 
now number approximately 4,600,000 (or less than 
half the present population of London). At that pomt 
the population over sixty years of age will, on this 
estimate, be substantially in excess of the popula¬ 
tion under that age. Even by the end of the present 
century the figure for England and Wales will have 
dropped from 40,500,000 to 17,500,000. The pro¬ 
found effect of these tendencies on the age composi¬ 
tion of the population can be visualised when it is 
realised that on the basis of the 1931 census the 
number of children will in seven years—by 1945— 
have decreased by 25 per cent and the number of 
elderly persons (over sixty) will have increased by 
36 per cent. 

Diagram Number I illustrates the probable trend 

^ Special Memorandum No. 40 of the London and Cambridge 
Economic Service, 1935. 
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people (as in 1931) tiiere are likely to be only 
whilst the proportion of old people will have risen 
from 11 in 1931 to 44. As to the immediate future, 
the following table provides an example on a small 
scale of one facet of the problem. 

The industrial population is almost entirely com¬ 
posed of people between the ages of 15 and 65, and 
the table shows the annual increase in the male and 
female population between those ages from 1871 to 
1930, together with estimates to 1950. As those who 
wiU be 15 in 1950 are already born, the estimates 
can only be afiected by a considerable increase or 
decrease in the death rate for children or by emigra¬ 
tion on a large scale. 

TABLE 2 

Anitual Inoeease of Population of Woeking Ages (15-65) 
IN England and Wales 

Males Females 

Between 1871 and 1881 92,000 97,000 
„ 1881 „ 1891 100,000 114,000 
„ 1891 „ 1901 143,000 108,000 
„ 1901 „ 1911 130,000 187,000 
„ 1911 „ 1921 70,000 I 125,000 
„ 1921 „ 1931 124,000 i 113,000 
„ 1931 „ 1935 162,000 144,000 
„ 1935 1940 75,000 60,000 
„ 1940 „ 1945 30,000 2,000 

1945 „ 1950 1,000 -50,000 

In National Income and Outlay, Colin Clark gives 
estimates of the occupied male population based on 
Dr. Charles’ assumptions. For 1935 he states the 
percentage of occupied males to total population 
as 32-9. By 1950 he estimates that it wiU rise to 
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in population based on Dr. Charles’ estimate. The 
diagram that follows indicates the probable trend in 
birth and death rates. Both diagrams represent, in 
the light of the information we have, reasonable 
assumptions, but they cannot, of course, be accepted 
as accurate forecasts. Migration has been ignored. 

It must be remembered that for the period to 
1956 the population over 20 years of age is already 
born. During this period the change in age structure 
is likely to have a more profound effect on our 
economic and social life than any decline in total 

population, thus: 

Per Cent of Total Population 

• 0-4 6-14 15-59 60 up 

1935 . 7-05 16-27 64-23 12-45 
1950 . 446 10-94 67-58 17-01 
1960 . 3-23 8-57 67-50 20-69 

As Mr. Duncan Sandys, M.P., remarked at the 
Conservative Party Conference in September 1937, 
“ Perhaps the most disquieting phenomenon of a 
declining birth rate is the progressive rise in the 
average age of the population ”. An ageing popula¬ 
tion is always a sign of a declining one. The remark¬ 
able change in the age structure when comparing 
1950—^twelve years ahead—^with 1931 is self- 
evident. Even in the last six years for which pub¬ 
lished figures are available (1931-6) the number of 
young children under 10 fell by 550,000, whilst the 
number of people over 60 rose by 729,000. By 
looking further ahead—sixty years hence—^instead 
of there being nearly 24 children in every 100 
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figures of county gross reproduction rates are taken 
from, “ Cfianges in Fertility in England and Wales ” 
{Political Arithmetic), by Mr. D. V. Glass, to whom 
the author is indebted. The rates, based on census 
years, are for the fifty-five registration counties. 
In 1931 Durham and Monmouthshire were first 
and second with 1-275 and 1-140 respectively, 
Surrey and London being fifty-second and fifty- 
fourth with 0-767 and 0-780 respectively. For the 
particular purposes of this book the rates for the 
counties in the North, Wales and the South East 
have been expressed in terms of Durham = 100, 
thus: 

North I. 

Durliani . 100 
Northumberland . . 81 

Remainder of North 

Yorkshire North Riding . 89 
Yorkshire East Riding . . 85 
Cumberland . 84 
Yorkshire West Riding , . 71 
Lancashire . . 70 
Cheshire . 66 
Westmorland . 66 

Wales I. 

Monmouthshire . . 89 
Brecknockshire . 81 
Glamorganshire . . 81 
Carmarthenshire . . 72 

Wales II, 

Montgomeryshire . . 85 
Anglesey . 82 
Radnorshire . 81 
Pembrokeshire . 80 
Elintshire . . 79 
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36-1. These figures are referred to later. As to 
the inactive age groups, in the next 20 years 
the 4-14 group (to which elementary school 
children belong) will decrease to 57 per cent of 
its present figure. At the other extreme the group 
60 and over will increase to 143 per cent of its 
present figure. 

Dr. Charles’ statistics represent—^to quote her 
own words—“ a more reasonable forecast of the 
trend of population, if no new social agencies inter¬ 
vene to check declining fertility ”. Subsequent to 
Dr. Charles’ first estimates she and Pearl Moshinsky 
contributed a chapter, “ Differential Fertihty in 
England and Wales ”, to Political Arithmetic, pub- 
hshed in 1938. After a detailed statistical analysis 
of differential fertihty the authors’ remark: “ The 
main result of this enquiry, therefore, is to remove 
any justification for a complacent view of the 
possibihties examined elsewhere In discussing 
the prospect of a reversal ensuing when all except 
the most fertile stocks have been ehminated, they 
say: “. . . we are at least entitled to urge that 
such a contingency is too remote to ‘prevent a large- 
scale decline in the total population during the next 
half-century 

Before, however, turning to a consideration of 
the consequences of the changing size and age 
structure of the total population it is necessary^ 
as this book is concerned with the regional in¬ 
cidence of mortality and poverty, to refer briefly 
to differential fertihty in the areas in question. The 
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By applying this assumption to the whole of Eng¬ 
land and Wales the reduction would have been in 
the neighbourhood of 500,000. Obversely if the 
rates for Durham and Northumberland had ob¬ 
tained throughout the same period in the South 
East we should have had approximately 500,000 
more children, and if in the whole of England and 
Wales approximately an additional 1,100,000. 

That in brief is a review of (a) population trends, 
(b) age structure and (c) difierential fertihty. 

For a detailed description of the statistical 
methods employed in arriving at certain of the 
estimates reference should be made to the works 
of KuczynsM, Charles and Glass. The influence 
of migration can be discounted unless there is a 
return to large-scale emigration or immigration, 
which at the present appears extremely remote. 
Extensive emigration would merely intensify the 
problem by not only reducing our population but by 
further distorting the age structure. It is somewhat 
difS.cult, therefore, to appreciate the recent move¬ 
ment among certain circles in this country to 
stimulate youthful emigration to the Dominions 
and Colonies. It may be inspired by the colonial de¬ 
mands so fashionable to-day, or by the rather selfish 
attitude on the part of some Dominion Authorities. 
For instance. Senator Sir George Pearce, when 
speaking in Perth on 9th March, 1938, said that 
Australia must “ populate or perish ”, and added, 
“ The best way to encoimter the problem was to 
increase the flow of British immigrants ”. This does 
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Wales II.—coritd. 

Denbighshire .... 78 
Merionethshire . , , .76 
Caernarvonshire .... 67 
Cardiganshire .... 60 

South East 

Hampshire . .... 77 
Oxfordshire ..... 73 
Berkshire ..... 72 
Essex ...... 72 
Buckinghamshire . . . .70 
Bedfordshire .... 68 
Hertfordshire .... 65 
Middlesex ..... 63 
London ..... 61 
Sussex ..... 61 
Surrey ..... 60 

As Mr. Glass points out, in 1931 only two regions 
of liigli fertility remain, Monmouthshire and the 
Durham-North Hiding region. Of the fifty-five 
registration counties only one, Durham, appeared 
to have a net reproduction rate above unity in 1931. 
The gross reproduction rate for England and Wales 
as a whole in 1931 expressed in terms of the Durham 
rate was 73. It can therefore be seen that of the 
registration counties in the South East only Hamp¬ 
shire exceeded this figure, whilst the great majority 
of the Northern and Welsh counties were above 
the national rate. In the chapter “Infant Mortahty ” 
it is indicated that assuming the birth-rates (per 
1000 women aged 15-44) in the South East had 
operated in the North and Wales during the 
decennium ended 1936, our child population would 
have been reduced by a figure approaching 250,000. 
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and does it show an improyement for subsequent 
children 1 How do these questions affect calcula¬ 
tions of the mean expectation of life which in 1933 
stood at 60-8 ? 

Incredible though it may appear, none of these 
vital questions can be answered. If, for instance, we 
wish to know the fertility of British mothers in the 
age group 19-24, we have to rely on (a) a process of 
deduction and conjecture mainly empirical, or (6) 
formulae compiled by foreign coimtries on their own 
nationals. The second method is more generally 
adopted, but as it is based on women hving irnder 
totally different conditions, e.g. Germans, Nor¬ 
wegians, Swedes, etc., it is bound to involve some 
margin of error. 

Much of the information that we lack to-day 
Sweden has had for 164 years and recognised as 
vital in 1774. It is also true to say that many other 
countries with white populations can answer most, 
if not all, of the questions propounded above. 

It win be seen, therefore, that with so many 
imponderables we are hardly in a position to judge 
the value of different methods of family endowment. 
It is earnestly to be hoped that the recent Popula¬ 
tion (Statistics) BiU wiU provide us with much of the 
information we now require. It must, however, be 
some years before the additional statistics are avail¬ 
able. In the meantime, and even when the results are 
ready for use, it seems of paramount importance to 
prevent unnecessary and avoidable mortahty among 
the children, young people and parents of to-day. 

c 
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not indicate a true appreciation of the problems that 
we in this cormtry wiU have to face. 

On the other hand, as most, if not all, the 
coimtries with white populations have dechning 
birth rates, it is unlikely that we could recruit from 
them, and it does not seem feasible to suggest that 
we should look to the coloured races for assistance. 

Any consideration of this problem must, of 
course, assume that we shall avoid a major war. It 
should be remembered that our population will con¬ 
tinue for many years to bear the marks of 1914-18. 
War is always dysgenic; that means to say it always 
kills the best types from amongst the biologically 
important age groups. 

It is not the purpose of this book to discuss why 
the birth rate is faUing in such a fashion or to suggest 
possible lines of approach towards a solution of the 
problem but to analyse contemporary mortahty 
and poverty. In any case it is difidcult to assess 
the value of, for instance, family endowment until 
our vital statistics are more adequate. Chiefly un¬ 
satisfactory are our statistics relating to fertihty. 
At what ages do mothers have first and subsequent 
children ? What is the duration of marriage and 
the proportion of childless marriages ? How long do 
parents wait before having their first child ? What 
is the gap between subsequent children and why ? 
What occupations involve a lower birth rate and 
a small-sized family ? What is the maternal mor¬ 
tality rate for second and subsequent children ? 
What is the infant mortahty rate for first children 
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indicate some of tlie major difl&culties that are likely 
to arise. 

As the changes in the age distribution become 
more pronounced and influential, conjointly with a 
stationary and then declining population, con¬ 
sumption demand on all forms of industry is likely 
to vary to a considerable extent. Many examples 
come to mind, such as bath-chairs for perambula¬ 
tors, to cite one perhaps rather extreme instance 
of the change-over from the requirements of youth 
to those of old age. The need for more durable goods 
such as furniture will also diminish as the smaller 
number of children now being born reach a marrying 
age. This factor will also afiect the demand for 
houses and flats. The increasing number of old 
people will call for different types of housing or 
flat accommodation. The provision of many of the 
social services will have to change as childish 
complaints dechne and diseases of old age iucrease, 
thus affecting hospitals, institutions, clinics and 
practically all medical services. The higher pro¬ 
portion of women over the age of 50 is a contributory 
factor. The ratio of females to males in this age 
group will increase from 1-204 (1935) to 1-268 
(1950). All these tendencies may at first quite 
possibly involve over-production in certain classes 
of industry. One has only to recall the deplor¬ 
able phght of the coal and cotton trades since the 
war, superficially due to loss of overseas markets, 
but actually, of course, attributable to a falling- 
off in the number of purchasers, to appreciate 
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(3) ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES 

Just as the size and age composition of the popula¬ 
tion has determined economic, social and even 
foreign pohcy in the past, so it will in the future. 
However repellent it is to those who dislike facts and 
refuse to face their implications, it is not an over¬ 
statement to suggest that the changes to be wrought 
by a dechning and ageing population will be pro¬ 
found and far-reaching, not, as many imagine, in 
some far-distant future, but within the lifetime 
of the majority of our present population. Con¬ 
currently with these changes it is logical to assume 
continued technological and productive advances. 
Particularly will these factors influence and change 
the lives of the children, young people and those 
approaching middle age—^like the author—^within 
the next ten to twenty years. As Sir William 
Beveridge said, when spealdng at the Geographical 
Association’s Conference on 6th January, 1937; “ In 
twenty-five years we shall be m a panic about the 
population of this country ”. He added that, “ For 
the last seventeen years economists have been 
talking about nothing but banking policy and the 
gold standard, but the centre of the social sciences 
is going to be the problem of population ”. 

It is not possible—even if it were desirable—^to 
outline the whole range and variety of consequences 
of a dechning and ageing population affecting every 
minute and insignificant aspect of our economic and 
social life. What follows, therefore, is an attempt to 
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one factor of incalculable importance wbicb per¬ 
meates and influences any consideration of the con¬ 
sequences to be wrought by changes in the size and 
composition of the population. This factor can be 
described by saying that the type of expanding 
predominantly youthful population which has pre¬ 
vailed in this country since the Middle Ages is fast 
becoming a characteristic of the past. 

The whole of the industrial system in this country 
as we know it to-day was bom into and grew up— 
and thrived—on continually expanding home and 
foreign markets. This influence was of major im¬ 
portance in impelhng rapid recovery from periodic 
business depressions. The very pressure of increas¬ 
ing numbers and expanding demand not only con¬ 
ditioned the tempo and extent of recovery, but also 
prevented the depression from touching the lower 
levels which might have been experienced with a 
stationary or falling population. It does not appear, 
therefore, that in the future we can expect any 
automatic solution of our economic problems. 

The twin factors of technical progress and over¬ 
production in a stationary or declining commumty 
wiU naturally lead 1;o a reduction ia the price levels 
—especially for primary products. If this con¬ 
sequence is met by State restriction of production 
and the artificial raising of prices to meet declin¬ 
ing demand, the result may well be a considerable 
lowering in the standard of life. On this aspect it 
is, of course, unpleasant to dwell, but such tend¬ 
encies, giving added impetus to rationalisation and 
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the consequences of a contracting market to 
particular industries at first, but eventually to all 

forms. 
There is every indication that a declining 

population will not result in declining unemploy¬ 
ment. On the contrary, the incidence of unemploy¬ 
ment is likely to increase as a result of the change¬ 
over with its impact on all forms of economic and 
social activity. It should also be remembered that 
simultaneously the shift in age structure will reduce 
the fiexibihty of labour supply.^ This process can 
already be seen operating in miniature in parts of 
the North and Wales, where employers are, for 
example, unable to obtain young workers due to 
declining numbers and emphasised out of all pro¬ 
portion by transference and migration. They are 
faced, therefore, with having to employ either older 
men (implying higher wages) or transferring their 
factories to districts where the supply of labour is 
more mobile. The experience of the North and 
Wales shows that a background of dechning popula¬ 
tion (with a distorted age structure) is not attractive 
to industry. The view that declining and ageing 
numbers are likely to increase unemployment is also 
held by Sir Wilham Beveridge, Chairman of the 
Unemployment Insurance Statutory Committee, by 
Mr. H. D. Henderson and other noted economists. In 
any study of social demography there is, therefore, 

^ For example, see Report of London Regional Advisory Council 
for Juvenile Employment (issued April, 1938), warning employers in 
the London area of shortage of juvenile workers. In ten years the 
position will grow far more serious. 
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faced with the situation of a smaller and smaller 
proportion of active workers having to support an 
ever-increasing proportion of old people. Old-age 
pensions at present amounted to £40,000,000. In less 
than thirty years’ time they will be costing nearly 
£65,000,000.” Lt.-Col. J. Sandeman Men, M.P., 
later remarked appropriately that “ it was httle 
short of criminal ” for municipahties and firms to 
prevent men and women from getting married. 

It would appear that Mr. Sandys is somewhat 
exaggerating the position. Earher in this chapter 
Colin Clark’s estimates of the occupied population 
were quoted which indicate a rise—^not a fall—^up 
to 1950. But what, however, must not be over¬ 
looked is that whilst there may be a rise the occupied 
population will be considerably older and more 
heavily concentrated in the higher age groups. 
Clark assumes—on the basis of the 1931 census— 
that: 

86 per cent of the age group 60-64 will be at work. 
65 „ „ 65-69 „ 
33 „ „ 70 and over will be at work. 

These assumptions leave out of account the recent 
tendency for a reduction in the retiral age. It is to 
be hoped that this tendency wiU not be checked 
even if it does involve a smaller occupied popula¬ 
tion. Nevertheless, the burden of inactive age 
groups is likely to grow. Old people do not repay 
investment and generally speakmg are more ex¬ 
pensive to maintain than children, particularly as 
many require separate households. To maintain 
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productivity, will lead to an increase in the incidence 
of unemployment and again to a lowered standard 

of living. 
The question of over-production of goods has 

already been referred to, but accompanying the 
change in demand may be an insufficiency of invest¬ 
ment outlets to absorb surplus savings. This, in 
itself, may be disastrous, but nevertheless it is 
predictable and may develop from a number of 
causative factors : one, for example, being a decline 
in building demands (factories, municipal buildings 
such as schools, and notably houses and flats). This 
question of a decline in the house-building industry 
from the inflated demand in recent years may 
assume considerable importance within the next ten 
years or so, particularly as the numbers reaching 
adult age diminish together with the recent tendency 
for the age at marriage to increase (1931-5, bache¬ 
lors 27-30-27-53, spinsters 25-47-25-59). This last 
factor of “ delayed marriage ” may be due to econ¬ 
omic stress and to the growing numbers of elderly 
and old people dependent on fewer young people 
for support. These considerations lead in turn to 
the influence of a growing burden of taxation on 
the “ occupied ” population. 

As Mr. Duncan Sandys, M.P., emphasised at the 
Conservative Party Conference in September, 1937: 
“ A declining population must inevitably involve a 
deterioration in the whole standard of life of our 
people. With a population whose numbers are de- 
cHning, and whose average age is rising, we shall be 
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an ageing “ occupied ” class will have to pay 
for them. As the demand for the volume of these 
services such as electricity and gas diminishes, it 
is likely that the cost will rise. Instances of 
the education question can already be found in 
many parts of the North and Wales (where the 
population is now dechning) and in Scotland. 
Village schools at one time taking over twenty 
children now have to teach less than ten, but the 
school and the stafi are still required. This problem 
of the cost of essential services is likely to be further 
intensified if the present tendency for industry and 
large numbers of the population to migrate to the 
South continues imchecked. Eeference here should, 
however, be made to the particular chapter on 
migration and its social and economic consequences. 
Apart from these essential services and other forms 
of expenditure, there is also the question of the 
growing burden of the major item in the national 
budget—Defence Forces—and its partner the 
National Debt. Defence is not likely to grow less 
expensive when there are fewer to protect. Mr. 
Chamberlain may possibly have had this in mind in 
stating, when discussing on 7th March, 1938, the 
expenditure of £l,500,000,000-£2,000,000,000 on 
armaments; “I need not impress upon Hon. 
Members the gravity of these figures or of the pros¬ 
pects which lie before us if no alleviation of the 
situation can be obtained ”. 

There is little doubt that the slower rate of 
recovery from the abnormal world depression of 
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tMs. burden women may tend to remain longer in 
employment thus postponing marriage. The dechue 
in the number of new female entrants to industry 
may add an incentive by a consequent rise in 
female wage-rates. 

On these related questions of housing, marriage, 
and the birth rate it is not out of place to reflect on 
the character of existing housing and Overcrowding 
Acts. To what extent will the houses at present 
being erected by various authorities come within 
the existing deflnition of overcrowding should the 
average size of the family increase as a result of some 
form of Family Endowment or the financial en¬ 
couragement to parents to have larger famihes ? 
Also, will the tendency in many of our large towns 
to erect flats defeat any desire to raise the birth 
rate ? As a typical example of the complete lack of 
foresight on the problem, the recently introduced 
Housing (Financial Provisions) Bill intended to 
make special provision for agricultural housing will, 
unfortunately, tend to influence local authorities to 
erect smaller houses. 

There is another aspect of the change-over from 
an increasing and then stationary population to a 
shrinking one that relates to the provision and cost 
of social services. This is discussed in the chapter 
on “ Inter-Regional Migration ” (Economic Con¬ 
sequences). Schools, roads, transport, telephone and 
postal, water, electricity, gas and other essential 
services will still be required all over the country 
but by a smaller and ageing population, whilst 
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ceal from ourselves the fact that a great Empfre 
like ours, whose population would be growing pro¬ 
gressively smaller and older, must inevitably 
become increasingly vulnerable to attack It 
seems that Germany has already been giving 
attention to our declining birth rate. Professor 
Schultze remarks in Neues VolJc (January, 1938) that 
“ England is more than saturated with colonies 
which it cannot exploit, because it lacks the men 
and women. It must be said, with all emphasis, 
that it is high time to satisfy German Colonial 

demands”. 
Discussing the same problem in Ends and Means, 

Huxley writes; “ In the past Sweden, Portugal and 
Holland attempted to keep up the status of a 
Great Power on the basis of a population that was 
absolutely and relatively small. All of them failed 
in the attempt. If only for demographical reasons, 
Britain should take all possible steps to avoid a 
struggle for imperial power which, if not im¬ 
mediately fatal, will almost certainly prove fatal 
a couple of generations hence.” There is no in¬ 
tention, however, to enter here upon a discussion 
of the impact of population on foreign policy, but 
Sir Kingsley Wood, Minister of Health, stated at the 
Conservative Party Conference, that this was a 
matter which considerably affected our National 
and Imperial destiny. It was one of considerable 
moment in determining our future social and 
economic policy. Future population, he remarked, 
was determined many years ahead, and if we 
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1930-33, can be partly explained by the diminished 
pressure resulting from the slowing-up in population 
increase not only at home but abroad. It follows on, 
therefore, to enquire to what extent has this process 
given rise to the growth of economic nationahsm. 
Conjointly with the factors of rationahsation, mass 
production and scientific agricultural output, the 
slowing-down in the rate of demand by industrial 
countries (such as Great Britain) for agricultural 
products reacted unfavourably in turn on the de¬ 
mand for industrial commodities. The scope of the 
subject is, of course, far too wide to discuss in all its 
bearings, but unquestionably population growth is a 
contributory factor. It seems unlikely that, failing 
a considerable rise in the standard of life of the 
milhons of natives of Africa and Asia, this country 
can look for an extensive expansion in foreign trade, 
as the Dominions and most of the countries with 
white populations have similar replacement prob¬ 
lems to our own. As the population question grows 
in importance in this and other countries, it is 
fervently to be hoped that the world will be sane 
enough not to extend the dominance of economic 
autarchy, but, remembering the past, it is not out 
of the question. 

The speech by Mr. Duncan Sandys has already 
been cited, but it is not irrelevant to quote here 
the press report of his statement that “whilst 
he was not advocating what was called ‘ breeding 
babies for cannon fodder ’, nevertheless, we should 
be shirking our responsibihty if we were to con- 
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he deUvered before the Eugenics Society on 16tb 
February, 1937, follow: 

“Yet there will be many social and political 
forces to oppose the necessary change. It is probable 
that we cannot make the changes wisely unless we 
make them gradually. We must foresee what is be¬ 
fore us and move to meet it half-way. If capitahst 
society rejects a more equal distribution of incomes 
and the forces of banking and finance succeed in 
maintaining the rate of interest somewhere near the 
figure which ruled on the average during the nine¬ 
teenth century (which was, by the way, a little 
lower than the rate of interest which rules to-day), 
then a chronic tendency towards the under-employ¬ 
ment of resources must in^the end sap and destroy 
that form of society.^ But if, on the other hand, 
persuaded and guided by the spirit of the age and 
such enlightenment as there is, it permits—^as I 
beheve it may—a gradual evolution in our attitude 
towards accumulation, so that it shall be appropriate 
to the circumstances of a stationary or declining 
population, we shall be able, perhaps, to get the 
best of both worlds—^to maintain the liberties and in¬ 
dependence of our present system, whilst its more 
Rigna.1 faults gradually suffer euthanasia as the dim¬ 
inishing importance of capital accumulation and the 
rewards attaching to it fall into their proper position in 
the social scheme. A too rapidly declining population 

^ Professor Wamring of the UniYersity of Copenhagen predicts 
(in relation to population decline in Denmark) that the rate of 
interest will become lower; the supply of capital will be greater; and 

the demand smaller. 
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ignored this problem now, it might well he too 
late. 

It is not too much to hope that if steps are taken to 
raise the replacement rate they will not be actuated 
by pressure from those who may feel that our de¬ 
clining birth rate will have serious consequences to 
National or Imperial security. Military considera¬ 
tions were responsible for the censuses carried out 
in the kingdom of Ancient China in 788 b.c. and 
589 B.o. Eeasons of a hke nature are at work in 
similarly autocratic European countries to-day, 
despite their claim to be both progressive and 
modem, but nevertheless it is to be desired that in a 
democracy such as ours other considerations of a 
higher social order wiU have both value and in¬ 
fluence. 

The demographic problem in four to five years’ 
time can be summarised as the impact of a pro¬ 
gressively dechning and ageing population, with 
a heavy proportion of “ suspended mortality ”, 
on our dehcately balanced economic and social 
structure. 

Mr. J. M. Keynes thinks that “ the first result to 
prosperity of a change-over from an increasing to a 
declining population may be very disastrous On 
the other hand, he is of the opinion that, always 
assuming (by no means a justifiable assumption) we 
show the necessary vsdsdom and foresight, we may be 
able to utihse the change-over to raise the general 
standard of living. The importance of his views are 
such that the concluding words of the Galton Lecture 
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This seems to have been appreciated by the Earl of 
Listowel, who stated in the House of Lords on 1st 
March, 1938, that “ whatever the results of the en¬ 
quiry under the BiU [the Population (Statistics) Bill], 
the Government (he hoped) would not delay to take 
action. This was a problem that waxed in magnitude 
with the passage of every year, and he hoped that 
shortly they would be able to welcome very drastic 
and far-reachmg measures to cope with it. Other¬ 
wise it would mean the ecHpse of this country as 
an independent nation and an increase in poverty 
such as one could hardly conceive in one’s wildest 
dreams.” ^ 

Or as Professor A. M. Carr-Saunders (Chairman 
of the Population Investigation Committee) puts 
it: “ The population of this country has now 
almost reached its peak; decline will shortly set 
in, and even if fertility remains at its present level 
that dechne wiU soon become rapid. . . . Such a 
decline is not likely to be arrested, however, unless, 
as the result of careful investigations into all 
aspects of the matter, measures are taken to 
modify the social and economic situation in so far 
as it affects married people when they decide upon 
the size of their families. Hence the need for a 
considered pohcy, for the construction of which 
much more information and experience are needed 
than are available at present.” ® The Bill, it is 
hoped, will provide this data. 

^ Times Report. 

^ In Preface to The Struggle for Population^ by D. V. Glass. 
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would obviously involve many severe problems, and 
there are strong reasons lying outside the scope of 
this evening’s discussion why in that event, or in 
the threat of that event, measures ought to be taken 
to prevent it. But a stationary or slowly declining 
population may, if we exercise the necessary 
strength and wisdom, enable us to raise the standard 
of life to what it should be, whilst retaining those 
parts of our traditional scheme of life which we value 
the more now that we see what happens to those who 
lose them.” 

It is undeniable that if we are to “ exercise the 
necessary strength and wisdom ” it is essential that 
the full extent of the problems and consequences 
to be faced should be weighed, appreciated and 
understood. 

There has, however, been no intention in this 
chapter to give undue weight to the related factors: 
merely to indicate some of the consequences logic¬ 
ally predictable which may ensue from ascertainable 
short-term demographic trends. Because, after all, 
the potential mothers and fathers for the next 
fifteen years are already born—nothing we can do 
can alter that fact except to reduce to a minimum 
infant, maternal and child mortabty and premature 
deaths at all ages. The impression conveyed by an 
outline of the economic and social consequences 
may have been somewhat unpleasant, but that is 
not unusual when one is confronted with the almost 
illimitable multiplication of problems that follow 
from a review of the impending population decline. 
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deformed and wasted to-day. Any appxoacli to tlie 
problem at the present time in which the demand 
for more children is either made or imphed betrays 
insufficient or superficial enquiry into the reasons 
for such a demand or else a motivation sirnilar to 
the aims influencmg totahtarian ideologies. It is 
both illogical and mefficient to contemplate induc¬ 
ing people to have more children until we have 
judged the extent of contemporary waste in human 
life. It is a sobering thought that the House of 
Commons, in debating the decliniag birth rate in 
February 1937, contrived to fill 54 columns of 
Hansard without calhng for an assessment of 
present-day premature mortahty. 

That is the fundamental purpose of this book— 
to attempt to discover whether everything that is 
humanly possible is being done to safeguard the 
present population, especially the younger genera¬ 
tions, from premature death. Judged from every 
aspect of this problem, our first care should ob¬ 
viously be for the children already born. Therefore 
it should always be borne in mind in this and 
succeeding chapters that, but for higher fertility 
in the North and Wales in the past, the population 
of this country would by now be declining; and, 
what would be more serious, with great rapidity. 
The purpose of subsequent chapters is therefore to 
ascertain whether mortahty rates for infants and 
children have been brought down to an irreducible 
minimum. Further, are the fives of our young people 
as healthy and as free from inherent disease as is 

D 
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There appears little doubt, however, that the 
Government will eventually have to take far- 
reaching steps. Even such an eminent authority 
as Dr. E,. E. KuczynsM, who has probably con¬ 
tributed more valuable work to our knowledge of 
population problems than any other living socio¬ 
logist, significantly remarked in a paper read to 
the Eugenics Society on 25th May, 1937; “ In a 
few years from now the Government very hkely 
wiU be compelled to embark on a population 
pohcy which may become as costly as its present 
rearmament pohcy ”. 

(4) IMMEDIATE AIMS 

Whether they do or do not need not interest us 
at the moment. Our immediate concern should be 
the lives of the present population, and in particular 
the welfare of our young people upon whom the 
future wiU depend. 

Before we come to measures to raise the birth 
rate it would appear to be essential that the pre- 
Hminary steps should primarily comprise a con¬ 
sideration of our present treatment of these young 
people. 

That being so it seems somewhat short-sighted 
for people like the Earl of Listowel and even the 
economist Mr. E, F. Harrod, to indulge in alarming 
prophecies. It is a trifle incongruous to worry over 
problems that may arise fifty years hence before 
we know how many young fives are being stunted. 
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problems might do well to remember Sismondi’s 
sajing: “ The true problem of the statesman is to 
find the combmation and tbe ratio of population 
to wealth which will assure most happiness to the 
human race on a given area 
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consistent with their future responsibihties as 
parents? In short, is there at present any avoidable 
wastage of hves among children and among potential 
mothers between the ages of 15 and 44 ? 

What we are doing for those who are ahve and 
who will have to face these population problems 
in ten to twenty years will not only condition the 
extent and efiect of the problems, but appears to 
be at the present time by far the most important 
preliminary consideration. Therein lies the ex¬ 
planation of the importance of ascertaining the 
incidence of poverty in relation to the future 
population, for as Mr. D. V. Glass concludes (ia 
The Struggle for Population) : “ If there is to be any 
significant increase in the birth rate, the major 
part must come from the working-class. Con¬ 
sequently, no action is likely to have a permanent 
influence unless it provides conditions in which 
the working-class is able to bring up children with¬ 
out thereby suffering from economic and social 
hardship.” 

The next chapter deals very briefly with the 
problem of population from the qualitative aspect. 
This book is, however, largely concerned with 
the incidence and impact of poverty on population 
and the factors which tend to malnutrition and 
premature death. Owing to the size and com¬ 
plexity of the numerous inter-related problems it 
no doubt falls short in many places, but an attempt 
is made to bring together as much as possible of 
the available information, for the student of these 
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CHAPTER II 

THE PROBLEM OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

Thebe is an ever-growing volume of information, 
statistics and opinions on tlie quantitative aspect 
of population; less attention is, however, being 
paid, and has been directed, to the qualitative point 
of view, with perhaps the exception of Dr. CatteU’s 
book The Fight for our National Intelligence, and the 
work of the Eugenics Society. 

It is axiomatic that any attempt to assess the 
national average level of intelligence (graded for 
instance according to range of intelligence quotient) 
is not only extremely difficult but highly complex. 
Further, if it is attempted to observe changes in the 
level over a given period, the complications brought 
to bear by the coactive influence of many inter¬ 
related socio-economic factors are greatly mtensifled. 

The scope of this book cannot, of comse, extend 
to cover such wide, one might almost say illimit¬ 
able, fields. It is only intended here to emphasise 
that in any consideration of future numbers the 
quahtative aspect must not be overlooked. 

It is held by many sociologists that inteUigence 
is inherited. To an extent that may be so, but it 
does not necessarily follow that unsatisfactory 
treatment and environmental conditions will make 

39 
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caution is necessary, it would seem, to quote tlie 
words of the investigators, “ highly probable that 
when an adequate, dietetically balanced breakfast 
is given to infant school children below the average 
in intelhgence, they develop a greater gain in 
weight, a higher hand temperature, greater mental 
output, and greater progress in school subjects 
(English, poetry and arithmetic) than is shown by 
an otherwise identical group of infant school 
children (the control group) who continue to have 
their unsatisfactory breakfasts at home (quantities 
of bread and jam and tea). These children come, 
on the whole, from the poorer homes Summarising 
their work, the investigators write, “ The results of 
the present experiment suggest that a better break¬ 
fast may efiect at least a 10 per cent improvement 
in mental output and in school progress ” ^ Erom 
the growing volume of evidence there appears to 
be httle doubt that sustained vitamin and mineral 
deficiencies have a harmful effect on mental ability. 
Once the damage has been done it is doubtful 
whether it is possible to eradicate deleterious 
effects. It is often overlooked that mental and 
physical injury can be sustained before school age. 
Pronounced differences in intelligence quotients 
among children of school age with approximately 
similar family environments are not necessarily a 
vahd index of inborn endowment. Such differences 
may well be the logical result of satisfactory or 

* See also reference to Oslo experiment in free breakfasts 
(Cbapter IV). 
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no difierence to tlie development and future potential 
use of tlie innate characteristics. American psycho¬ 
logists such as Holzinger, Freeman and Mitchell have 
demonstrated to considerable effect the modifying 

influence of changes in environment on the intelh- 
gence of children even at comparatively late ages. 
There is, too, undoubted evidence attesting to 
the fact that certain defects (mainly nutritional 
in origin) during early childhood lead to a definite 
deterioration in intelligence. Recent research among 
school children in Iowa showed that malnutrition 
affected intelligence. Many a child classed as dull 
or backward should have been recorded as deficient 
in vitamin A. A definite quantity of vitamin intake 
is necessary to maintain the nervous system in con¬ 
dition to respond to stimuU. A child deficient in some 
food constituent may be apathetic and dull. E. V. 
McCoUum has demonstrated in the U.S.A. that mal¬ 
nutrition is the cause of listless, irritable children, 
many of whom evince spasmodic nervous activity. 
There are substantial reasons for thinking that 
dietetically balanced meals increase mental output. 
Arecent experiment at Roding School, Essex, carried 
out by Dr. A. H. Seymour and J. E. F. Whitaker 
aimed at comparing the educational, psychological 
and physiological effects of a properly balanced break¬ 
fast with those of the breakfast normally received 
by a group of infant school children of five to six 
years of age, below the average in intelligence, and 
coming from poor homes. Although the experiment 
was on a relatively small scale, and therefore 
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the less satisfactory conditions existing in the less 
prosperous areas of the country. The majority of 
our present child population are being “ educated ” 
and brought up in those areas of England and 
Wales most exposed to malnutrition-iaducing 
conditions. 

Although we have iosufS-cient knowledge of 
difierential fertility in this country, there is no 
doubt from a study of the tables included iu later 
chapters that wealth and babies are distributed 
inversely throughout England and Wales. Whether 
children produce poverty, poverty produces children, 
or the absence of children tends to wealth, cannot 
be scientihcally assessed. But at least what can be 
inferred is that such a distribution does not appear 
from a national standpoint to be a sensible arrange¬ 
ment. Whilst the presence or possession of wealth 
does not by any means imply intelligence or the 
possession of those qualities which make for a stable, 
responsible, co-operative member of the community, 
it is, on the other hand, difidcult to avoid the con¬ 
clusion that high and sustained unemployment, un¬ 
favourable environment, overcrowding and excess 
mortality and morbidity will, sooner or later, tend 
to reduce the local-regional-national incidence of 

, independent, responsible, co-operative and intelligent 
citizens. Thus, on broad lines, it can be laid down 
that if we continue to rely in increasing numbers on 
depressed communities for our children, and then in 
many cases at an unduly early age move and redis¬ 
tribute them over the country, no surprise need be 
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unsatisfactory uterine and neo-natal environment. 
Eecent research into twin resemblance supports 
this view. The extent and influence of poverty— 
implying malnutrition—^in its bearing ontbe national 
inteUigence is therefore apparent; its importance 
being in direct ratio to the spread and degree of 
differential fertibty. Given a relatively insigrdficant 
incidence of differential fertility, as was perhaps 
the case in the early nineteenth century, the 
conditioning influence of poverty on national in- 
telhgence was consequently hmited, but to-day its 
effect on the destiny of the nation is demonstrably 
increased. 

From the growing use of intelhgence testing 
among children the results illustrate in most cases 
that children drawn from the “ higher ” social 
groups tend on the average to be placed above those 
coining from the “ lower ” or poorer groups. But so 
far no evidence is forthcoming to prove that the 
reason may not be found among social causes. There 
is indeed plenty of evidence to support the environ¬ 
mentalist’s case, as we still have no conclusive 
proof of the simple inheritance of inteUigence. More¬ 
over, it is extremely doubtful whether we shall have 
until some means are found to either isolate or 
standardise environmental influences. 

Elsewhere in this book it is statistically adduced 
that we are becoming more and more dependent in 
even maintaining our present low rate of replace¬ 
ment on the children born, not in the more favour¬ 
able economic environment of the South, but m 
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ranging between 85 and 115, tbat one-quarter 
straggles below 85, some 4 per cent being below 70, 
and that about one-quarter consists of more or less 
gifted individuals above 115 with a small fraction 
rising to 180 or more. Now, according to Dr. Cattell, 
psychologists have become aware of the fact that 
this distribution curve is at present altering in such 
a way as to reduce the number of high intelhgences 
and increase the proportion of low ones through the 
birth rate of the latter being considerably higher 
than among the former. A survey of intelligence was 
recently carried out by Dr. Cattell. In one typical 
industrial city and one unspoilt rural area aU the 
children born in a certain year were tested with in¬ 
telligence tests, which were of a non-verbal kind 
designed to avoid as far as possible any effects due to 
differing social backgrounds. In both areas the 
findings were the same: an inverse relation between 
intelligence and size of family throughout the whole 
range of intelligence. The highly’gifted group was 
far from maintaining its numbers, whilst the dull 
and defective were contributing an increasing pro¬ 
portion to thepopulation of the next generation. Con¬ 
sequently if intelligence, as thus tested, is inherited, 
and there are no large counteracting factors, we may 
expect the distribution curve in the next generation 
to show a marked decline above an I.Q. of 110 and a 
decided bulge at the level of the dull and sub¬ 
cultural. On the same basis. Dr. Cattell is of the 
opinion that in thirty years’ time we may expect a 
24 per cent increase in mental deficiency, and, what 
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evinced if there is a consequent rise in the nnmher 
and incidence of unstable, irresponsible, unemploy¬ 
able, delinquent, dull and backward individuals. 
With the experience of prolonged imemployment 
for the last fifteen years or so, social workers have 
by now come to appreciate something of the de¬ 
moralising and devitalising effects on not only the 
workless themselves and their families but on the 
constituent community which is suffering from a 
sustained high incidence. Innate intelligence may be 
there in the children but the constant pressure of 
unsatisfactory home conditions, “unemployment 
atmosphere”, malnutrition and other factors, will 
have the tendency to produce dull, backward, tem¬ 
peramentally unstable and slightly subnormal 
children. With the whole background of their fives 
unsatisfactory, it is not improbable that whilst their 
bodies are being damaged physically their immature 
minds are also suffering. 

What will be the cumulative effect of past and 
present socio-economic conditions on the national 
level of intelligence it is difficult to foresee, but Dr. 
Cattell, in his book, draws some depressing conclu¬ 
sions. He bases these primarily on what he thinks is 
our “ tendency for the population to be recruited 
increasingly from the sub-men ”. He holds that 
the distribution of intelligence in our population 
approximates to an easily discoverable and fairly 
definite form—^that of the normal distribution 
curve. This curve reveals that about half the popula¬ 
tion is composed of people with intelligence quotients 
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that ability is widely distributed, there being no 
shortage of gifted children in the community ; and 
second, that about half the children of high 
abihty do not enjoy the opportunity of higher 
education^ 

It is easily visuahsed how basically important 
is this question of the opportunities for higher 
education, more particularly if differential fertihty 
is affecting the national level of intelhgence and 
assuming, as appears Kkely, that environment 
conditions abihty. It is indeed difficult to disprove 
the assertion that through the weighting of educa¬ 
tional opportunity in favour of the economically 
privileged classes there is a considerable social 
wastage of valuable personnel. 

From the more restricted viewpoint of the 
intelhgence level in specific communities and areas 
with declining populations, it does not appear un¬ 
reasonable to postulate that intensive migration of 
the best types of individuals drawn mainly from 
young age groups will have detrimental effects. 
The possibility, for instance, of marriage for those 
who remain will be confined. It is not unlikely, as 
experience has shown, that greatly depopulated com¬ 
munities with an unfavourable environment will tend 
to develop into “ clusters of subnormals 

According to the Fifth Eeport on the Work of 
the Children’s Branch, published by the Home 
Office in January, 1938, the amount of Juvenile 
Delinquency is on the increase despite a fall in the 

^ Political Arithmetic : A Symposium of Popvlation Studies, 
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is probably more important, a reduction of tbe 
number of gifted children of secondary school type- 
above an I.Q. of 120—by about 35 per cent. This 
forecast cannot be regarded with complacency when 
we remember that the last commission on mental 
deficiency, the conclusions of which, embodied in the 
Wood Report, are generally agreed to have been 
very cautious, admitted the probability of an in¬ 
crease in mental deficiency, whilst its statistical 
findings, if taken at face value, showed that the 
percentage of feeble-minded persons had almost 
doubled in twenty years. Professor J. B. S. Haldane 
in a recent book, Heredity and Politics, in discussing 
dysgenic trends, remarks ; “If the existing diSer- 
ences in fertility of social classes continue we may 
expect a slow decline of perhaps one or two per 
cent per generation in the mean intelligence 
quotient of the country. That is, on the whole, 
deplorable.” ^ 

Related to this question of the distribution of 
innate ability is the factor of educational oppor¬ 
tunity. To what extent is the opportunity for higher 
education restricted for the children of the poorer 
classes ? In an important study, involving sta¬ 
tistical research and the apphcation of intelhgence 
tests to a sample of over ten thousand children in 
all the main types of English schools, J. L. Gray 
and Pearl Moshinsky reach two conclusions : first, 

^ Dr. H. Crichton-Miller, in giving the Sir Charles Hastings 
lecture at the British Medical Association’s headquarters on 7th 
April, 1938, emphasised that the intelligence quotient of the nation 
was declining. 
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number rose to 119,867 on 1st January, 1937J It 
is doubtful, however, whether any considerable 
value can be attached to these figures when the 
rising average age of the population is taken into 
account. 

From a study of all the available material one 
solution which constantly ofiers itself is that the 
most likely method of efiecting an improvement in 
national intelligence and social competence would be 
to raise the social conditions under which the maj ority 
of our children are reared. As it has been indicated 
that the major proportion of our future citizens 
are drawn from the depressed North and Wales, 
this conclusion applies with added force to these 
particular regions. 

^ In 1937 the cost of Mental Hospitals and Mental Deficiency 
Institutions amounted to £10,602,374. Yet nothing apparently was 
spent by the State on research into the relationship between diet 

and mental deficiency. 
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child popiilation. Taking the main group (boys 
under 14), the number found guilty has risen from 
5997 (estimated population 1,956,900) in 1929 to 
13,702 (estimated population 1,909,800) in 1936. 
An increase is also registered for boys 14-16 and 
girls under 14 and 14-16. This is confirmed by the 
figures included in the Criminal Statistics for 
England and Wales (1936), the increases in the 
number of child ofienders being described by The 
Times as “ disquieting ”. The number of offenders 
under the age of 17 rose from 20,540 in 1934 to 
27,126 in 1936, again, it should be remembered, 
with a falling population. 

It is a matter for regret that we have no statistics 
relating to the regional incidence of juvenile de¬ 
linquency, because these boys and girls are not 
born with crhninal characteristics. Considerable 
infi.uences must be at work to result in a rise in 
law-breaking, and although there are probably 
many causational factors, poverty, malnutrition 
and environment must loom large in the scale. 
There is an undoubted relationship between the 
criminality rate (implying the presence of poverty 
and unsatisfactory environment) and unemploy¬ 
ment figures. For example, see S. K. Euck, “ The 
Increase of Crime in England ”, Political Quarterly, 
vol. Ill (2), 1932. 

Another indication of the rise in the number 
of those who are mentally deficient is shown by 
the increase in the rate-aided patients in mental 
hospitals. From 106,658 on 31st March, 1930, the 
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CHAPTEE III 

MOETALITY AJJALYSIS 

(1) INTEODUCTION 

The causes of raauy of tlie path.ological conditions 
are now known, and it would tkerefore seem to be 
of national importance that knowledge of the 
incidence of suck conditions sboxdd be fully avail¬ 
able. If we are without that knowledge we cannot 
estimate the relative importance to the community 
of different causative factors. It is particularly 
regrettable that, apart from school children, we have 
not had, and stiU, do not possess any means of 
assessing the physical condition of the nation. 
Nevertheless, it is beyond dispute that in the mass 
of the people there has been a great improvement 
duriag the last thirty to forty years. 

The very existence of this fact should not blind 
us from recognising that, even judged on the higher 
standard achieved in some districts and areas, 
we have travelled but a small part of the way 
towards perfection. The wrongs of to-day and 
the creation of evils to-morrow cannot be legiti¬ 
mately dismissed by recounting the errors of 
yesterday. 

The only means we possess to-day of measuring 
53 
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not been included for the reason that it should 
properly form the subject of a separate enquiry. 

For England and Wales, mortality in different 
age groups in certain large regions has been investi¬ 
gated and the results compared with the region 
producing the healthiest figures. The chief “ kfihng ” 
diseases have also been analysed age group by age 
group and the results disclose the regional incidence 
of certain causative factors. Statistical attention has 
also been paid to the distribution of maternal and 
infantile mortahty and Army and Air Force rejection 
figures as providing confirmatory evidence of the 
value of the main regional analyses. The Tabulated 
Statistics are prefaced by tables showing (1) the age 
composition of the regions in question, and (2) the 
distribution of deaths in age groups expressed as a 
percentage of the total regional mortahty. The latter 
afiord correlative evidence of considerable value and 
should be contrasted with other indices quoted in 
later chapters. 

Much of the data could have been subjected to 
more refined treatment and certain other statistical 
processes in addition to the operations the vital 
figures have already undergone, but this might have 
involved overloading the analyses with considerable 
technical matter. 

As tbis book is intended in the main for those 
conscious of the serious nature of many of the prob¬ 
lems that afflict our society to-day, and not just 
a select minority of statisticians, sociologists or 
economists, it appeared undesirable to subject the 
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the condition of tlie people are tlie vital statistics 
supplied by tbe Eegistrar-GeneraFs Office. These 
are invariably used by tbe Government when com¬ 
parisons are made concerning the health of the 
nation, the emphasis being laid generally on the im¬ 
provement in the expectation of life at different ages 
and the maternal and infant mortality rates. Never¬ 
theless, it is becoming evident, particularly from 
the viewpoint of the distribution of the population 
over the whole of the country, that deficiencies exist 
in the collection and arrangement of these vital 
statistics. This aspect has been referred to in regard 
to the Population (Statistics) Bill, but there is 
another, equally important, and that is the correla¬ 
tion and presentation of the ascertained facts. 

The presentation of the relative vital statistics 
in this chapter in a rearranged fashion raises, en 
passant, the suggestion that the Kegistrar-General 
might with advantage adopt such a revised format. 
A clearer and condensed regional analysis would 
assist in directing social and economic legislative 
efforts in the right channels and for those whose 

needs are most urgent. 
Reference has abeady been made to the fact that 

from even a superficial examination of the statistics 
certain areas have reached a higher level of health 
than others. To eradicate any possibility of bias, large 
regions have been chosen for analysis, thus obviatmg 
any purely localised favourable or unfavourable 
factors. Scotland, where conditions would appear to 
be far worse than in either the North or Wales, has 
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coming industrialised to an extent not yet realised. 
Middlesex, in fact, is described by the compilers of 
The Home Market as “ predominantly industrial 
During recent years extraordinarily large industrial 
centres have grown up in London’s outer ring. 
These centres include for example Barking, Dagen¬ 
ham, East and West Ham, Walthamstow, Watford, 
Slough, Beading, Luton, Chatham, Dartford, Gil¬ 
lingham, Gravesend, Acton, Enfield, Wembley, 
Willesden, Portsmouth and Southampton. That 
their population often outnumbers by thousands 
well-known industrial towns and cities in the Mid¬ 
lands and the North is generally overlooked. For 
instance, Willesden, which with aU its industrial 
development can hardly be regarded as a dormitory 
centre, outnumbers both Huddersfield and Black- 
bum by approximately 70,000. Out of thirteen 
Welsh counties, the population of Willesden is only 
exceeded by two, Glamorganshire and Monmouth¬ 
shire. 

In the following tabulated statistics, and also in 
other tables in later chapters, attempts have been 
made in as many instances as possible to measure 
the extent of improvement that has already been 
achieved in either the “ Standard ” area. Greater 
London or the South East as a whole. The primary 
object is not to use some utopian standard of health 
but to assess what has already been done in, preventing 
premature death and thereby to measure the extent 
of the surplus and mmecessary mortahty in the 
North and Wales. Thus, in the realm of social 
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statistics to further treatment of an advanced 
nature. 

(2) EXPLANATION OP TABULATED STATISTICS 

In the majority of cases, comparisons have been 
made between the North and Wales and that area 
round London described by the Eegistrar-General 
as “ Kemainder of South East ”, but abbreviated to, 
and represented in this book as “ Standard This 
region covers Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Buckingham¬ 
shire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Kent, Middlesex, Ox¬ 
fordshire, Southampton, Surrey, Sussex and the 
Isle of Wight, but excludes those sections of certain 
counties coming within the area of Greater London, 
(population mid-1936, 5,616,940). This area appears, 
in the majority of age groups analysed, to have 
reached a higher level of health than any other 
geographical grouping employed by the Registrar- 
General. There are, however, some instances, such as 
Maternal Mortality, in which another region—^in this 
particular case Greater London—^produces better 
figures. In broad terms it is true to say that there is 
httle deviation between mortality rates for “ Stand¬ 
ard ” and the whole of the South East, which in¬ 
cludes aU the counties listed above, together with 
Greater London (population mid-1936, 14,192,640, 
equal to about one-third of the entire population of 
England and Wales). 

It must be borne in nfind that this region is not 
by any means residential; the South East is be- 
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LIST OF CAUSES OF DEATH 
Detailed 

Registrar-OeneraVs Abridged List International 
List 

No. No. 

2. Measles 7 
3. Scarlet fever 8 
4. Whooping Cough 9 
5. Diphtheria 10 
6. Influenza 11 
7. Encephalitis lethargica 17 
8. Cerebro-spinal fever 18 
9-10. Tuberculosis of respiratory system and other 23-32 

tuberculous diseases 
13. Cancer, malignant disease 45-53 
16. Heart disease 90-95 
17. Aneurysm 96 
18. Other circulatory diseases 97-103 
19-21. Bronchitis, pneumonia and other respiratory diseases 104^-114 
29-30. Puerperal sepsis and other puerperal causes 140-150 
31. Congenital debility, premature birth, malformations, 157-161 

etc. 
32. Senility 162 
33. Suicide 163-171 
34. Other violence (accidental deaths, mainly road deaths, 172-198 

etc.) 

TABLE 3 

Age Strxjctubb of Ceetaht Regional Populations 

(Based on Table 2 of Registrar-GeneraTs Statistical Review, Part I, 
Medical, for 1936 (Estimated Resident Populations by Sex and Age, 
Mid-Year 1936)) 

Region 
Age Groups 

0-4 5-14 15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 Up 

North 7*1 15-9 16-1 16-7 14-4 12-5 10-0 5*5 1*8 100*0 

North I . 8-0 18-7 16-2 16*2 13-7 11*6 9-1 4*9 1*7 100-0 

Wales 7-1 17-7 15-7 16-1 14-1 11-9 9*8 5*5 1 100-0 

Wales I . 7-3 18-5 160 16*3 14-4 11*7 9-2 4*9 1*7 100*0 

South East 6-5 14*3 16-3 17*0 14*3 12*6 10*2 6*2 2*6 100-0 

'* Standard ” . 6-5 14-3 15-4 15-9 14-0 12*7 10*8 7*2 3*2 100*0 

England and 
Wales 

6-9 15-4 161 16*7 14-2 12*4 10*1 5*9 2*3 100*0 
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physiology, our tasks will be clearly and unmis¬ 
takably defined. 

The tabulated statistics show the percentage of 
actual deaths exceeding or falling short of the ex¬ 
pected deaths, i.e. the deaths that would have 
occurred had the “ Standard ” rate obtained. The 
excess percentages indicate, therefore, the extent 
of departure above “ Standard ” rates, or, in other 
words, the extent of excess deaths above the num¬ 
ber of deaths which would have occurred if the 
“ Standard ” rate had obtained in the area under 
consideration. 

Notes 

A. The various populations quoted (for any year 
excluding census years) are those estimated by 
the Eegistrar-General as obtaming at mid¬ 

year. 

B. South Wales is described as Wales I (see Tabu¬ 
lated Statistics). Durham and Northumber¬ 
land are described as North I (see Tabulated 

Statistics). 

C. The appended list of causes of death cited in 
this book shows the numbers adopted by the 
Registrar-General (abridged list) and the cor¬ 
responding number in the Detailed International 

List. 
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Percentage of Excess of 
Excess Deaths “Actual ” 

above over 
“ Standard ” “ Expected ” 

AGE GROUP 0-4 Rates Deaths 

This group represents 7-1% All causes 
of total population or 9% 

58 6883 

more than the same “ Stan- Congenital debility, 
dard” group. 21,600 less premature birth, mal- 
children than in 1935 formations, etc. 

30 1637 

Bronchitis, pneu¬ 
monia and other 
respiratory diseases 

Deaths in the age group (1-4), expressed as a 
percentage of the total mortality in the area exceed 
those in the same “ Standard ” age group by 88% 

85 1901 

AGE GROUP 5-14 

This group represents 15*9% All causes 
of total population or 11% 

48 1296 

more than the same “ Stan- Diphtheria 
dard ” group. 61,900 less 

208 650 

children than in 1935 Tuberculosis 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 44% 

65 190 

AGE GROUP 15-24 

This group represents 16*1% All causes 
of total population or 5% 

31 1308 

more than the same “ Stan- Tuberculosis 
dard ” group. 9400 more 
persons than in 1935 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 23% 

63 789 

AGE GROUP 25-34 

This group represents 16*7% AU causes 
of total pop^ation or 5% 

23 1257 

more than the same “ Stan- Tuberculosis 
dard ” group. 6400 less 
persons than in 1935 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality m the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 18% 

7 116 

AGE GROUP 35-44 

This group represents 14*4% All causes 
of total pop^ation or 3% 

27 1927 

more than the same “ Stan- Tuberculosis 
dard” group. 24,800 more 

11 153 

persons than in 1935 Heart disease 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 20% 

74 591 
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TABLE 4 

Deaths by Age Geohps expressed as a Percentage of the Total 
Mortality in Each Begion 

(Based on Table 20 of Beview as above (Deaths at Different Ages, 1936)) 

Region 

Age Groups 

Under 
1 

1-4 5-14 15-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85 Up 

North 8-0 3-0 2-3 3-2 4-0 5-4 9*9 17*8 24*6 18*1 3*8 100*0 
North I 10-1 3-6 2-9 4-0 4-4 6-1 9*3 16*6 22*8 16*6 3*6 100*0 
Wales 7-2 2-4 2-0 3-8 4-6 6-5 9*6 17*1 24*3 18*9 4*6 100*0 
Wales I 7-7 2-5 2-2 4-1 4-9 5*9 10*5 17*7 23*9 16*8 3*8 100*0 
South East . 6*5 2-2 1-7 2-9 3-8 4-9 9*1 16*1 23*7 21*8 7*3 100*0 
'* Standard ” 5-4 1-6 1-6 2-6 3-4 4-5 8*4 15*1 24*7 24*0 8*7 100*0 
England and 7-1 2-5 2-0 3-1 3-9 6-1 9*3 16*6 24*0 20*6 6*8 100*0 

Wales 

TABULATED STATISTICS 

(a) North 

(1936: Durham, Northumberland, Cumberland, 
Westmorland, Yorkshire, Cheshire and Lancashire ; 
population, 13,129,537) 

AGE GROUP 0-1 

Percentage of 
Excess Deaths 

above 
“Standard” 

Rates 

11% excess births above 
South East (being a reduc¬ 
tion for the North from 63*6 

Stillbirths 

Deaths— 

30 

in 1935 to 63*3 per 1000 
live births to women in the 

All causes 60 

age group 15-44) Congenital debility, 
premature birth, mal¬ 
formations, etc. 

31 

Excess of 
“ Actual ” 

over 
Expected 
Deaths 

2160 

4487 

1665 

Bronchitis, pneu¬ 
monia and other 
respiratory diseases 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 48% 

84 1211 
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Moetality among Women 

AGE GROUP 

15-24 
25-34 
35-44 

All causes 

Maternal Mortality 
(Based on rate per 1000 live and stillbirths) 

16-44 (above Greater London) 

Percentage of 
Excess Deaths 

above 
“ Standard *’ 

Rates 
46 
23 
26 

101 

Excess of 
“ Actual ** 

over 
' Expected ’ 

Deaths 

834 
632 
902 

2368 

464 

(b) North I 

(1936 : Durham and Northumberland: population, 
2,222,270) 

AGE GROUP 0-1 

29% excess births above Stillbirths 
South East (being a reduc¬ 
tion for North I from 75-0 in Deaths— 
1935 to 73-1 per 1000 live All causes 
births to women in the age 
group 15-44) Congenital debility, 

premature birth, 
malformations, etc. 

Bronchitis, pneu¬ 
monia and other re¬ 
spiratory diseases 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 87% 

AGE GROUP 0-4 

This group represents 8*0% All causes 
of total population or 23% 
more than the same “ Stan- Congenital debility, 
dard ” group. 7600 less chil- premature birth, 
dren than 1935 malformations, etc. 

Bronchitis, pneu¬ 
monia and other 
respiratory diseases 

Deaths in the age group (1-4) expressed as a per¬ 
centage of the total mortality in the area exceed 
those in the same “ Standard ” age group by 125% 

Percentage of 
Excess Deaths 

above 
“ Standard ” 

Rates 

Excess of 
“ Actual ** 

over 
Expected 
Deaths 

25 333 

65 1096 

35 349 

105 279 

67 1507 

29 305 

96 409 
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Percentage of 
Excess Deaths 

above 
“Standard” 

Rates 

Excess of 
“ Actual ” 

over 
‘ Expected” 

Deaths 

AGE GROUP 45-54 

This group represents 12-5% All causes 
of total population or 2% 
less than the same “ Stan- Cancer 
dard ” group. 3900 more 
persons than in 1935 Heart disease 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 18% 

31 

17 

57 

3948 

476 

1276 

AGE GROUP 55-64 

This group represents 10% All causes 
of total population or 7% 
less than the same “ Stan- Heart disease 
dard” group. 16,400 more 
persons than in 1935 Cancer 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 18% 

39 

52 

16 

8436 

2790 

811 

AGE GROUP 65-74 

This group represents 6-6% All causes 
of total population or 24% 
less than the same “ Stan- Heart disease 
dard ” group. 14,100 more 
persons than in 1935 Cancer 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area are less than those 
in the same “ Standard ” age group by 1% 

42 

45 

13 

12,207 

4334 

786 

AGE GROUP 75 Up 

This group represents 1-8% All causes 
of total population or 44% 
less than the same “ Stan- Heart disease 
dard ” group. 4100 more 

persons than in 1936 Bronchitis, pneu¬ 

monia and other 
respiratory diseases 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area are less than those 
in the same “ Standard ” age group by 33% 

29 

28 

30 

8328 

2981 

768 
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Percentage of 
Excess Deaths 

above 
“Standard" 

Eates I 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 11% 

AGE GROUP 55-64 

This group represents 9*1% All causes 
of total population or 16% 
less than the same “ Stan- Heart disease 
dard ” group. 1400 more 
persons than in 1935 Cancer 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 10% 

36 

47 

12 

AGE GROUP 65-74 

This group represents 4-9% All causes 
of total population or 32% 
less than the same “ Stan- Heart disease 
dard ** group. 1600 more 
persons than in 1936 Cancer 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area are less than those 
in the same Standard ” age group by 8% 

40 

38 

12 

AGE GROUP 75 UP 
This group represents 1*7% All causes 
of total population or 47% 
less than the same “ Stan- Heart disease 
dard" group, 300 more 
persons than in 1935 Bronchitis, pneu¬ 

monia and other 
respiratory diseases 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area are less than those 
in the same “ Standard ” age group by 38% 

26 

16 

29 

Excess of 
“ Actual ” 

over 
' Expected “ 

Deaths 

1214 

385 

94 

1784 

560 

105 

1157 

258 

111 

Moetautt among Women 

AGE GROUP 

15-24 All causes 
25-34 „ 
35-44 „ „ 

74 
37 
40 

Maternal Mortality 
(Based on rate per 1000 live and stillbirths) 

15-44 (above Greater London) 120 

217 
162 
216 

595 

102 

F 
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Percentage of 
Excess Deaths 

above 
“ Standard ” 

Pates 

Excess of 
“Actual” 

over 
Expected ” 

Deaths 

AGE GROUP 5-14 

This group represents 18-7% All causes 
of total population or 31% 
more than the same “ Stan- Diphtheria 
dard ” group. 13,600 less 
children than in 1935 Tuberculosis 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortahty in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 81% 

AGE GROUP 15-24 

This group represents 16*2% All causes 
of total population or 5% 
more than the same “ Stan- Tuberculosis 
dard” group. 500 more 
persons than in 1935 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 64% 

AGE GROUP 25-34 

This group represents 16-2% All causes 
of total population or 2% 
more than the same “ Stan- Tuberculosis 
dard ” group. 2500 less 
persons than in 1935 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 29% 

AGE GROUP 35-44 

This group represents 13-7% All causes 
of total population or 2% 
less than the same “ Stan- Tuberculosis 
dard ” group. 2900 more 
persons than in 1936 Heart disease 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percentage 
of the total mortality in the area exceed those in 
the same “ Standard ” age group by 36% 

AGE GROUP 45-54 

This group represents 11-5% AU causes 
of total population or 10% 
less than the same “Stan- Cancer 
dard” group. 600 leas per¬ 
sons than in 1935 Heart disease 

49 

227 

112 

62 

125 

33 

36 

44 

40 

96 

28 

17 

41 

263 

141 

65 

373 

265 

297 

103 

607 

92 

126 

662 

73 

140 
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Percentage of 
Excess Deaths 

above 
“Standard” 

Rates 

Wales 

Bronchitis, pneu- 33 
monia and other 
respiratory diseases 

Wales I 
39 

Deaths in the age group (1-4) expressed as a per¬ 
centage of the total mortality in the area exceed 
those in the same “ Standard ” age group by 
50% Wales, 66% Wales I 

AGE GROUP 5-14 

This group represents All causes 
17*7% of total population 
(Wales) or 24% more than Diphtheria 
the same “ Standard ” 
group. 15,100 less children Tuberculosis 
than in 1935 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percent¬ 
age of the total mortality in the area exceed 
those in the same “Standard” age group by 
25% Wales, 38% Wales I 

14 

51 

48 

13 

41 

55 

AGE GROUP 15-24 

This group represents All causes 
15-7% of total population 
(Wales) or 2% more than Tuberculosis 
the same “ Standard ” 
group. 1000 more persons 
than in 1935 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percent¬ 
age of the total mortality in the area exceed those 
in the same “ Standard ” age group by 46% 
Wales, 58% Wales I 

65 

128 

58 

136 

AGE GROUP 25-34 

This group represents All causes 
16*1% of total population 
(Wales) or 1% more than Tuberculosis 
the same “ Standard ” 
group. 3000 less persons 
than in 1935 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percent¬ 
age of the total mortality in the area exceed those 
in the same “ Standard ” age group by 35% 
Wales, 44% Wales I 

49 

63 

49 

66 

Excess of 
“ Actual ” 
over “ Ex¬ 

pected ” 
Deaths 

Wales 

141 

82 

34 

30 

433 

298 

499 

205 
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Army Rejections, 1936 

(Young Men, Age Group approximately 15-24. Percentage of 
Rejections to Total Recruits and Applicants) 

War Office Regional Grouping 

Northumbrian 
West Biding . 
West Lancashire 
East Lancashire 

Rejections 

% 
51 
49 
57 
58 

Excess above Rejection 
Rate for Home Counties 

% 
69 
58 
78 
81 

(c) Wales and Wales 1 

(1936 : Whole of Wales ; population, 2,516,880. 
Wales I, comprising Brecknockshire, Carmarthen¬ 
shire, Glamorganshire and Monmouthshire : popula¬ 
tion, 1,830,720) 

Percentage of Excess of 
“ Actual" Excess Deaths 

above over “ Ex¬ 
“ Standard*' pected ” 

Rates Deaths 

Wales Wales I Wales 
AGE GROUP 0-1 % % 

17% excess births above Stillbirths 
South East. A reduction 
for Wales from 68*4 in 1935 Deaths— 

59 61 801 

to 66-2 per 1000 live births All causes 
to women in the age group 

38 38 645 

15-44. For Wales I a re- Congenital debility, 
duction from 69*2 in 1935 premature birth, 
to 66*9 malformations, etc. 

32 32 322 

Bronchitis, pneu¬ 
monia and other 
respiratory diseases 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percent¬ 
age of the total mortality in the area exceed 
those in the same “ Standard ” age group by 
33% Wales, 43% Wales I 

AGE GROUP 0-4 

40 44 107 

This group represents 7*1% All causes 
of total population (Wales) 

36 37 830 

or 9% more than the same Congenital debility, 
“ Standard ” group. 8700 premature birth, 
less children than in 1935 malformations, etc. 

27 27 285 
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Percentage of Excess of 
Excess Deaths “ Actual 

above over “Ex¬ 
“ Standard ” pected *’ 

Rates Deaths 

Wales Wales I Wales 

AGE GROUP 75 UP 1 

This group represents 2-1 % All causes 24 27 1 1471 
of total population (Wales) 
or 34% less than the same Heart disease 19 25 445 
“Standard” group. 1000 
more persons than in 1935 Bronchitis, pneu¬ 33 38 180 

monia and other 
respiratory diseases 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percent¬ 
age of the total mortality in the area are less than 
those in the same “ Standard ” age group by 
28% Wales, 37% Wales I 

Moetauty among Women 

AGE GROUP % % 
15-24 AH causes 100 108 322 
25-34 „ „ 59 63 286* 
35-44 „ „ 

Maternal Mortality 
(Based on rate per 1000 live and stillbirths) 

33 39 204 

812 

15-44 (above Greater I^ondon) 138 145 120 

* Whilst maternal mortality showed a fall (on 1935) of 12% in Wales, the per¬ 
centage surplus of this group (25-34) showed an increase from 48% (246 surplus). 
The rate increased from 3*7 to 3-8 (Wales I, 3-9) against a fall in England and Wales 
as a whole from 2*9 to 2-7. The other two groups show alight falls in percentage 
surplus from (Wales) 105 to 100 and 38 to 33. 

Armt Rejections, 1936 

(Young Men, Age Group approximately 15-24. Percentage of 
Rejections to Total Recruits and Applicants) 

War Office Eegional Grouping Rejections 

% 
47 

Excess above Rejection 
Rate for Home Counties 

% 
47 Welsh 
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Percentage of 
Excess Deaths 

above 
“ Standard ** 

Rates 

AGE GROUP 35-44 

This group represents All causes 
14T% of total population 
(Wales) or under 1% more Tuberculosis 
than the same “ Standard ” 
group. 2300 more persons Heart disease 
than in 1935 

Wales 

32 

19 

86 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percent¬ 
age of the total mortality in the area exceed those 
in the same “ Standard ” age group by 22% 
Wales, 31% Wales I 

AGE GROUP 45-54 

This group represents All causes 
11-9% of total population 
(Wales) or 6% less than the Cancer 
same “ Standard ” group. 
1200 less persons than in Heart disease 
1935 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percent¬ 
age of the total mortality in the area exceed those 
in the same “ Standard ” age group by 14% 
Wales, 25% Wales I 

35 

16 

71 

AGE GROUP 55-64 

This group represents 9*8% All causes 
of total population (Wales) 
or 9% less than the same Heart disease 
“ Standard ” group. 1400 
more persons than in 1935 Cancer 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percent¬ 
age of the total mortality in the area exceed those 
in the same “ Standard ’* age group by 13% 
Wales, 17% Wales I 

38 

53 

14 

AGE GROUP 65-74 

This group represents 5*5% All causes 40 
of total population (Wales) 
or 24% less than the same Heart disease 44 
“ Standard ” group. 1500 
more persons than in 1935 Cancer 7 

Deaths in this age group expressed as a percent¬ 
age of the total mortality in the area are less than 
those in the same “ Standard ” age group by 2% 
Wales, 3% Wales I 

Wales I 

35 

21 

108 

43 

19 

92 

44 

65 

12 

49 

59 

5 

Excess of 
“ Actual ’* 
over “ Ex¬ 
pected” 
Deaths 

Wales 

431 

51 

132 

810 

82 

288 

1556 

529 

134 

2249 

822 

83 
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E. Dots-dashes for age groups 0-1 aud 0-4. Per¬ 
centage of excess deaths above “ Standard ” 
from bronchitis, pneumonia, and other respira¬ 
tory diseases. 

F. Dots for age groups 5-14, 15-24 and 25-34. 
Percentage of excess deaths above “ Standard ” 

from tuberculosis. 

DIAGRAM n 

The Distribtjtioh of Popxtlation and Mobtality by Age 

Gbotjps in the “ Standabd ” AND North I Areas 

(1936) 
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TABLE 4a 

Percentage of Deaths by Violence and Suicide to Total 

Deaths 

Region 
Age Group | 

5-14 15-24 25-34 

% /o % 
North .... 11 14 11 
North I . 9 11 11 
Wales .... 11 15 11 
Wales I ... 12 14 10 
South East 15 18 13 
“ Standard ” . i 15 22 14 

Note.—These deaths, it must he remembered, have been included in the general 
death rates for the various age groups and produce a higher death rate in the South 
East, thus reducing the surplus deaths in the North and other regions when 
compared with the rate for deaths from all causes in the South East. The position, 
therefore, particularly for these three age groups in the North and Wales, is made 
to appear better than it actually is. 

(d) EXPLANATION OP DIAGRAM NO. II 

A. 0 represents througliout the “ Standard ” rate. 
B. Dark shading. Difierence in population (by age 

groups) between North I and “ Standard ”. In 
other words, the percentage excess or deficiency 
after comparing the proportions of constituent 
age groups in each areal population. (Total 
population in each area = 100.) 

C. Light shading. Deaths in each age group have 
been expressed as a percentage of the total areal 
mortality. This shading thus indicates the excess 
or deficiency as compared with the “ Standard ” 
percentage. (Total mortality in each area 
= 100.) 

D. Heavy black hne. Percentage of excess deaths in 
each age group above “ Standard ” rates. 
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monia and other respiratory diseases during 
ages 0-4. 

2. High excess mortahty from tuberculosis during 
ages 6-24. 

3. High excess mortahty from diseases of the heart 
during early middle age, namely, 35 +. 
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G. Dots-dasLes for age groups 35-44 upwards. 
Percentage of excess deaths above “ Standard ” 
from diseases of the heart. 

The population line (B) is a reflection of excess 
deaths (and, to a very limited extent, voluntary 
migration and industrial transference) in the past. 
With a high excess of births in the past (29 per 
cent for 1936) there should be—after allowing for 
“ Standard ” death rates obtaining at all ages— 
a correspondingly high number of persons in each 
component age group, the percentages of which 
should thus approximate to the “ Standard ”. 

The correlation between B, C and D should be 
noted. It will be observed that, despite the fact 
that there is a much smaller proportionate number 
of old people (65 +) in North I, there is still a 
considerable excess in the death rates as compared 
with “ Standard ”. The fact that fewer survive, 
therefore, does not appear to indicate that those who 
do are “ conditioned ”. On the contrary the excess 
rates rise in the older and more susceptible age 
groups until 75 + when there is a fall, due no doubt 
to the fact that so few survive in the North to 
75 in comparison with “ Standard ”. To a certaia 
extent those that do may no longer be sensitive 
to the pressure of those factors that induce excess 
mortahty in the younger age groups. As regards 
causes of death, the diagram illustrates clearly: 

1. High excess mortahty from bronchitis, pneu- 
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CHAPTEE IV 

INFANT MORTALITY 

The Prime Minister, speaking at Edinburgli on 
12tli November, 1937, said, in discussing public 
bealtb, “ sometimes we take infant mortality rates 
as a sort of general pointer to show bow health is 
improving. If you do that, the story is very wonder¬ 
ful, because in the last forty years . . . that is not 
much more than half my own lifetime . . . the 
infant mortahty rate has come down from 156 to 
59 per 1000.” 

Enlarging on the subject of this improvement. 
Sir Arthur MacNalty, the Chief Medical OflB.cer of 
Health, in his Introduction to the latest Annual 
Eeport (1936), states: “ Maternity and Child 
Welfare continues to hold a prominent place in 
public interest both in this and in other countries. 
There is a real concern that unnecessary suffering 
and illness of both mothers and children should be 
avoided and that the toll of deaths should be re-' 
duced as far as this is humanly possible. There is a 
universal desire that maternity should be safe¬ 
guarded and that young children should be given 
every opportunity for development which makes for 
healthy growth and for well-being in both body and 
mind.” 

77 
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tative aspects and ignoring any humanitarian 
standards, the attitude of complacency in 1901 
based on improvement over the preceding forty 
years was perhaps understandable, but to-day, 
equipped with the great advances that medical 
knowledge has made and in the hght of an im¬ 
pending population dechne, but whilst still oblivi¬ 
ous to the sum-total of human pain, can it be 
justified ? Why, then, is it necessary to wait 
perhaps twenty years until we can have the 
courage that reahty demands to describe infant 
mortahty to-day as “terrible”? Despite, therefore, 
the opinion of the Chief Medical OflQ.cer of Health, 
it is not apparent from a thorough analysis of the 
geographical distribution of infant mortahty that 
we are yet approaching the “ irreducible mini¬ 
mum 

It is inconceivable that there can be more than 
one “ irreducible minimum ” in the world, yet New 
Zealand has reduced infant mortahty to 32 per 
1000 hve births (1936) as against 57 for England 
and Wales (1935), and 59 (1936). Compare the rates 
in Table 5 on next page. 

The fact that there are many countries in Europe 
and the rest of the world with a higher infant 
mortahty rate is irrelevant whilst such wide di¬ 
vergencies exist within England and Wales. 

Assuming that England and Wales as a whole 
achieve a national death rate equivalent to that 
prevafling in New Zealand (the highest expecta¬ 
tion of life in the world, namely 65 years, obtains 
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In Ms Report Le illustrates the saving of life 
by saying ; “ In 1936, 35,425 infants died under one 
year of age. If the 1901-10 rate had obtained in 
1936, 77,477 infants would have died in the latter 
year. There has, therefore, been a saving to the 
country of about 42,000 lives of the newly-bom.” 
Later he notes that “ NotMng is more remarkable 
than the decrease in infant mortahty in the last 
tMrty years, and, as was noted in the Annual 
Report for 1933, no spectacular improvement can 
now be anticipated. The lower the rate, the nearer 
one approaches the irreducible minimum.” By 
adopting, however, the same approach as the CMef 
Medical Officer, it appears that if the same con¬ 
ditions and the same infant mortality rates that 
existed in 1936 in many towns of a “ depressed ” 
nature such as Jarrow, and Gelligaer (South Wales), 
etc., had obtained throughout the whole of England 
and Wales the nation would have lost in that one 
year approximately 25,000 more infants. 

Yet similarly high rates operative in the qum- 
quennium 1896-1900 were stigmatised by the CMef 
Medical Officer of Health {Daily Telegraph and 
Morning Post Fitness Supplement, 17th January, 
1938) as “ the wastage of human hves in the pro¬ 
cess [of improvement] has been terrible in the past ”. 
When in tMs country in ten to twenty years’ time 
the day-to-day state of the birth rate may well be 
“ front page news ”, it is difficult to avoid the 
conclusion that the wastage to-day may equally 
be described as “ terrible ”. Judged from the quanti- 
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infaats under the age of 1 in the North and Wales 
during 1936, or something hke 30,000 surplus 
deaths since the slump of 1931. 

The standard for measuring public health is 
surely not what was but what might be. As long 
as we fall short of that standard there is scope for 
improvement. 

TABLE 6 

Ikfakt Moetalitt ih ceetain Counties and Towns 

Region Population Live 
Births 

Eteaths 
Under 
One 

Rate 
Deaths 

based on 
Surrey, 41-7 

■Excess 
Deaths % 

Durham 1,458,520 25,628 1853 72-6 1065 788 74 
Glamorgan . 1,182,590 18,129 1120 61-8 756 364 48 
Surrey . 1,368,800 18,927 789 41-7 

On Coulsdon 
and Purley, 

32-8 

1152 

222 ^ Jarrow M.B. 30,675 559 58 ! 103-8 18 40 
Gelligaer 38,400 689 59 85-6 23 36 157 
Coulsdon and 

Purley 
51,460 641 21 32-8 

76 

.. i 

For example, one has to go back twenty-one 
years to find an infant mortality rate for England 
and Wales that exceeds that for Jarrow in 1936. 
Similarly in the slum area (Riverside, Stockton-on- 
Tees) quoted by Dr. G. C. M. M'Gonigle, the rate 
of 134-0 per 1000 hve births (mean of 1928-32) 
is not exceeded by a national rate unless one goes 
back to before 1905. 

If one compares Jarrow with a community in 
the South East of roughly the same size, for ex- 

G 
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in tMs Dominion), we should save over 16,000 
infants per annum out of a total number of 35,425 
deaths. Unless and until, however, those factors 
obtaining in the South (and in New Zealand, 
Scandinavia, etc.), conducive to a decline in infant 
mortality, prevail 'pari passu in the North and 

TABLE 6 

IbWANT Moetality. Compaeisons with othee Coxjnteies, 1935 

(Per 1000 Live Births) 

Ooulsdon and Parley . 32 New Zealand 32 
Surrey .... 41 Natal . . 32 
Home Counties . 42 South Australia . 36 
South East as a whole 47 Queensland 37 
Middlesex .... 48 New South Wales 39 
Greater London . 61 Australia as a whole . 40 
Midlands .... 59 Holland .... 40 
Wales .... 63 Sweden .... 47 
Glamorgan 63 Norway .... 48 
North . . . ' . 68 Switzerland 48 
Gelligaer .... 74 Province of Ontario (com¬ 56 
North I . . . . 76 prising one-third of total 
Durham .... 76 population of Canada) 
Scotland .... 77 U.S.A. 60 
Sunderland 92 Union of South Africa 64 
Jarrow M.B. 114 Germany .... 68 
Riverside Area, Stockton-on- 

Tees. Mean of 1928-32 (see 
Poverty and Public Health) 

134 Canada as a whole 71 

Wales, we can look for no “ spectacular improve¬ 
ment ”. But let it be said that as this improved 
rate has been achieved m some parts of the coxmtry, 
there appears to be no fundamental reason why it 
should not also obtaiu throughout England and 
Wales. That there is ground for improvement is 
exempli&ed by the tabulated statistics which dis¬ 
close that over 5000 excess deaths occurred among 
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respiratoiy diseases two-thirds (or 266) would not 
have occurred if the conditions in Surrey had pre¬ 
vailed in Durham, hardly constitutes an endorse¬ 
ment of the Minister of Health’s statement when 
praising our Health Services that no one can 
measure the sum of their achievements in prevent¬ 
ing unpaired health in mothers and initial weaknesses 
in their babies, and in setting the latter firmly on 
their upward path. For these services are not just 
saving fives—they are making better the fives that 
are saved as well.” 

The two chief causes of infant mortality in the 
North and Wales are shown in the tabulated 
statistics. Eeference should also be made to the 
chapter “ Impact of Unemployment on Mortality ”, 
which quotes from the Pilgrim Trust Unemploy¬ 
ment Inquiry Reports on Infant Mortality. 

It will be seen that the trend of excess deaths 
above “ Standard ” from (1) congenital debility, 
premature births, malformations, etc., and (2) bron¬ 
chitis, pneumonia and other respiratory diseases 
from the North to North I is in the expected 
direction, e.g. 31 and 84 per cent to 35 and 105 
per cent. These two causes accounted for 3305 out 
of a total excess death-roll of 5132 for the North 
and Wales in 1936. In addition to these 5132 
surplus deaths, there were 2961 excess stillbirths 
in the North and Wales. The determination of 
infant mortality as a percentage of the total areal 
mortality affords corroborative evidence. 

An analysis of neo-natal deaths at different 
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ample Coulsdon and Puiley, tlie results disclose 
an excess of infant mortality of 222 per cent. 
Gelligaer, an Urban District (like Conlsdon and 
Purley) in South Wales and approximately the same 
size, has an excess of 157 per cent. 

Table 6, on previous page, illustrates the dis¬ 
parities in existence in 1936. 

In the reahsation of what all this social waste 
involves, the words of Sir Kingsley Wood that the 

TABLE 7 

Infant Moetality feom ceetain Causes (Counties) 

Congenital Debility, Premature Birth, 
Malformations, etc. 

-—- 
Bronchitis, Pneumonia and Other 

Respiratory Diseases 

Deaths Pate 

Deaths 
based 

on 
Surrey 

Excess 
deaths % Deaths Pate 

Deaths 
based 

on 
Surrey 

Excess 
deaths % 

Durham . 885 34*7 628 257 41 401 15-7 135 266 197 
Glamorgan 632 34-9 446 186 42 164 9-0 96 68 71 
Surrey 465 24>6 101 5*3 

infant death rate is “one of the best tests of health 
progress ” ^ should not be forgotten. The applica¬ 
tion of the test to the North and Wales may, judged 
on the rates operative fifty years ago, yield reasons 
for congratulation, but not by any stretch of the 
imagination are there grounds for complacency if 
comparisons are made with the South of England 

to-day. 
The evidence in Table 7 that out of 401 deaths 

in Durham from bronchitis, pneumonia and other 

^ 5tli October, 1927, when Parliamentary Secretary to the 

Ministry of Health. 
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incidence, therefore, in the hTorth and "Wales, of 
these crippling diseases not only implies mal¬ 
nutrition and poverty but accounts for many 
premature deaths later in lifed 

Table 8 does not reveal the true extent of the 
disparity, for reasons discussed elsewhere, mainly 
that the percentages are based on the national 
“ average ” and not the “ optimum ” standard. 
The Registrar-General (1935 Review, Text), in 
analysing the causes of high infant mortality in 
certain county boroughs, states in connection with 
congenital malformations and diseases of early 
infancy (accountable for the majority of deaths 
under 1 year of age) that “ large numbers of these 
deaths are due to remediable causes and that con¬ 
siderable improvement in the death rate from this 
group of causes is possible of achievement in many 
large towns He concludes by stating that “ it 
ought to be possible for every northern town to 
achieve a rate below 50 (infant mortality) and for 
every other town to achieve a rate below 40. The 
realisation of such rates would mean an annual 
saving of more than 4,000 infant lives in the County 
Boroughs alone.” Apart from suggesting that be¬ 
cause divergencies have existed in the past they 
should continue to do so in the future, it is diflhcult 
to justify the distinction in the risk of infant survival 
between the North and other parts of the country. 

^ Dr. T. H. C. Stevenson showed in the Registrar-General’s 
Atirmfll Report, 1911, that diarrhoeal mortality was far heavier 

among the poor than the well to do. 
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ages, e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 days, and 1 to 4 weeks, 
exliibits similar upward trends from tke Soutk to 
Wales and tke North; likewise infant mortality 
at ages over 1 month to 1 year. 

A comparison of the distribution of infant 
mortahty from some of the principal causes in 
1935 is also indicative : 

TABLE 8 

Infant Mortality from Some of the Principal Causes (Regions) 

(Rates per cent of those for England and Wales) 

Measles Whooping- Tuber¬ 
culosis 

Bronchitis Congenital Con- 
cough (all forms) Pneumonia Debility vulsions 

England and 
Wales 

100 100 100 100 100 100 

“ Standard ” 17 61 93 58 80 48 
North . 188 129 98 132 135 147 
North I 217 163 121 142 163 222 
Wales . 154 113 106 111 124 248 
Wales I 208 121 91 117 

1 
137 241 

The excessive mortahty from measles and 
whooping-cough imphes a widespread prevalence 
of rickets, because a reduction in the two first- 
named diseases in the past has been ascribed to a 
diminished incidence of rickets. Further, a decline 
in rickets has been paralleled by a reduction in 
the prevalence of epidemic diarrhoea. This disease, 
with its terrible drain on nutrition and the occur¬ 
rence of prolonged “ marasmus ” is far more 
widespread in the North and Wales than in the 
South East, and thereby leaves behind many 
debilitated, rachitic survivors.^ The relatively high 

^ E.g, diarrhoea and enteritis. Rates per 1000 Kve births, 1936: 
North I, 9*53 ; “ Standard ”, 2*65. 
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as well to quote again tte words of the Prime 
Minister. He said, when delivering his Budget 
Speech as Chancellor of the Exchequer on 15th 
April, 1935 ; “ I must say that I look upon the 
continued diminution of the birth rate in this 
country with considerable apprehension. At the 
present time it may seem that we have here a larger 
population than we are able to support in England. 
At the same time, we know the difihculties which 
the Dominions £md in accommodating a larger 
population, when they themselves are troubled 
with unemployment. But I have a feeling that 
the time may not be far distant when that position 
will be reversed, when the countries of the British 
Empire will be crying out for more citizens of the 
right breed, and when we in this country shall not 
be able to supply the demand.” 

From a study of the differential regional birth 
rates it is abundantly clear that it is only the higher 
fertibty rates in the North and Wales which are 
saving the country from a more rapid, and con¬ 
sequently more disastrous, decline in population. 
If the birth rate (hve births per 1000 women aged 
15-44) which obtained in the whole of the South 
East of England in 1936 had also appbed to the 
North and Wales, there would have been over 
25,000 less births, or, in the dimensions of one 
decennary, approximately 250,000 less children. 
If this rate in the South East had obtained through¬ 
out the whole of England and Wales the number 
of future potential parents would have been 
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Assuming, however, the reahsation (apparently 
“ practical politics ”) of a rate of, say, 45 per 1000 
live births for the whole of England and Wales, 
this would efiect an annual saving in infant life of 
over 8000, or by 1946 of something like 60,000 to 
70,000 future citizens. On the practicabiUty of 
achieving improvement it is of interest to note the 
results of the Oslo experiment. Every child in the 
town, rich or poor, can have at school a breakfast 
of protective foods which brings its diet up to a 
higher standard. This, together with other measures 
for improving housing and feeding, has raised the 
national level of health considerably. The infant 
mortality rate in Oslo, which was 46 in 1931, is 
now down to 30. 

So far as the North of England and Wales is 
concerned, there appears little doubt, by studying 
area by area the rise and fall of infant mortality 
with the incidence of unemployment, over-crowd¬ 
ing, public assistance and trade depression, that 
these minecessary deaths are caused in the main 
by malnutrition in the mother and/or child, or, in 
other words, poverty. 

The fact that fewer babies are being born, not 
only in the North and Wales but throughout the 
whole of England and Wales, should mean, for 
that if for no other reason, that none should need¬ 
lessly die. 

To emphasise the fundamental importance of 
the interaction of infant mortality on the problems 
surrounding the future of the population, it is 
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wMcli nourislies tie greatest niunber of noble and 
happy human beings”—^then it hardly seems an 
ideal arrangement to allow the major proportion of 
those children who survive the “ terrible wastage ” 
to grow to manhood and womanhood in those areas 
known to be most depressed and most exposed to 
malnutrition. Neither, let it be said, can we, in face 
of the uneven risks attending entry into life, lay 
claim to “ the democracy of birth ” in this country. 
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reduced in one year by over 40,000, and in a 
decennary by a figure approaching 500,000. Ob- 
versely, if the birth rate for Durham and North¬ 
umberland in 1936 had operated in the South 
East in the same year we should have had over 
55,000 more children (an increase of 29 per cent 
for the latter area), and if for the whole of England 
and Wales, over 115,000 more (an increase of 21 
per cent). Again, regarded in decennial terms, this 
would have meant additions to our child popula¬ 
tion of approximately 500,000 and 1,100,000 re¬ 
spectively'. These are, of course, only approximate 
figures, but after allowing even a considerable 
margin of error, they still indicate the basic nature 
and extent of the problems and impress, not only 
by the range of the figures, but by the social 
imphcations which underlie them. In the chapter 
“ The Problem of Population ” statistics are pro¬ 
vided illustrating the gross reproduction rates 
(1931) in certain registration counties. A study of 
these, especially when they cover, for instance, the 
last eighty years, reveals social trends both local 
and national, afiecting the whole fabric of individual 

fife. 
Our child population is steadily dechning, and 

the aspect of its present and changing regional 
distribution is dealt with in Chapter XIII. 

If the children born to-day and within the last 
ten years are, as an integral part of our population, 
our chief national asset—“ There is no wealth but 
Hfe”, says Euskin; “that country is the richest 
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CHAPTER V 

CHILD MORTALITY 

A COMPKEHENSIVE xeview of the present state of the 
physical and mental health of our children up to 
school-leaving age requires far more space than can 
be allotted under this chapter; nevertheless, an 
attempt is made to present some aspects of the 
problems that have been created in a spirit of 
obscurantist complacency in the past, are stiU 
being generated by neglect to-day, and may have 
serious repercussions in the future. 

At this stage it is advisable to remember that the 
children of to-day will inherit the consequences of 
our present political and economic actions, and, 
further, that they will be confronted—as we are 
fortunate in not being faced at the present time— 
with the actual fact of a declining population. 

As Aldous Huxley remarks m Eyeless in Gaza, 
“ politicians will have to be ”—^when the decline 
sets in—“ about twenty times as intelligent as 
heretofore ”. He then asks, “ Will the supply of 
intelligence be equal to the demand 1 ” To this 
question—^like the author of this book in Chapter II 
—he attempts no answer. But, if our children are 
to have a reasonable chance of maintaining some 
kind of ordered and civilised society, it is our 

93 
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to be, for tbe most part, witbout foundation. In 
two successive years the nutrition of more than 
1,700,000 children has been assessed.” Quoting 
from the Report, they continue: “ Nearly 89 per 
cent were classed as normal or better, 10-5 per cent 
were found slightly subnormal, less than 1 per cent 
bad The editorial then concludes that, except for 
some parts of the special areas, “ the absence of any 
widespread under-nourishment is thus proved 

This general belief, based on the School Medical 
Ofdcer’s assessment of malnutrition, is thus found 
to be at variance with the cognate implications 
which irrevocably follow from the statistical evi¬ 
dence produced by an analysis of the distribution 
of actual deaths in 1936. Further, the correspondence 
of other factors with the main mortality analysis 
is too striking to be explained away. For example, 
the tabulated statistics reveal that of the recorded 
deaths the majority, and particularly the high per¬ 
centage of surplus mortality in the North and 
Wales, were from diseases the causal factors of 
which are, as medical research has proved, largely 
nutritional in origm. 

On what basis, therefore, is this assessment of 
nutrition made ? Up to the age of 5 a proportion of 
the child population is medically examined imder the 
Child Welfare Services. This examination is not, 
however, compulsory, and, the records being con¬ 
sequently largely incomplete, no special conclusions 
can be drawn. It is proposed, therefore, to discuss 
only the routine medical inspection of Elementary 
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responsibility to see tbat they are at least equipped 
with healtby minds and bodies. 

In 1936 children under 15 numbered 9,074,900, 
or 22-3 per cent of our total population. This repre¬ 
sented a reduction of over 460,000 in five years 
(from mid-year 1931). Of the total population in 
the areas under review children under 15 con¬ 

stituted in 1936 : 

North I 
Per cent 

. 26-7 
Wales I . 25-8 
Wales . . 24-8 
North . . 23-0 
South East . . 20-8 
‘‘Standard’’ . 20-8 

According to the trends outhned in the chapter 
on “ The Problem of Population ”, within the life¬ 
time of these children—^thirty years—^the section 
of the population under 15 years of age will have 
fallen to approximately 5,500,000, or 13-9 per cent 

of the total. 
It is widely held that whilst there may be some 

shght incidence of defects still to be eradicated m 
certain small areas of the country, the health of 
the school child has made great advances in the last 
ten years or so and is now—^taking the country as 
a whole—satisfactory. The Daily Telegraph and 
Morning Post, in discussing the 1936 Eeport of the 
Chief Medical Officer of the Board of Education, 
sums up this behef by saying: “ Anxieties, not un¬ 
natural, as to the extent to which economic con¬ 
ditions have conduced to malnutrition are shown 
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of any accepted standard for assessing nutritional 
conditions, tlie officer is forced to base bis examina¬ 
tions on tbe general average standards of tbe par¬ 
ticular area in vbicb be works and on tbe bealtb 
level of tbe cbildren examined. 

In a recent book National Fitness, wbicb, in¬ 
cidentally, is a valuable contribution to tbe study 
of pubbc bealtb, one of tbe authors remarks that, 
having regard to tbe loose interpretation of “ nu¬ 
trition ” and tbe “ brevity of tbe exammations 
made, a ‘ subjective impression of tbe child’s well¬ 
being ’ would be a more accurate interpretation 
of tbe word as used in tbe Board’s regulations and 
reports 

It seems logical to suggest, therefore, that tbe 
officer for tbe Dowlais or Rhondda areas, for in¬ 
stance, will use one standard of normabty, whilst tbe 
officer for Eastbourne or Bournemouth will adopt 
another, and considerably higher, standard. IVIr. 
R. Huws Jones, Statistician to tbe University of 
Liverpool, when lecturing to tbe Royal Statistical 
Society on 16tb November, 1937, remarked: “ Even 
more striking was an inquiry into bow far doctors 
were consistent in their own judgments. Four of tbe 
staff of tbe Cheshire County Council took part in an 
inquiry held at Nortbwicb on dates seven days 
apart. There were three remarkable results. First, 
tbe extraordinary differences between tbe various 
doctors: thus on tbe second occasion one doctor 
found only 3 subnormal boys, another found 90. 
Secondly, tbe difference between tbe judgment of 

H 
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School cliildren. During Ms or her school hfe each 
child is medically examined at 5 years of age 
(Entrant), at 8 years of age (Intermediate) and at 
12 years of age (Leaver). Roughly, a third of the 
Elementary School population is examined every 
year. Each routine examination lasts on the average 
six minutes. Each cMld therefore receives ap¬ 
proximately eighteen minutes of routine examina¬ 
tion during Ms or her nine years of school life. 

In addition, a very large number of “ special ” 
examinations are made annually of cMldren who 
suffer, or are believed to have suffered, from defects, 
obvious or thought to be obvious, to non-medical 
observation. 

The medical officers have to classify the cMldren 
examined under four main heads according to their 
“ condition of nutrition ”, e.g. A (Excellent), B 
(Normal), C (Slightly Subnormal) and D (Bad). 

The 1935-6 results for England and Wales were: 
A and B C D 

1935 . . 88-7 10-6 0-7 
1936 . . 88-8 10-5 0-7 

The validity of these figures for estimating the 
health of the cMld population is based fundament¬ 
ally on the standard of “ normal nutrition ” 
adopted. On that issue the value of the results 
stand or fall. TMs question of “normahty” and 
“ average ” as related to nutritional examinations 
is referred to in the opening chapter. A study of the 
multitudinous reports from medical officers all over 
the country confirms the fact that, in the absence 
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tion Authorities is problematical. No one who reads 
the reports of School Medical Of&cers can fail to be 
impressed by the enormous variation exhibited in 
the incidence of defects. . . . Are these variations 
due to local causes or to imperfect standardisation 
of clinical methods ? Until this question is answered, 
comparison of the findings of School Medical 
Officers is of but little value.” 

In 1935 the Medical officer for Brecknockshire, 
Dr. W. F. W. Betenson, attempted to find an 
answer. He asked two officers from his own county, 
two from Glamorganshire and two from Car¬ 
marthenshire, to examine independently the same 
100 children (50 of each sex) in certain Brecknock¬ 
shire schools. These children were distributed in 
age among the three examination groups, and all 
discussion was deferred until all the cases had 
been examined. Judged by economic conditions 
Glamorganshire is relatively bad, Carmarthenshire 
relatively good, whilst Brecknockshire hes some¬ 
where between. As to the results : 

The two Carmarthenshire doctors found 37 and 41% subnormal 
„ „ Brecknockshire „ „ 20 „ 28% „ 
„ „ Glamorganshire „ „ 13 „ 15% „ 

Dr. Betenson commented: “All sis doctors only 
agreed unanimously on 19 children out of the 100 ”. 
Further, that, “In no less than 17 instances the 
same child was assessed as excellent by some and 
shghtly subnormal by others, while other children 
were similarly labelled as normal by some and 

bad by others 
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the same doctor on the two occasions ; thus one 
doctor increased the number of “ excellents ” and 
decreased the number of “ subnormals ” by about 
half. Thirdly, on the second occasion every doctor 
found more boys excellently nourished and (with 
one exception) fewer subnormally nourished. On 
an average they placed one boy out of four in a 
different grade on the second examination ” (100 
boys were examined). 

What reliance, may it be asked, can be placed on 
ex parte statistics of this kind ? 

An article, “ The Geographical Distribution 
of Defects Among School Children ”, which ap¬ 
peared in The Medical Officer,^ adequately sums 
up the case against the present methods and their 
value. This article states; “ The geographical 
distribution of disease and defect is a matter of great 
importance, and a consideration of the annual 
reports of school medical ofidcers indicates great 
variation in the incidence of defects in various 
locahties. Before drawing any definite conclusions 
from a comparison of such figures, the searcher after 
truth asks himself whether the figures compiled 
in the different districts are reaUy comparable. 
The personal factor in the compilation of clinical 
records must always constitute a factor of error, but 
if to this error is added the further factor of im¬ 
perfect standards, the value of the conclusions 
reached by a comparison of the data supplied by the 
School Medical OflS.cers of the various Local Bduca- 

» By Dr. G. C. M. M’Gonigle, 16th July, 1927. 
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Can it be that supposedly unsatisfactory en¬ 
vironment generated by a higli incidence of 
unemployment, poor relief and bad bousing tends 
to produce bealtby and well-nourisbed children ? 
This solution is so patently absurd it can be con¬ 
cluded that witb sucb a bigb degree of inconsistency 
no rebance can be placed on either the local, regional 
or national figures. Not only are they contra¬ 
dictory and misleading in the totabty of their 
results but in most cases they cannot be reconciled 
witb the known prevalence of economic depression, 
unemployment, and poor rebef, and in many 
instances, when compared witb the ascertaiued 
bigb death rate either from aU causes or certain 
“ nutritional diseases ”, their tendency is divergent 

not convergent. 
It is indisputable that some evidence of defects 

or diseases showing themselves in a debased level 
of health either through such indices of nutrition 
as skin colour, state of the eyes or hair, weight and 
growth, presence or absence of impetigo, posture 
and general behaviour, must surely have been 
apparent some time before these thousands of sur¬ 

plus deaths ensued. 
The surplus deaths of over 9000 children be¬ 

tween the ages of 0 and 14 in the North and Wales 
during 1936 must have been the end-results of 

preceding illnesses. 
It may well be asked, therefore, why the im- 

pHcations to be drawn from a study of the Tabu¬ 
lated Statistics and the following figures are not 
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In tHe 1935 Keport on “ Nutrition Assessment ” 
tLe following extraordinarily conflicting results can, 
among many otliers, be instanced: Reading (1-7), 
Bath (8-68), Southend (23-34), Exeter (25-2) had 
less excellently nourished (A) children than G-rimsby 
(39-3) and Smethwick (48-3). If one accepts as a 
premise the Board’s interpretation of “ Excellent ” 
as proximating to Sir John Orr’s deflnition of the 
ideal of nutrition as “ a state of well-being such that 
no improvements can be afiected by a change of 
diet ”, one is eventually driven to the conclusion 
that in the “nutritional condition” of, for instance, 
98 per cent of Reading’s children and 91 per cent 
of Bath’s children, there is room for improvement. 
These two towns had even less “ Excellent ” than 
a town like Hebburn (10-74) with something 
between 40 to 50 per cent male adult unemploy¬ 
ment. Accrington (0-67) and St. Helens (3-25), with 
roughly 25 per cent male adult unemployment, 
had far less “slightly Subnormal” (C) and Bad (D) 
children than Reading (4-92), Bath (7-49), Southend 
(8-63) and Exeter (10-4). Of the Counties, Cumber¬ 
land (19-3) had far more “ Excellent ” than Essex 
(4-52) and Berkshire (5-68), whilst the Isle of Wight 
(80-0) had less “ Excellent ” and “ Normal ” than 
Cumberland (91-1), Nottinghamshire (92-2) and 
Stafiordshire (86-67). 

Cumberland had only 0-3 “ Bad ” whilst Wilt¬ 
shire had 6-2. The Isle of Wight had 20-0 “ Sub¬ 
normal ” and “ Bad ” against 7-8 for Nottingham¬ 
shire and 13-33 for Stafiordshire. . 
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steadily in a worsening direction. Whilst it can be 
conceded that rural areas might be expected to 
return higher mortahty rates, especially where 
maternal cases and infants are concerned, it is 
doubtful whether this factor can play any significant 
part in influencing this excessive mortality, especially 
when it is remembered that North I and Wales I 
are highly urbanised. 

In the age group under discussion, Wales II, 
which is certainly mainly rural, returned rates not 
appreciably above the South East and Greater 
London, namely : 1931-4, 10-12 (actually below 
Greater London) and 1935, 6-81. Much the same 
can be said of the East, again chiefly rural. The 
following table for ages 2-5 makes similar com¬ 
parisons as in the case of ages 1-2 : 

TABLE 10 

Deaths at Ages 2-5 

(Per 1000 living) 

Rate, 
1931-4 

Rate, 
1935 

Deaths in 1931-4 
per cent of 

" Standard ” 
Deaths 

Deaths in 1935 
per cent of 

“ Standard ” 
Deaths 

North 6-01 4-88 194 194 
North I , 6-57 5*49 212 219 
Wales 5-02 4-10 162 163 
Wales I 5-34 j 4-32 172 i 172 
“ Standard ” 3-10 2-51 ! 100 100 

South East 3-80 2-58 ; 123 1 103 
Greater London . j 4-25 2-62 137 104 

Here again a considerable improvement is witnessed 
in the South East and Greater London, whilst the 
North and Wales register no movement towards a 
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reflected in tlie results of tlie Sctool “ nutrition 
assessments ” or in tlie Annual Keports of tlie 
Chief Medical Of&cer of the Board of Education 
and the Chief Medical Officer of the Ministry of 
Health. 

The first table illustrates the mortality among 
infants of 1-2 years from all causes and compares 
the 1935 rates with the mean rates for the preceding 
four years. If the figures are read in conjimction 
with mortahty at later ages, it can readily be seen 
that mortahty at 1-2 years is one of the most 
sensitive indices of regional variations in standards 
of health. 

TABLE 9 

Deaths at Ages 1-2 

(Per 1000 living) 

Rate, 
1931-4 

Rate, 
1935 

Deaths in 1931-4 
per cent of 

“ Standard ” 
Deaths 

Deaths in 1935 
per cent of 

“ Standard ” 
Deaths 

North 18-65 13-18 222 226 
North I 22-05 15-03 262 258 
Wales 14-14 11-39 168 196 
Wales I 15-44 12-91 184 222 
“ Standard ” . 8-40 6-82 100 100 

South East 10-94 6-12 130 105 
Greater London . 12-55 6-31 149 108 

Expressed in terms of the health in the “ Standard” 
area, it will be seen that whilst Greater London and 
the South East exhibited considerable improvement 
during the period, the North showed no lessenmg 
of the disparity, and Wales and Wales I moved 
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a. 

considerably from year to year according to the 
epidemic prevalence of measles and wbooping- 
cougb, is, as the Eegistrar-General remarks (1935, 
Text), “ A peculiarly sensitive index of an un¬ 
satisfactory environment when averaged over a 
series of years, and it was shown in the Review for 
1932 that mortality rates of young children from 
these causes in the county boroughs were more 
highly associated with the proportions of the 
populations living under over-crowded conditions 
than with the geographical situations of the towns 

This opinion in regard to geographical situation 
and the apparent lack of association with high 
mortality should be borne in mind not only in 
this chapter but in other sections of this book 
bearing on high death rates. Westmorland, a 
relatively prosperous county returning favourable 
mortahty rates, confirms this view in a striking 
fashion. 

The high association between the index in¬ 
stanced by the Registrar-General and overcrowding 
is corroborated by Dr. J. L. HaUiday in a report 
made to the Medical Research Council demon¬ 
strating the prejudicial efiects of bad housing in 
generating measles at an earher age.^ The import¬ 
ance of delaying the attack-age cannot be under¬ 
estimated as an analysis of the measles mortality 
rate for every year from the age of 0 to 10 confirms. 

The school age group is dealt with in the Tabu¬ 
lated Statistics (1936), but the following table 

^ Special Report Series No. 120, 1928. 
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reduction in the disparity. In the case of North I, 
and Wales as a whole, there is a tendency in the 
reverse direction. Despite the changes in the rates, 
the remarkable and significant steadiness in the 
disparities should be observed. 

The principal causes of death at ages 1-5 in 
1935 were pneumonia, diphtheria, tuberculosis, 
measles, whooping-cough and violence. The com¬ 
bined rate for measles, whooping-cough, pneu¬ 
monia and bronchitis was : 

Per 100,000 living ^ 

North I . 524 Greater London . 283 
North IV . . 475 Midland II . 273 
North II . 413 Wales II . 196 
North III . . 376 East . 190 
Wales I . 354 “ Standard ” 167 
Midland I . 303 , South West 165 

This combined death rate, which, although it varies 

1 North I: Durham and Northumberland. 

North II: Cumberland, Westmorland, and Yorkshire (East 

and North Ridings). 
North III: Yorkshire (West Riding), and York C.B. 

North IV : Cheshire and Lancashire. 

Wales I: Brecknockshire, Carmarthenshire, Glamorganshire, 

and Monmouthshire. 
Wales II: the remainder of Wales. 

Midland I: Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Shropshire, Stafford¬ 

shire, Warwickshire, and Worcestershire. 
Midland II: Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Northamptonshire, 

Nottinghamshire, and Soke-of-Peterborough. 
East: Cambridgeshire, Isle of Ely, Huntingdonshire, Lincoln¬ 

shire, NorfolL, Rutlandshire, and Suffolk. 
South West: Cornwall, Devonshire, Dorsetshire, Somerset¬ 

shire and Wiltshire. 

“ Standard ” : (see Mortality Analysis). 

Greater London : (see Mortahty Analysis). 
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siderable extent, the chief cause of death in these 
areas is, according to the Eegistrar-General’s 
classification, “ Violence ” : in other words, mainly 
road accidents. It seems incredible that to-day, in 
the twentieth century, after the triumphs of 
modem medicine and an improved standard of 
Hfe have helped to eradicate mortality from disease 
in this age group from this particular part of the 
country, we should promptly create another method 
of killing ofi our young children, and at a time when 
the falling birth rate is causing such serious concern 
to our statesmen. It seems logical to postulate that 
if the road problem is insoluble, then we are neither 
capable nor likely to fiund an answer to the questions 
surrounding a falling birth rate. 

On the basis of the present figures, every fourth 
or fifth child born in Great Britain is destined to 
be killed or injured in a road accident according to 
Mr. H. M. Vernon, a member of the Techmcal 
Advisory Board of the National Institute of 
Psychology.^ Lt.-Col. J. A. A. Pickard, General 
Secretary of the National Safety-Pkst Association, 
states that “ Children under the age of eight are 
being killed at the rate of two a day ”. Further, 
“ Of persons killed on foot, more are HLled between 
the ages of three and seven than at any other 

age ”.® 
With regard to the regional relationship which 

deaths by violence bear to total deaths among 

1 “ Accidents and their Prevention.” 
2 News ChrmicUf 16th November, 1937. 
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provides some indication of the excess mortality 
from certain of the principal causes of death as 
compared with the “ Standard ” rates for the pre¬ 
ceding quinquennium: 

TABLE 11 

Deaths at Ages 5-15 

(Deaths in 1931-5 per cent of “ Standard ” Deaths based on Mean 
Annual Death Rate per 100,000 living) 

Diphtheria 
Tuberculosis 
(all Forms) 

Heart 
Disease 

Digestive 
Diseases 

AU 
Causes 

North I , m 300 200 127 157 
Wales I . 161 188 317 120 135 
“Standard” . 100 100 100 100 100 
England and 

Wales 
139 144 183 107 123 

Deaths from heart disease during these ages, 
being mainly of rheumatic origin, thus provide an 
index of the damage done by rheumatic fever to 
the hearts of young children in the North and Wales 
before and during 1931-5. 

In 1936 the chief “ killing ” disease in the age 
group 5-14 in the North, North I and Wales was 
diphtheria. For Wales I it was tuberculosis (all 
forms—73 deaths) (diphtheria—72 deaths). 

Tuberculosis was the second principal cause of 
death in the three first-named areas. 

For the whole of the South East and “ Standard ” 
it is an entirely different story. It certainly cannot 
be said that the main cause of death in these areas 
is due directly to unemployment, malnutrition or 
poverty. Outnumbering other diseases to a con- 
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autliorities should therefore see that preventive 
action should be taken before malnutrition shows 
itself and not wait until defects and diseases 
appear. If, as the authors of National Fitness 
trenchantly remark, “ the seed takes root, the soil 
must be hospitable 
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children, reference should be made to the Tabu¬ 
lated Statistics. 

What emerges from this necessarily brief review 
on mortahty among children in the North and 
Wales cannot be. more adequately phrased than 
in the words of the Chief Medical Ofl&cer of the 
Board of Education, who, in his Eeport issued on 
1st December, 1934, stated : “ I fear we are not 
doing all that is practical for the malnutrition, 
physical education, nurture, and health of the 
normal child. Yet, if we are failing to ensure the 
physical health of the normal child under fourteen 
years of age, we must not complain or be surprised 
if such neglect brings with it in later years hordes 
of preventable impairment or incapacity of 
body and mind. Medical science has proved that 
disease and incapacity in adolescence and adult life 
find their source all too often in the seed-time of 
childhood} 

“ To this neglect is due much of the excess of 
sickness and mortality under forty years of age; 
some of the maternal mortality; some of the 
recruits rejected on physical grounds for the army; 
some of the lost time in industry and some of the 
lack of resistance to infective diseases.” 

The future of the nation lies in the hands of our 
young people, but malnutrition and malfunctioning 
in their early days, causing serious damage to im¬ 
mature bodies, can never be wholly rectified by 
improving nutrition later in life. The responsible 

^ Author’s italics. 
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CHAPTER VI 

ADULT MORTALITY 

(1) BEGIONAL INCIDENCE (1936) 

Doctors have always known that a considerable 
proportion of men and women of all ages are far 
from being examples of physical perfection, and, 
further, that many fall short of a certain—generally 
fairly low—standard of health. 

What is not known, however, is the size of the 
proportion and the seriousness or otherwise of the 
defects that cause them to fall below this average. 
As has been pointed out previously, there exists 
no means at present of medically examining the 
whole of the population. The records of one valuable 
and large-scale examination do, however, exist. 
In 1920 the Ministry of National Service (1917-19) 
pubhshed a Report (Volume I) upon the Physical 
Examination of Men of Mihtary Age by National 
Service Medical Boards from 1st November, 1917, 
to 1st October, 1918. “ The primary object ”, the 
Introduction to the Report states, “ of the organisa¬ 
tion of the Medical Department of the Ministry of 
National Service was to conduct the examination 
of aU men of military age called up for medical 
examination under the Military Service Acts. . . . 

113 I 
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the vital statistics of one area against another and 
thereby ascertain to what extent mortality in the 
less prosperous areas exceeds the standard deaths 
in the relatively happier regions. That is one of the 
principal objectives of this book; to weigh the 
fatality experience of the North and Wales against 
that of the South East. To adapt the words of 
the Introduction to the Report of the Ministry 
of National Service: “ Analysis of them \t}ie 
records] should therefore reveal the nature and 
distribution of physical disabilities among our 
manhood for the purposes of this book, amoyig 
our women and children], and also show to what 
extent the national [regional] health falls below an 
attainable standard. This information, once har¬ 
vested and sifted, should indicate unmistakably 
the directions in which efiorts should be made to 
improve the national [regional] health by preventing 
what is preventable, and by amehorating or palliat¬ 
ing what is unavoidable.” That the examination 
of regional mortahty included in the Tabulated 
Statistics and elsewhere indicates the direction 
in which far-reaching efiorts should be made is 

beyond doubt. 
It will be noted from a study of the Tabulated 

Statistics that contributory evidence as to the 
value of the results as a whole is forthcoming from 
the analysis of the regional distribution of the 
population over the various age groups. 

As a consequence of higher fertility, the North 
in the first ten-year group, 5-14, has an excess of 
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Incidentally the fulfilment of this task afiorded 
the opportunity to make a far-reaching medical 
survey of the male population of Great Britain.” 

There is very httle reason to think that there 
is any considerable variance in the incidence of 
defects in comparing to-day with those years, but 
the public were alarmed at the findings of the 
Ministry when the Eeport was pubhshed. This is far 
too long to quote in full here and should be con¬ 
sulted for reference, but the conclusions of the 
Eeport state that “ These results may be sum¬ 
marised by saying that medical examination showed 
that, of every nine men of military age in Great 
Britain, on the average three were perfectly fit and 
healthy; two were upon a definitely infirm plane 
of health and strength, whether from some dis¬ 
ability or some failure in development; three were 
incapable of undergoing more than a very moderate 
degree of physical exertion and could almost (in 
view of their age) be described with justice as 
physical wrecks; and the remaining man as a 
chronic invalid with a precarious hold on hfe It 
should be noted that 2,425,184 men were examined. 

At what ages did these men die ? Is it unreason¬ 
able to suggest that the presence of defects in six 
out of nine men resulted in premature death? 
As there is no evidence to suppose that these 
findings do not equally apply to women, what pro¬ 
portion of our population are we losing to-day 
through their fives being cut short ? That we do 
not know at present, but at least we can measure 
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centage of the total mortality. This should not 
necessarily weigh in favour of areas with high 
fertility. An increased birth-rate should naturally 
lead to a larger population in each age group. 

By this method the groups 0-4 and 5-14 in the 
North return percentages exceeding the “ Stand¬ 
ard ” area of 88 and 44 per cent respectively. A 
fall to 25-34 is then observed, when the percent¬ 
age excess remains at around 18 up to 55-64. 
In the last two groups, 65-74 and 75 upwards, 
the percentage drops rapidly, being less than in the 
“ Standard ” area by 1 and 33 respectively. The 
conclusions which foUow from this approach appear 
in their general outline to coincide with the results 
of the first method. 

In North I this process of assessing premature 
death shows, as might be expected, more pro¬ 
nounced variations than the whole of the North 
from the “ Standard ” percentages of mortality in 
each age group. Wales and Wales I reveal congruent 
trends, the latter being also more decided at all 
ages. 

The undoubted resemblance, age group by age 
group, in all four regions, between the results of 
these two methods shordd be carefully noted. 

Finally the results of the two approaches should 
be contrasted with the analysis of deaths by a^e 
groups. The marked associations between these 
three distinct and separately calculated methods 
of ascertaining the extent of premature death is 
indicated beyond question in the following tables : 
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11 per cent. Tliis percentage is gradually reduced 
with advancing age until eventually the scale 
is turned at the comparatively early age, he it 
noted, of 45-54. At this stage there are 2 per cent 
fewer people. The percentage then rapidly increases 
to age 75 and upwards when we find that, starting 
with an excess population of 11 per cent, the 
North has now 44 per cent fewer people aged 75 
and over. 

In North I the changes in age structure stand 
out more sharply. From 31 per cent more children 
in the group 5-14 to only 5 per cent more young 
people at 15-24 and then to 2 per cent fewer at 
35-44, thereafter rapidly declining until this area 
has practically 50 per cent fewer old people over 
75 than the “ Standard ” area. The almost dramatic 
reduction between the groups 5-14 and 15-24 
is due in some measure, no doubt, to industrial 
transference and voluntary (or enforced) migration. 

Wales shows similar trends. An excess of 24 per 
cent at 5-14 drops to an excess of 2 per cent at 
15-24. At 45-54 there are 6 per cent fewer, and 
over 75, 34 per cent fewer persons. The extensive 
decline in numbers between 5-14 and 15-24 may 
again be accounted for by transference and migra¬ 
tion, but only in part, as the death rates in these 
groups for both Wales and the North emphasise. 
That is one distinct method from which certain 

general conclusions emerge. 
A second approach is based on the method of 

expressing the deaths in each age group as a per- 
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The calculation of the excess births under column 3 
has been based on the number of live births to 
women aged 15-44. 

By carrying the analysis a step further and 
consideriug for instance the results of applying the 
process (column 4) of estimating the deaths in each 
age group as a percentage of the total mortality 
in a given area to counties, the following evidence 
is elicited: 

TABLE 13 

Deaths in Age Geoups expeessed as Percentages of Total 

Mortality in Durham and Glamorgan compared with Per¬ 

centages FOR Surrey 

Excess or Deficiency Percentages 
over Surrey 

Durham Criamorgan t 

0-1 (I.M.) 81 33 
0-4 100 25 : 
5-14 83 33 1 

15-24 48 41 
25-34 19 35 
35-44 19 15 1 
45-54 3 ! 20 i 
55-64 6 20 1 
65-74 6 (deficiency) 1 (deficiency) 

75 Up 36 36 „ 

Whilst the residts of this technique cannot for a 
number of reasons be regarded as providing com¬ 
pletely reliable evidence of the age distribution of 
deaths, either regionally or locally, they show in 
every case a definite association with other indices 
and always, it should be noted, illustrate the trend 
of mortality in the expected direction. 

The probable reasons for the decline in each 



TABLE 12 

Excess Mortality (North and Wales) 

The North 

Column 1 2 3 4 

Age Group 

Percentage of 
Excess Deaths 
according to 

Age Group that 
would not have 

occurred had the 
“ Standard " 

Bates obtained 

Population of Age 
Group expressed as a 

Percentage of the total 
Areal Population 

Deaths in Age Group 
expressed as a 

Percentage of the 
Total Areal Mortality 

Excess or Deficiency on “ Standard ” 
Percentages 

0/ 
JO 

0/ 
JO 0/ /o 

0-1 (I.M.) 50 excess 11 excess (births) 48 excess 
0-4 58 „ 9 excess 88 (age group 1-4 

only) excess 
6-14 48 .. 11 „ 44 excess 

16-24 31 5 „ 23 „ 
25-34 23 „ 5 „ 18 „ 
35-44 27 „ 3 „ 20 „ 
45-54 31 „ 2 deficiency 18 „ 
55-64 39 „ 7 18 „ 
65-74 42 „ 24 1 deficiency 
75 Up 29 „ 44 

North I 

33 

0-1 (I.M.) 65 excess 29 excess (births) 87 excess 
0-4 67 „ 23 excess 125 (age group 1-4 

only) excess 
5-14 49 „ 31 „ 81 excess 

15-24 52 „ 6 „ 54 „ 
25-34 33 „ 2 „ 29 „ 
35-44 44 „ 2 deficiency 36 „ 
45-54 28 „ 10 11 „ 
55-64 36 „ 16 10 „ 
65-74 40 „ 32 8 deficiency 
75 Up 26 „ 47 38 

Wales (Wales I shown in brackets) 

0-1 (I.M,) 38 excess (38) 17 excess (18) 
(births) 

33 excess (43) 

0-4 36 „ (37) 9 excess (12) 50 (56) (age group 
1-4 only) excess 

5-14 M „ (13) 24 „ (29) 25 excess (38) 
15-24 65 „ (58) 2 ,, (4) 46 „ (58) 
25-34 49 „ (49) 1 „ (3) 35 „ (44) 

35-44 32 „ (35) Under 1 „ (3) 22 „ (31) 

45-54 36 „ (43) 6 deficiency (8) 14 „ (25) 
55-64 38 „ (44) 9 „ (15) 13 „ (17) 

65-74 40 „ (49) 24 (32) 2 deficiency (3) 

76 Up 24 „ (27) 34 „ (47) 28 „ (37) 
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healing of wounds, eye inflammation, catarrhal 
troubles, deafiiess, chronic laryngitis and premature 
ageing. Xerophthalmia (conjunctivitis), definitely 
associated with vitamin A deficiency, often leads 
to blindness. 

Medical experience shows that gastro-intestinal 
disorders are very widespread, including as they do 
such complaints as peptic ulcer, enteritis, coHtis 
and gastric dilatation. A recently published report 
on a Swedish investigation covering a sample 
population of over 17,000 in Vasterbotten and 
Norrbotten concludes that the composition of the 
diet is the decisive factor in causing such dis¬ 
orders. An analysis of the death rates in this 
country from peptic ulcer and digestive complaints 
reveals a higher incidence in the North and Wales 
than in other regions where the economic conditions 
are more favourable. 

Sir Francis Freemantle, M.P., has stated that ill- 
health costs the nation no less than £300,000,000 
every year. It would appear that a sum far in excess 
of £100,000,000 apphes to the North and Wales. 
Sir John Bray, President of the Institute of Muni¬ 
cipal Treasurers and Accountants, in his presi¬ 
dential address in 1931 said that in the national 
accounts and in those of local authorities a sum in 
the region of £113,000,000 per annum could be 
traced which was spent every year directly in cold 
cash on ambulance work arising from disease. 

The Keport on Health Services, pubhshed in 
December, 1937, by Pohtical and Economic Plan- 
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case in the percentage age 75 and up (column 2, 

table 12) may be: (a) the number of those that 
have survived to this age are far less; (b) those 
that have, are “ conditioned ” ; and (c) the lives 
of those who reach this age may be removed from 
the mortahty inducing factors of poverty and mal¬ 
nutrition. 

The reciprocal relationship between the results 
of these three separate and distinct approaches 
surely points conclusively to the fact that a con¬ 
siderable mass of the people in the North and 
Wales, young, middle-aged and old, and irrespect¬ 
ive of sex, representing nearly 40 per cent of the 
entire population of England and Wales, die from 
preventable causes long before their time. 

Sir Arthur Newsholme once wrote that “ Not 
only are poverty and a high death-rate always 
closely related, but a high death-rate imphes also 
a high rate of sickness and of inefficiency among 
those who survive ”. 

This statement means, then, that the results of 
these investigations imply a far wider and deeper 
extent of poverty over one-third of England alone 
than has hitherto been realised or recognised. 

If these premature deaths are weighted by 
poverty, then they are, when all is said and done, 
but the end-results of malmltrition. Its symptoms 
suggest an excessive, and judging by the South East, 
unnecessary toll of suffering and ill-health. They 
must entail a vast amount of anaemia, colds, in¬ 
fluenza, impetigo, septic sores and rashes, slow 
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percentages of mortaKty in the early-middle-aged 
groups. 

TABLE 14 

Excess Deaths from Heaet Diseases 

{Percentage of “ Actual ” Deaths exceeding “ Expected ” Deaths, i.e. 
the Deaths from Heart Diseases that would have occurred had the 
“ Standard ” Rates obtained) 

Age Group ^ 
35-44 j 

Age Group i 
45-54 

% 
0/ 
/o 

North 74 i 57 ! 
North I . 96 1 41 ; 
Wales 86 71 
Wales I . 108 92 

It should also be observed that the extent of the 
percentages is again in the expected direction, i.e. 
in accord with the known incidence of sncb factors 
as unemployment, poor relief and overcrowdmg. 

Space does not allow of an exhaustive analysis of 
the regional incidence of all causes of death, but, 
from the statistics of the several chief “ killing ” 
diseases, one factor emerges which appears to be of 
considerable importance. This factor appMes, how¬ 
ever, only to the age groups 45 and upwards. 

It would seem that cancer, not hitherto recog¬ 
nised as a “ poverty ” disease, can be used as a 
“ control ” disease of death to measure the excess 
or deficiency of regional mortality from other 
causes of death. In comparing two large areas 
where there is little divergence in a particular age 
group in the death rate for cancer, it follows 
therefore that, given similar causative conditions, 
or broadly speaking the same level of health, the 
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ning, analysed tte present national tealtli bill as 
follows : 

£ Millions 
1. Value of work lost through sickness . . 100 
2. Treatment and maintenance of sick persons . 183 
3. Public expenditure on prevention of ill-health 13 
4. Public environmental services which largely 

contribute to good health . . . 104 

m 

If it were feasible to allocate this expenditure to 
the regions in question in proportion to the known 
mortality ratios at all ages, the results would, inter 
alia, conflict with the known expenditure in the 
South East under Items 2-4 inclusive. This is to 
say, expenditure under these heads—^particularly 
Item 4—^in the South East would be found to be 
far in excess of the proportion allotted judged on 
mortality experience. Obversely, and here probably 
lies the explanation, the North and Wales are not 
receiving their proportionate share of public health 
services. It would only seem possible to negative 
this and other implied conclusions in this book by 
suggesting that the vital statistics apphed regionally 
and in association with other social indices are 
irrelevant and without value. 

The range and extent of health services must 
always be affected by the local incidence of difierent 
causes of death, and an analysis of adult mortality, 
therefore, involves not only the specific diseases 
discussed under separate heads but the incidence 
of diseases of the heart. The following table deserves 
attention as it reveals phenomenally high excess 
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TABLE 15—conid. 

55-64 England and Wales 
“Standard”. 

Heart disease Cancer 

North . 
North I 
Wales . 
Wales I 

65-74 England and Wales 
“ Standard ” . 
North . 9 9 

North I 99 

Wales . 
Wales I 

75 Up England and Wales Cancer, pneumonia, 
bronchitis and other 
respiratory diseases 
and circulatory dis¬ 
eases roughly equal 

“Standard”. „ 1 Cancer 
North . „ i Aneurysm and other 

circiilatory diseases 
North I „ ! „ „ 
Wales . 

i 
Bronchitis, pneumonia 

and other respiratory j 
diseases j 

Wales I >) » I 

Senility lias been excluded from tbe last age group. 
It is expressive tbat in one case wliere cancer is 

tbe chief “ killing ” agent for “ Standard ” (and 
incidentally the whole of England and Wales) it is 
superseded by heart disease in the North and 
Wales. In another significant instance heart disease 
takes the place of cancer as the second cause of 
death in the North and Wales, whilst cancer re¬ 
mains in the second position in the “ Standard ” 
area. Both these changes take efiect, it should be 
noted, in the early age groups 36-44 and 45-54. 

They are not caused by enhanced mortality from 
cancer in the “ Standard ” area or by any decline 
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death, rate from, say, tuberculosis should reveal 
approximately the same slight deviation. 

The use, therefore, of cancer as a “control ” for age 
groups over 46 provides supplementary corroborat¬ 
ive evidence in drawing conclusions from the other 
methods used for analysing regional mortality. This 
question is enlarged upon in the chapter “ Cancer ”. 

(2) DISTRIBUTION OF CHIEF “ KILLING ” DISEASES 

According to the Eegistrar-General’s figures the 
main killing diseases in the age groups above 16 are; 

TABLE 15 

Disteibution oe Chief “ Killing ” Diseases 

15-24 England and Wales 

“Standard” . 
North. . 
North I 
Wales . 
Wales I 

Tuberculosis Violence and suicide 
(over 1000 deaths 
above the next cause) 

Violence and suicide 

25-34 England and Wales 
“Standard”. 
North . 
North I 
Wales . 
Wales I Heart disease 

35-44 England and Wales 
“Standard”. 
North . 
North I 
Wales . 
Wales I 

?? 

ff 

Cancer (normal rate) 
Heart disease 

45-54 England and Wales 
“Standard” . 
North . 
North I 
Wales . 
Wales I 

Cancer 
>> 

Heart disease 
Cancer 
Heart disease 

Cancer 
Heart disease 
Cancer 

tf 
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no doubt, reflected in tbe rise in tbe rate to 12-1 
for 1936. But for tbe fact tbat tbis change in age 
structure bas been in process for some years, tbe 
crude death rate might have been lower. Only a 
dramatic reduction iu mortabty over tbe whole of 
tbe country or over large areas, such as tbe Nortb and 
Wales, is now likely to influence any fall in the rate. 

Tbe respective standardised death rates for tbe 
two years were 9-0 and 9-2 per thousand bving. 
These standardised rates are those which would 
have been recorded if the sex and age constitution 
of the population had been the same as in 1901. 
The rates for males and females are standardised 
for diSerences of age constitution in each sex, and 
also between the two sexes. Apart from the fairly 
general rise m death rates for many age groups 
over the whole of the country, there are a number 
of indicative tendencies—particularly among the 
younger age groups—emerging from a comparison 
of 1935-6 which should be noted and related to the 
general conclusions to be drawn from this and suc¬ 
ceeding chapters. 

Infant Mortality 

Stillbirths rate (per 1000 live births legitimate and ille¬ 
gitimate) fell in England and Wales from 42 to 41, and 
in '' Standard ” from 37 to 36. In North I it rose from 
44 to 45. 

5-14 

North,—^Diphtheria death rate rose from 0*45 to 0*46. 
Percentage excess from 72 to 208. 251 additional surplus 
deaths. Eate fell—“ Standard0*26 to 0*15; England 
and Wales, 0*31 to 0*28. 
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in the incidence of that disease in the North. On 
the contrary, there is a shghtly higher death rate in 
the North. In view of previous references to the in¬ 
fluence of death hy violence on the total mortahty 
rate, the fact that in Wales I, for the age group 
25-34, heart disease takes the place of violence 
should he observed. 

(3) COMPARISONS WITH 1935 

To provide a check on the results accruiug from 
the statistical treatment of the mortahty and fer- 
tihty figures used in this hook, a similar analysis 
has been carried out on the vital statistics of previ¬ 
ous years. The results of these investigations for 
years prior to 1936 confirm the trends revealed in 
the 1936 tables (the latest available statistics 
before publication). 

In comparing 1936 with 1935, the one dominant 
factor that emerges is the growing influence of the 
increasing average age of the population on death 
rates. This is discernible throughout the whole of 
England and Wales. As a consequence, therefore, 
of the extension of this effect, for, as pointed out in 
an earher chapter, the population will continue to 
age for a considerable number of years, a steady 
rise in the death rate may be expected until the 
pressure of this factor is no longer operative. The 
crude death rate for England and Wales for 1935 
was 11-7 per thousand hving—0-3 above the lowest 
ever recorded. The changing age composition is. 
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Above tbe age of 45 tbe comparisons between 
tbe two years do, broadly speaking, react un¬ 
favourably against tbe North and tVales, and as 
tbe instances iucrease considerably they are sum¬ 
marised below: 

TABLE 16 

Comparison of Excess Mortality with 1935 

North North I 1 Wales 

45-54 
Death rate. Excess per- Unchanged Reduction Increase 

centage (31) (32-28) (33-35) 
Cancer rate. Excess per- Bednction Reduction Reduction 

centage (22-17) (25-17) (26-16) 
Heart disease rate. Ex- Increase Increase Increase 

cess percentage (51-57) (40-41) (58-71) 

55-64 
Death rate. Excess per- Increase Reduction Unchanged 

centage (38-39) (37-36) (38) 
Heart disease rate. Ex- Increase Increase Increase 

cess percentage (47-52) (43-47) (46-53) 
Cancer rate. Excess per- Reduction Reduction Reduction 

centage (20-15) (18-12) (18-14) 

65-74 
Death rate. Excess per¬ Unchanged Increase 1 Increase 

centage (42) (36-40) (37-40) 
Heart disease rate. Ex¬ Increase Increase Reduction 

cess percentage (42-45) (29-38) (45-44) 
Cancer rate. Excess per¬ Reduction Reduction Reduction 

centage (18-13) (13-12) (13.7) 

75 Up 
Death rate. Excess per¬ Reduction Reduction Increase 

centage (30-29) (28-26) (23-24) 
Heart disease rate. Ex¬ Increase Unchanged Increase 

cess percentage (25-28) (16) (15-19) 
Bronchitis, pneumonia Reduction Reduction Reduction 

and respiratory dis¬ * (42-30) (30-29) (40-33) 
eases. Death rate. Ex¬ 
cess percentage 

Generally speaking, Wales I inclines in the same 
direction as tbe whole of Wales except for tbe fact 

K 
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Northl.—Diplitlieria death, rate fell from 0-50 to 0-49 as 
against falls as above. Percentage excess rose from 94 to 
227. 36 additional surplus deaths. 

Wales,—Diphtheria death rate fell from 0*30 to 0*23 as 
against falls as above. Percentage excess rose from 13 to 
51. 18 additional surplus deaths. 

15-24 

North,—Tuberculosis death rate fell from 1*03 to 0*96. 
Percentage excess rose from 62 to 63. Bate fell—'' Stand¬ 
ard 0*64 to 0*59 ; England and Wales, 0*91 to 0*86. 

North I.—Tuberculosis death rate fell from 1*48 to 1-33 as 
against falls as above. Percentage excess fell from 130 
to 125. 

Wales,—Tuberculosis death rate fell from 1*50 to 1*34 as 
against falls as above. Percentage excess fell from 135 to 
128. 

25-34 

North,—^Percentage of excess deaths unchanged. 
Wales.—Death rate fell from 3*8 to 3*7 as against falls— 

Standard ”, 2*7 to 2*5 ; England and Wales, 3*0 to 
2*8. Percentage of excess deaths rose from 39 to 49. 68 
additional surplus deaths. Tuberculosis death rate fell 
from 1*33 to 1*31 as against falls—"'Standard”, 0*88 to 
0*80; England and Wales, 0*96 to 0*88. Percentage of 
excess deaths rose from 51 to 63. 22 additional surplus 
deaths. 

35-44 

North I.—Death rate rose from 5*2 to 5*5 as against a station¬ 
ary rate for “ Standard ” of 3*8 and a fall for England 
and Wales from 4*5 to 4*3. Percentage of excess deaths 
rose from 27 to 44. 85 additional surplus deaths. Tubercu¬ 
losis death rate fell from 1 *08 to 1 *06 as against falls— 
" Standard ”, 0*81 to 0*76 ; England and Wales, 0*86 
to 0*81. Percentage of excess deaths rose from 33 to 40. 
10 additional surplus deaths. 
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rate for the Home Counties is for Wales roughly 
the same as the mortahty excess occurring in the 
15-24 age-group table, but for the North about 
twice as high. The Army figures are, of course, 
merely an index of ill-health and could, on that 
account, be higher than the mortahty excess. 

It is significant that approximately 70 per cent 
of the total apphcants were in employment, and 
further that roughly half the total were between 
the ages of 18 and 20. The fact that the majority 
were not drawn from the ranks of the unemployed 
—although their health may have been impaired by 
past unemployment—^reahsed in conjunction with 
their age and the high percentage of rejections, is, 
to say the least, disquietiug. 

It is not improbable to suggest, from the ac¬ 
cumulated data, that those rejected from the Army 
will survive for some years in a state of ill-health, 
but that they will eventually die prematurely. 

A considerable amount of propaganda has had 
to be, and still is, used by the War Ofi6.ce to en¬ 
courage young men to join the Army. On that 
account, therefore, it is all the more interesting 
to note that if the rejection rate of 32 per cent 
for the Home Counties during 1936 had obtained 
in Northumbrian, West Hiding and Lancashire 
(War Ofldce Hegional Grouping for the North) there 
would have been 3050 more recruits approved. 
Similarly, assuming the application of the Home 
Counties rate to Wales, 418 additional recruits 
would have been passed. Further, had the rate 
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that the divergencies tend to he more intensified. 
As previously inferred, the death rates from all 
causes and for the diseases cited are, in the majority 
of cases, higher, hut nevertheless this factor has not 
contributed in the main to a reduction in the dis¬ 
parity between the North and Wales and “ Stand¬ 
ard On the contrary, in many instances the excess 
percentage has tended to rise. The remarkable 
steadiness of the excess percentages over all three 
regions should be carefully noted. 

The subjoined table illustrates clearly the dis¬ 
tribution in 1936 of surplus mortality in the North 
and Wales from certain of the chief “ killiTig ” 
diseases (exclusive of cancer and deaths by vio¬ 
lence). 

TABLE 17 

Excess Mortality erom Chief “ Killing ” Diseases 

(Percentage of Excess Deaths from Certain Causes according to Age 
Group that would not have occurred had the “ Standard ” Rates 
obtained in each region) 

Region 
Infant 

Mortality 
A 

0-4 

A 

5-14 

B 

15-24 

B 

25-34 

B 

35-44 

1 ^ 

45-54 
i 

c 

i 55-64 

C 

65-74 

C 

75 Up 

A 

North . 84 85 65 63 77 74 57 52 45 30 
North I. 105 96 112 125 36 96 41 47 38 29 
Wales . 40 33 48 128 63 86 71 63 44 33 
Wales I. 44 39 55 136 66 108 92 65 69 38 

A=bronchitis, pneumonia and other respiratory diseases. 
B=tuberculosis. 
C=heart disease. 

(4) ARMY AND AIR FORCE REJECTIONS 

It will be observed from the Tabulated Statistics 
that the percentage excess above the rejection 
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Mr. Hore-Belislia, Secretary for War, spealdng 
at Devonport on lOtli December, 1937, said: 
“ Any diflElculty in filling tbe Army lies not in any 
shortage of applicants, but m the high standard 
they have to attain. In 1936 we rejected 18,000.” 
He then went on to say ; “ My predecessor started a 
depot for training a hmited number of men who 
were below standard, and as a result of the food 
and training given them, 576 of the 600 who 
joined the depot have reached the full standard 
of fitness 

Introducing the Army Estimates in the House 
of Commons on lOth March, 1938, Mr. Hore- 
Behsha remarked that “ The proportion of rejec¬ 
tions is very high, and it would seem to be a form 
of national service for us to enlarge the system 
whereby recruits below the normal physical stand¬ 
ards can be engaged and brought up to a better 
state of health ”. After discussing the success of 
his Physical Development Depot, he announced 
that all recruits “ who, in the opinion of the Medical 
OflS.cer, need special nourishment will have an 
extra issue of half a pint of milk a day ”. Mr. Hore- 
Behsha may succeed in getting these unhealthy 
recruits to increase their intake of milk, but sis to 
twelve years have elapsed since the time when it 
would certainly have been more beneficial to them. 
It is indeed a sad reflection on our muddled stand¬ 
ards of social responsibihty when this allowance of 
milk and all the other comforts with which the 
Army recruit is being surrounded are compared. 
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obtained tbxougbout the -whole of England and 
Wales, 5993 more recruits would have joined the 
Army in 1936. 

The rate of rejection for 1936 for the whole of 
England and Wales was 48-2 per cent. This in¬ 
dicates how, in deahng with national statistics of 
ill-health, mortality and other factors, the rate 
for the whole of the coxmtry can conceal -widely 
divergent regional rates. 

The rejection rate declined in 1937, which, ac¬ 
cording to the Annual Report on the British Army, 
“ may be attributed to the introduction of graded 
medical standards, introduced in November, 1936 

The Air Ministry carried out duxhig 1936 medical 
examinations on 19,031 candidates for enhstment. 
Of this number, 35-7 per cent were found unfit fox 
general service. The standard of “ fitness ” for the 
Army and the Air Force probably varies; similarly, 
the two Ser-vtces attract in all likelihood different 

types and classes of recruits drawn from varying 
districts and distinctive social grades. It is not 
possible to state the regional rates of rejection for 
the Air Force. 

The one important conclusion that can, however, 
be inferred from these figures, is that anything 
from one-third to over one-half of the young men 
who present themselves for service in the Army 
and the Air Force are palpably unfit, and, further, 
there is a definite resemblance between the Army 
rejection rates for the North and Wales and the 
mortahty data for those areas. 
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An explanation as regards tlie use of column 2 is 
necessary. Mortality comparisons yielded by the 
crude death rates alone are vitiated by reason of 
the fact that the areal populations on which they 
are based may be of widely difiering age con¬ 
stitutions. With a view to eliminating this element 

TABLE 18 

Total Mortality fob the North and Wales 

Region 

Percentage 
DiflFerence in Ratio 

of Regional 
adjusted Death 

Rate to 
“ Standard *’ Ratio 

Actual 
Deaths 

Deaths 
if based on 

“ Standard 
Age Group 

Rates 

Surplus 
Deaths % 

1936 
North (Excess) 34 169,691 124,101 45,590 37 
North I . » 33 27,429 19,765 7,664 39 
Wales „ 31 32,693 24,332 8,361 34 
Wales I . „ 34 22,791 16,310 6,481 40 

Total North and Wales 53,951 

1935 

North . 1 ,, 36 166,646 120,057 46,589 39 
North I . „ 36 27,423 19,257 8,166 42 

Wales „ 33 32,238 23,665 8,573 36 

Total North and Wales 55,162 

of variation, an areal comparability factor is 
provided by the Registrar-General for each area, 
and this, when multiphed by the crude death rate 
of the area, produces an adjusted death rate which 
may be regarded as comparable from a mortality 
point of view with the contemporaneous adjusted 
rate for any other area, or with the crude death 
rate for England and Wales as a whole (where 
the comparabdity factor is umty). A guide to the 
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for instance, with the ascertained consumption of 
milk among large families discussed in tMs hook 
under “ Insufficient Purchasing Power ” and “ Poor 
Quality of Foodstuffs Available 

From another standpoint it seems pertinent to 
enquire why the standard of health and well-being 
of workers engaged in other forms of national service 
—^in mines, transport and armament factories, and 
in fact in all forms of industrial activity which are 
fundamentally as important to the life of the nation 
as the Defence Forces—should not be any whit in¬ 
ferior to the measurement of entry into the Army 
and Air Force. 

(5) EXCESS MORTALITY (NORTH AND WALES) 

The defects in these men rejected from the Army 
and Air Force must exist in varying degrees in 
millions of men, women and children in the country. 
While it is difficult to estimate an approximate 
figure, there appears to be little doubt that, based 
on all available evidence from innumerable sources, 
varying from Sir John Orr to the unemployment 
statistics, it is over 10,000,000, or a quarter of our 
hving population. How else can one account for 
over 500,000 surplus and preventable deaths in 
the North and Wales alone during a period of only 
ten years 1 What countervailing factors are there 
to suggest that a high rate of sickness, ill-health, 
malnutrition and inefficiency does not accompany 

this high mortality ? 



CHAPTER VII 

MATERNAL MORTALITY 
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relative incidence of mortality in different areas is 
thereby provided which expresses each regional 

adjusted rate as a ratio of the contemporaneous 
national rate. Column 2 of the foregoing table 
therefore shows the difference between the North 
and Wales and the “ Standard ” ratios. It is pro¬ 
vided to indicate the close resemblance between the 
excess percentages arrived at by this method and 
the results of the 1935-6 analysis of mortahty by 
age groups. 

Comparing the 1936 with the 1935 totals, a 
saving of approximately 1600 lives is shown. 
This hardly constitutes an appreciable gain in a 
year of considerable improvement in trade and 
unemployment figures. Assuming the continuance, 
however, of the same rate, it will take another 
thirty-four years to eradicate the excess mortality, 
by which time, unless existing tendencies are 
checked, we shall be well on the way to committing 
population suicide. 



CHAPTER VII 

MATERNAL MORTALITY 

Of tlie many serious problems in relation to public 
health, the question of safer motherhood is possibly 
first in national importance. There is Httle necessity 
for emphasis to be laid here on its moment. That 
it is fundamental to the livehhood of the nation 
is recognised among every stratum of our society. 
The Prime Minister, already quoted in the chapter 
“ Infant Mortahty ”, said, in the same speech 
at Edinburgh: “ There is another rate in -wliich 
I have always been very much interested—the 
maternal mortahty rate. Last year [1936] was the 
lowest mortahty rate since 1922.” 

Despite this improvement there is a general 
impression in the mind of the pubhc that maternal 
mortahty has not improved at the same rate or to 
the same degree as, for instance, infant mortahty 
and deaths from certain causes and in certain age 
groups. This is, to some extent, borne out by the 
White Paper published by the Ministry of Health 
in April, 1937, containing the Report of a Special 
Investigation into Maternal Mortahty in England, 
which had been made by medical officers of the 
Ministry (with the assistance, in a consultative 
capacity, of Sir Comyns Berkeley) during the 

139 
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exception of the North (containing one-third of 
the population), where it increased from 4-34 to 
4-36 per 1000 live and still births. In North I 
(Durham and Northumberland) the increase was 
more pronounced. The rate rose from 4-68 to 4-78 
per 1000 live and still births. On the other hand, 
reductions took place in Greater London of 24 
per cent, in the South East of 19 per cent, in the 
“ Standard ” area of 14 per cent and in England 
and Wales, as a whole, of 7 per cent. In Wales 
the extent of the decline was smaller; namely, 
Wales 12 per cent, Wales 113 per cent. 

The general trade-recovery that has been wit¬ 
nessed since 1931 and any consequent accompany- 
mg betterment in pubhc health is commonly 
believed to apply to the whole of the country, and 
particularly to those areas which suSered most from 
the economic depression. The statistics of maternal 
mortality do not bear out this behef. The Pilgrim 
Trust Unemployment Inquiry Report—^Interim 
Paper No. IV—^referred to in the chapter “ The 
Impact of Unemployment on Mortahty ”, analyses 
the changes between 1928 and 1934 in the distribu¬ 
tion of maternal mortalily in relation to variations 
in unemployment. On dividiug 77 Enghsh and 
Welsh boroughs mto two groups the Report states : 
“ in the 38 Boroughs with less than 9-3 per cent 
depression unemployment (38 Boroughs had more 
than that figure), we find that, in 22 Boroughs the 
maternal death rate has taken a more favourable 
development than in the average for aU County 
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previous two years in the areas of 45 Authorities 
where maternal mortality had been more than 5 per 
1000 live births, in 12 other areas above the national 
average of 4, and also in 12 areas where it had been 
below this average. The Chief Medical Ofdcer in his 
Annual Eeport for 1936, commented: “The investi¬ 
gators stated that though the total number of deaths 
due to child-bearing is relatively small (less than 8 
per cent of the total deaths from all causes of women 
between the ages of 15 and 45) and motherhood in 
this country has reached a comparatively high level 
of safety, the rate is nevertheless capable of further 
reduction, for many of the deaths are preventable 
and the mortality rate is higher than it should be. 
One hundred years ago the rate is believed to have 
been 10 per 1000 live births ; for a number of years 
it has remained in the neighbourhood of 4 per 1000 
hve births despite the great expansions in the 
maternity services and the remarkable improve¬ 
ment in the general health of the community. 
The figures, however, for 1936 show a further 
decline, the rate for that year being 3-65 per 1000 
total births and the lowest since 1922; it represents 
155 maternal lives saved as compared with 1935.” 

Is the rate “ capable of further reduction ” 
throughout the whole of England and Wales or 
only in certain areas % What does “ capable of 
further reduction ” mean expressed in terms of 

maternal lives 1 
Comparing 1936 with 1935, the rate dechned 

over the whole of England and Wales with the 
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77 County Borougks, can in any way be considered 
as representative, we may estimate tbe number of 
human victims of depression rmemployment among 
mothers dying of puerperal disease as 3200.” 

The conclusion that it is the mother who is the 
chief sufferer during unemployment confirms the 
personal observations of social workers. A sub¬ 
committee of the Industrial Christian Fellowship 
similarly reported that, where there are several 
children in the family of a poorly paid or un¬ 
employed worker, the mother is practically bound 
to starve herself of the essentials of a proper diet.^ 

Taking the years 1934 to 1936 inclusive, an 
analysis of the regional trend of maternal mortality 
during this period reveals that, whilst there has 
been a decline in the rate when comparing 1936 
with 1934, the reduction is not so marked in the 
North and Wales (especially the former) as it is 
in the South. 

TABLE 19 

Percentage Decline in Maternal Mortality (per 1000 Live 

AND Still Births) 

Per Cent 

Greater London .... 30 
South East .... 29 

Standard ’*.... 28 
Wales. 22 
Wales I .... . 22 
England and Wales 17 
North ..... 12 
North I .... . 3 

^ News Chronide, 18th January, 1937. 
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Borouglis together, and only in 16 Boroughs was 
the development less favourable. In the second 
group, with heavy incidence of depression un¬ 
employment, only 12 Boroughs show a better-than- 
usual development in their maternal death rate, 

whereas 25 show a worse-than-usual development. 
(In one case there was a change exactly correspond¬ 
ing to the average change.) Thus we find that in the 
case of 47 Boroughs a mild (heavy) incidence of 
unemployment is associated with a favourable 
(unfavourable) change in maternal death rate, and 

only in 28 Boroughs did the opposite association 

hold good. 
“ Of the 8 County Boroughs with 5 per cent and 

less depression unemployment, 6 show a more 
favourable development and only 2 a less favour¬ 
able development compared with the total of all 
County Boroughs, whereas of the 10 county 
Boroughs with 15 per cent or more, only 4 show an 
improvement, but 6 a worsening.” 

The Report in summarising the findings states: 
“ It can be seen that the actual number of maternal 
deaths was no less than 865, or 19-8 per cent higher 
tba.u that obtained on the basis of places where 
there was little increase in unemployment. This 
difierence is too striking to be explained away, and 
may reasonably be assumed to be an effect of de¬ 
pression unemployment. It can thus be shown that 
unemployment during the last depression has 
raised maternal mortahty rates by something like 
20 per cent. If this percentage, obtained for the 
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approximation to the number of women exposed 
to the risk of dying from puerperal conditions than 
do live births alone 

The Tabulated Statistics reveal that • if the 
maternal mortality rate for Greater London had 
obtained iu the North and Wales, the lives of 584 
mothers would have been saved, or nearly four 
times as many as the number quoted by the Chief 
Medical Ofdcer as representmg the 1936 national 
gaiu over 1935. If the “ Standard ” death rate from 
all causes for women iu the age group 15-44 had 
similarly prevailed, nearly 3200 lives would have 
been saved in one year, or, put iu another way, we 
should have had over 30,000 more potential 
mothers (taking the “ Standard ” rates as operative 
iu the North and Wales) in a period of ten years. 
Whilst allowance should be made for the fact that 
it may not always be possible to extend to rural 
areas the maternity and general health services 
that can be provided in urban communities, it is, 
however, exceedingly doubtful whether this factor 
has any appreciable efiect in contributing to the 
surplus deaths amounting to nearly 3200 during 
1936, especially when it is borne in mind that the 
great majority of the women in the North and 
Wales live in urban areas. For both the North and 
Wales it should be noted that the maternal mor- 
tahty rate is higher in the more densely populated 
areas (South Wales, Durham, etc.) than in the 
sparsely populated districts (North and Central 
Wales and rui' ^ areas in the North). 
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The following are the 1936 rates for the areas 
under consideration:— 

TABLE 20 

Maternal Mortality Rates 

Per 1000 live 
and still births 

Excess % on 
Greater London 

Wales I .... . 5-29 145 
Wales ..... 517 138 
North I .... . 4*78 120 
North ..... 4-36 101 
England and Wales 3*65 69 
South East .... 2-57 19 
Greater London .... 2-16 

By taking the analysis a step further one sees that 
even the comparatively low rate for Grreater London 
is “ capable of further reduction 

Bermondsey . . 5-04 per 1000 live and still births 
Paddington . . 5-02 ,, „ „ 
Westminster . .1-81 „ „ „ 
Kensington . . 0-86 „ „ „ 

Even for the whole county of Middlesex, whose 
population at mid-1936 stood at 1,940,400, the 
maternal mortality rate had been reduced to 0-89, 
according to the Annual Report by Dr. J. Tate, 
Medical Officer of Health, issued in January, 1938. 
This can be compared with, for instance, the 1936 
rates for Durham of 5-60 and Glamorgan of 5-34. 

To avoid any possibility of misinterpretation 
or exaggeration, it should be noted that, as the 
infant mortality rate is considerably higher in 
Wales and the North, the maternal mortality rate 
has been based on hve and still births, which, to 
quote the Registrar-General, “ provides a closer 
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enquiry has yet been made into these causes, and 
the time is overdue for society to estabhsh such en¬ 
quiry, and for the State to provide a fully equipped 
maternity service on national lines which will make 
available for every mother all those medical and 
ancillary requirements necessary for her during the 
whole period of maternity, based upon the skilled 
and careful attention of general medical prac¬ 
titioners and midwives in normal cases.” 

The chapter “ The Problem of Population ” 
discusses fertihty trends and points out that the 
approximate deficit in the number of children for 
adequate total replacement is 19 per cent. To 
summarise the statistics it may be stated that to 
effect replacement of our present population 100 
women must produce not 200, but 236 children to 
compensate for mortahty losses. A considerable 
proportion of women do not, however, marry, or 
are sterile, and this factor must, therefore, be given 
due weight. The sex ratio at birth has also to be 
taken into account. After all these considerations 
have been allowed for, it is estimated that 100 
women must have at least 272 children to mamtain 
our present numbers. 

At the present time 100 women are producing 
only 219. Here again recourse should be made to 
the chapter just cited which illustrates that Durham 
and Monmouthshire have the highest fertility rates 
of all counties in England and Wales. That bemg 
so, and conscious, as we should be, of the enhanced 
value of the children born in such areas, surely it 
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Tte inestimable importance of safe motherhood 
should be remembered by those who do not under¬ 
rate the seriousness of the population problem. Sir 
Henry Brackenbury, chairman of the Council of 
the British Medical Association, writing in Human 
Affairs, a chapter, “Medical Progress and Society”, 
comments: “Maternityis beconadngof more and more 
importance and value. Even to maintain the present 
population, and taking into account the proportion 
of inevitably sterile marriages, the average family 
should contain at least four children, and safety 
hes in these being bom at an earher period of 
married hfe. No organised effort has yet been 
made to get the nation to realise these facts. On 
the contrary, all organised efiort has been directed 
towards a campaign which is almost bound to result 
in a less number of children being bom, and to 
a postponement of their birth till a later maternal 
age. The State has taken some piecemeal measures 
intended to promote the giving of ante-natal 
advice, and the local authorities of certain towns 
have made increased provision for the hospital 
treatment of maternity cases, yet, during the 
period that such opportunities as these have been 
increasingly taken advantage of, the rate of maternal 
mortality in this country has risen. It is evident 
that it is not on these lines that the safety of mother¬ 
hood is to be secured. The causes of maternal 
mortahty, which is still too high, may certainly be 
biological, sociological, nutritional or psychological, 
as well as purely clinical. No adequate organised 
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it is necessary to assume that the rate for total 
mortahty (excluding maternal mortahty) is the 
same in the North and Wales as in the area with 
which it is required to make comparisons—in this 
case Greater London. 

TABLE 21 

Peecentage of Mateenal Moetality to Total Moetauty : 

Age Geoup 15-44 

; Region 1935 1936 Increase or i 
Decrease ! 

i 
North .... 8-3 8-9 

0/ 
/o 

Increase 7 
[ North I . . . . 9-3 9-9 » 6 1 

Wales . . . . I 10*6 9-2 Decrease 13 i 
: Wales I . . . . 10-4 9-2 12 ' 
I Greater London . 6-0 4-8 20 

South East ! 7-1 5-9 „ 17 i 
, England and Wales 8-1 7-9 2 ; 

Assuming therefore the prevalence of the same 
death rate during 1936 for all causes (excluding 
maternal mortality), the percentage of maternal 
mortality to total mortality rises as follows : 

EXCESS DEATHS FROM CHtLD-BEARIXG AND 
PREGNANCY 

North, 8*9 to 11*9, as against 4*8 for 
Greater London . , . 148 

North I, 9-9 to 15-0, as against 4-8 for 
Greater London . . . 213 

Wales, 9*2 to 15*0, as against 4*8 for 
Greater London . . . 213 

Wales I, 9*2 to 15*5, as against 4*8 for 
Greater London . , , 223 

This adjustment reveals that in over one-third 
of England and Wales (comprising a population 
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follows that the most energetic measures should 
be directed where they are most needed to cope 
with the procatarctic factors contributing to high 
maternal and infant mortality. 

The relevant statistics do expose the importance, 
as Sir Henry Brackenbury emphasises, of strength¬ 
ening and safeguarding the lives of mothers and 
potential mothers from the clinical aspects of child¬ 
bearing and general health and environment. For if 
one assumes that of the 3200 surplus deaths among 
women of 15Ht4 every 100 would have had 150 
children (of the women aged 16-44 in England and 
Wales who died during 1936—^28,966—it is esti¬ 
mated that 42 per cent were unmarried and 42 per 
cent were under the age of 30), the efiect on the 
population would have been some 4800 more 
children in 1936, and, on the same basis, nearly 
50,000 more in the last ten years. 

An examination of the regional relationship 
between maternal mortality and total mortahty 
referred to by the Chief Medical Ojficer, brings to 
light further contributory evidence and throws 
into relief the wide disparity that exists between 
the North and Wales and the South. 

The figures do not, however, provide a true 
picture of the actual position on account of the 
heavier mortality from all causes in the North 
and Wales. This has the efiect of reducing the per¬ 
centage of deaths due to child-bearing in relation 
to total mortahty. To eradicate this weighting 
and thereby to ascertain the correct relationship. 
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for the North. The rate for the county of London 
for the period 1891-5, 4-37 (1896-1900 being 3-44), 
was ahnost the same as the 1936 rate for the 
North (4-36). Prior to 1911, and on the basis of the 
classification in use after 1911, one has to go back 
to before 1896 to find a rate for maternal mortahty 
for England and Wales that exceeds the 1936 rate 
for Durham and Northumberland and the whole of 
Wales. According to the Text of the Registrar- 
General’s Review for 1934, no year or group of 
consecutive years, as far as the statistics go back 
to 1891, produces a higher maternal mortality rate 
than that for South Wales for 1936. 

Paced with this data, there does not appear 
to be much ground for complacency over maternal 
mortahty in the North and Wales. It is only neces¬ 
sary to compare some of the results of the analysis 
with the rates prevalent in other countries to 
appreciate that, so far as the North and Wales is 
concerned, the rate is certainly “ capable of further 
reduction ”, and, as The Times (16th November, 
1937) states, “ there is still opportunity and neces¬ 
sity for improvement 

For maternal mortahty, again we still do not 
know what constitutes the “ irreducible mini¬ 
mum”, but it is of interest to recognise that in one 
place in the world where the diet would appear to 
be adequate, this standard has undoubtedly been 
reached. Sir Edward Mellanby, writing in The 
Times of 30th October, 1937, in an article, “ The 
Right Food ”, states that “ In Tristan da Cunha, 
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exceeding 15j millions) the percentage of excess 
deaths from child-bearing and pregnancy on the 
foregoing basis (Greater London) varied between 
148 and 223. 

Surely the rather complacent outlook of the special 
investigators, quoted earlier in this chapter and 
summed up in the phrases, that although the rate 
is “ capable of further reduction ” “ motherhood 
has reached a comparatively high level of safety ”, 
cannot apply to the North and Wales ? 

Apart, however, from these seriously alarming 
divergencies, has there been any improvement, as 
compared with past years, in the risks of mother¬ 
hood over the whole of the country, as is imphed 
by the responsible authorities, or is the reduction 
only relevant to certain areas 1 

For the years 1911, 1912 and 1913 the maternal 
mortahty rate for the whole of England and Wales 
was 3-87, 3-98 and 3-96 respectively. Whilst an 
improvement is discernible in the South, these 
figures do not—^that is, assuming they prevailed 
in the North and Wales—vindicate that child-bearing 
is any safer now in those regions than it was 
twenty-five years ago. On the contrary, they point 
to the fact that the risk is roughly anything from 
15 to 35 per cent greater. 

If these comparisons are carried further, it is 
found that the maternal mortality rate (per 1000 
live births) for every year from 1911 to 1936 in¬ 
clusive for England and Wales has never exceeded, 
and has generally been well below, the 1936 rate 
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same years. TMs conclusion is undoubtedly in 
accord with the findings in this book. 

The Medical Officer is also of the opinion that the 
cause of high maternal mortahty is associated with 
nutritional factors. In their issue of 29th May, 1937, 
commenting upon the statement that “ . . . the 
investigations made in the course of the enquiry 
have furnished grounds for the belief that there has 
been an increase of sickness and iU-health amongst 
the mothers in the industrial areas of South Wales ” 
(from Report on Maternal Mortality in Wales, 
ilioistry of Health, April 1937), they say, “ We 
are left convinced that in this sentence wiU be 
found the explanation of the exceptional maternal 
mortality in Wales and that the reduction is more 
likely to be achieved by a herd of cows than by a 
herd of speciahsts ”. There appears no reason to 
think that this conclusion does not apply equally 
well to the North. 

In connection with the apparent correlation 
between excessive maternal mortahty and mal¬ 
nutrition, it is interesting to note some of the 
results of the extraordinarily useful work recently 
carried out by the National Birthday Trust Fund. 
Under an experimental nutrition scheme during 
1935-7, 10,384 mothers received special foods, the 
maternal death rate being 1-63 per 1000 births. 
Only one death from sepsis occurred in the whole 
series of cases. The number of mothers in the same 
areas not included in the distribution was 18,854. 
The maternal death rate in this group was 6-15 
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where the main articles of diet are milk, mutton, 
fish, eggs and potatoes, there is no rheumatism or 
arthritis, there has never been a death in child¬ 
birth, and the teeth are relatively free from 
caries and incomparably better than in Great 
Britain 

Whilst in the far-distant future we may aim 
at this standard, for the present we may well con¬ 
tent ourseWes with an attempt to reduce maternal 
mortality over the whole of the country to the 
level reached in the South East. 

Investigations into maternal and infantile death 
rates by the Joint Council of Midwifery {described 
in Nature, 28th March, 1936) led to the discovery 
that a hitherto unsuspected correlation between 
the two rates exists if they are charted in successive 
years instead of in the same year, the infantile 
rates being shown for the year preceding the 
maternal. This correlation, marked in depressed 
areas, is lessened and even reversed in prosperous 
districts. The average level of both rates is also 
much higher in districts in which unemployment 
is severe than in other areas. The maternal death 
rate of the five principal coal-mining counties, for 
example, for the years 1928-34 is 41-05 per cent 
higher than that prevailing in Middlesex and Essex, 
and for the years 1927-33 the infantile death rate is 
50-98 per cent above. That nutritional rather than 
environmental factors underlie these figures is 
suggested by the fact that the correlation between 
the two rates appears in successive, and not in the 
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balanced and satisfactory diet before and after 
birtb. 

Sir George Newman, Cbief Medical Officer of 
Health, stated in his Eeport for 1932 when dealing 
with maternal mortality : “ After all, soimd nutri¬ 
tion in a pregnant woman is obviously the only 
way of sustaining her health and strength and that 
of her forthcoming child. She should become ac¬ 
customed to a diet which includes ample milk— 
two pints a day—cheese, butter, eggs, fish, liver, 
fruit and fresh vegetables, which will supply her 
body with the essential elements, salts and vita¬ 
mins.” The purchase of milk per week at this rate 
would take about 4s. out of the 4s. lid. minimum 
prescribed by the British Medical Association for 
all foods. It is not easy to ascertain how, for a 
period of seven days, three balanced meals per 
day, composed of the essential elements, can be 
bought and paid for with the odd elevenpence. 

Included in this chapter are some of the basic 
facts revealed by a close analysis of the vital 
statistics supplied by the Registrar-General. Enough, 
however, have been quoted to show the wide, and 
apparently growing, disparity between the North and 
Wales and the South. The conclusions to be derived 
from a study of the facts imply the existence of a 
serious problem of national and even imperial import¬ 
ance. As Sir Eangsley Wood remarked, in moving the 
second reading of the Midwives Bill: ^ “ Few matters 
to-day exceeded in importance that of the necessity 

^ House of Commons, 30th Ajml, 1936. 
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per 1000 birtlis, and the number of deaths from 
sepsis 46. The infant death rate (including still¬ 
births) during the 1935-6 period is not available, 
but for the 3064 cases fed during the first six 
months of 1937 it was 57 per 1000, and for the 
4781 cases not fed, 102 per 1000. The cost of this 
experiment worked out at 13s. 4d. for each mother. 
These results speak for themselves. 

Rickets also are the cause of many deaths in 
childbirth, and this defect is generally associated 
with poverty and consequently dietetic deficiency. 
The Parhamentary Secretary to the Ministry of 
Health stated in the House of Commons that 
rickets was a disease “ especially associated with 
malnutrition ”. 

The shape of the pelvic bone can be altered 
during childhood in a girl through insuflB,cient 
nutrition and the absence of certain essential 
elements in diet. Even a small degree of ricketisa- 
tion may cause some narrowing of the pelvis 
resulting in difficult labours and consequently some 
maternal mortality, infant mortality and still¬ 
births. The vital importance of sound nutrition 
during infancy and early girlhood in achieving a 
reduction in maternal mortality can thus readily be 
appreciated. Not only rickets but many other 
diseases and defects arise from inadequate pre¬ 
natal nutrition. For instance, dental caries (and in 
turn all their complications) are undoubtedly the 
result of vitamin, calcium and phosphorus de¬ 
ficiency before birth. Glood teeth are the result of a 
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of providing for safe and healthy motherhood, 
especially in view of the large amount of suffering, 
incapacity and iU-health, as well as (death, which 
occurred as a result of compHcations arising from 
childbirth 

As the Minister of Health medicates, the respect¬ 
ive forces of the major mortalities are determined 
by the stamina vitae of women in childhood, and 
these forces are undoubtedly conditioned by the 
circumstances attending the birth of the children, 
both male and female. 

Yet if these factors which go to produce mal¬ 
nutrition are allowed by the State to continue to 
operate over large areas of the country, surprise 
should not be expressed if it is found that the risk 
of bringing a child into the world is anything from 
15 to 35 per cent greater in the North and Wales 
to-day than it was twenty-five years ago. For, 
to quote the Minister of Health once more, “ When 
you are looking for a place in the family where mal¬ 
nutrition wiU show itself, and where the bad effects 
will show themselves, look at the mother. ... It 
is impossible and beyond the power of any ma.r) to 
prevent a mother depriving herself for the sake of 
her children.” ^ 

^ House of Commons, 7th July, 1933. 



CHAPTER VIII 

CANCER 

The recorded deatlis from cancer have risen from 
867 in 1901-5 to 1625 in 1936 per 1,000,000 persons 
living. In 1936 this disease caused the deaths of 
over 66,000 persons. 

It is the second principal certified cause of 
death at aU ages and at ages 15-65. Reference 
should be made to the details relatiag to the dis¬ 
tribution of the disease at different age levels in¬ 
cluded in the Tabulated Statistics. It should also 
be noted that, in recent decades, the death rate 
has been rising steadily. How far the increasing 
age of the population and the capacity for diagnosis 
has influenced the rate it is difficult to say, but there 
appears to be httle doubt that mortahty from 
mahgnant cancer shows a shght—^but steady— 
increase. The Chief Medical Officer of Health, com¬ 
menting on mortahty statistics of the disease in his 
Annual Report for 1936, states: “ The increases 
from year to year in the total number of deaths 
which occur are comparatively small; this apphes 
to the whole population, and, therefore, with 
greater force to that of an administrative area. 
The variation is even less when a single organ or 
group of organs is under consideration. Further, 
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years. Hence probably the following relatively 
small excess percentages : 

TABLE 22 

Excess Deaths feom Caxcee 

Percentage of “ Actual " Deaths 
exceeding “ Expected " Deaths, i,e. the 

Deaths that would have occurred had the 

Begion 
“ Standard " Bate obtained i 

__ _ 1 

Age Groups 1 
45-54 55-64 I 65-74 

% % 1 0/ 
/o 

North 17 15 13 
North I 17 12 12 i 

Wales . 1 1 16 14 
1 

Wales I 19 _L 5 i 

Cancer is not, it would appear, an infectious 
disease, as is the case with other primary crowd- 
diseases. This, of course, partially explains the 
lack of correspondence with social indices such as 
overcrowding. 

Dr. Stevenson pointed out in an analysis of 
cancer mortahty and social class that the death 
rate (all sites) in the worst-placed class was higher 
than in any other class.^ Whilst we lack knowledge 
of the genesis of the disease, statistical observations 
on the death rates can only be inconclusive. Cancer 
mortality may be related to unsatisfactory en¬ 
vironmental conditions but the vital statistics do 
not proclaim that it is. The Annual Report (30th 
November, 1937) of the British Empire Cancer 
Campaign states that the Central Propaganda 

^ Kegistrar-Generars Decennial Supplement, 1921, Occupational 

Mortality. 

M 
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the proportion of deaths which each organ con¬ 
tributes to the total also remains remarkably 
steady, with a few exceptions where there is a 
gradual upward or downward trend. The constancy 
of the figures for deaths in these respects is such 
that the numbers of deaths by organs can be 
predicted, with fair reliability, for populations as 
small as 100,000 or so. It is comparatively easy, 
therefore, to anticipate the total number of cancer 
deaths, as well as their distribution by organs, 
which will occur in a given administrative area 
within one or two future years.” 

Throughout the age groups from 45 upwards, 
cancer appears to act as a measuring-rod, as al¬ 
though we know little about this dreaded disease, it 
appears to hit the rich and poor alike. There does not, 
on the available evidence, appear to be any correla¬ 
tion between poverty, malnutrition, overcrowding, 
and cancer. Aetiological research into the causation 
of cancer has yielded an estimate of approximately 
three years as the “natural duration” of the 
disease before death for a main group of “ accessible 
organs ”. If one assumes, on the weight of the 
evidence produced by the mortahty statistics 
for all causes of death, that victims in the North 
and Wales are likely to have less attention, par¬ 
ticularly in the early stages of the disease, and 
that poverty, malnutrition and unemployment 
with all their attendant worries woidd play their 
part, then we can conclude that the “ natural 
duration ” of the disease would be less than three 
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Anothier relevant passage from the Annual Report 
of the British Empire Cancer Campaign states; 
“ The enquiry into the distribution in England and 
Wales of cancer in different sites has been continued. 
It appears to show that whereas the total incidence 
of cancer for all sites is approximately the same for 
similar urban areas, there is considerable difference 
in the site incidence. Thus, while London and 
Lancashire have both a total incidence of 107, the 
probability that cancer when it develops wiU 
appear in the skin is twice as great in the Lanca¬ 
shire towns as in London for men of the same age, 
whereas the probability that cancer will appear 
in the bladder or prostate is more than half as 
great in London as in Lancashire. This supports the 
hypothesis that certain intrinsic factors operating 
through a man’s ordinary environment may be of 
great importance in determining in what part 
cancer will appear. Whether or not this difference 
in site incidence has any relation to occupation 
remains to be determined. New data of the mor- 
tahty of cancer in different occupations will shortly 
be available in considerable detail.” The fact that 
this site incidence varies does not appear to affect 
the total distribution except in so far as the excess 
percentages for the North and Wales imply the 
operation of other factors. 
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Committee are working to convince people that 
“ cancer in its early stages is curable Faulty 
diagnosis, inadequate attention in the initial and 
ensuing stages, ignorance and a lowered standard 
of resistance are factors which would seem to 
constitute a probable explanation of the higher 
mortahty among the poor. Therefore it is reason¬ 
able to suppose that, for the purpose of obtaining 
confirmatory evidence, cancer can be treated as a 
“ control ” disease for measuring mortality from a 
poverty disease Mke tuberculosis. 

Nevertheless, the fact that there is an excess 
percentage of deaths (though slight compared with 
tuberculosis) among the less prosperous indicates 
that a proportion of cancer mortality could be 
prevented. The following table shows the steadiness 
of the death rates : 

TABLE 23 

Canceb Death Rates 

Death Rate per 1(X)0 
Living 

1934 1936 

Age Geotjp 45-54— % % 
“ Standard ”... 1-74 1-66 

I North .... 1*93 1*95 
1 Wales .... 1*90 1*93 
1 England and Wales 1*88 1-86 

Age Geoup 55-64— 
“Standard” 4*03 3*99 
North 4*73 4*61 
Wales .... 4*39 4*54 
England and Wales . . i 4*41 4*34 

Age Geoup 65-74— i 
“Standard” 8*1 8*3 
North .... 9*4 9*4 
Wales .... 8*9 8*9 
England and Wales 8*8 8*7 
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TUBERCULOSIS 

Tuberculosis is still one of the most feared 
diseases. It is the second cause of death (apart from 
diseases of the heart) for persons aged 15-65. In 
England and Wales in 1936 it accounted for nearly 
30,000 deaths. 

It is the chief killing agent (England and Wales, 
“ Standard ”, North and Wales) in the age groups 
15-24, 25-34 and 35-44 and the second cause of 
death for children 5-14 in the North and Wales. 
It is, however, third on the list in this age group 
for “ Standard ”, being well below deaths by 
violence. 

The influence of tuberculosis on the nation’s life 
can best be described in the words of the Chief 
Medical Officer of Health in his Annual Report for 
1936 ; “ A striking feature of the modem outlook on 
tuberculosis is the public recognition of the social 
and economic effects which follow in its train. 
Tubercrdosis is no longer solely a disease of medical 
significance and relegated entirely to the physician 
and the surgeon. Its social and economic implica¬ 
tions are far reaching. Farr, Newsholme, Hoffman, 
Biggs and others have repeatedly shown tubercu¬ 
losis to be a source of financial loss to the corn¬ 

ier 
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able factors as unemployment, poor relief and 
overcrowding, namely: 

TABLE 24 

Excess Deaths fbom Tubeecitlosis 

Percentage of " Actual ” Deaths exceeding 
Exx)ected ” Deaths, i.e. the Deaths that would 

Kegion 
have occurred had the “ Standard ” Rate obtained 

Age Group 

5-14 15-24 j 25-34 1 35-44 

; j 0/ <V 1 o/ \ Of 
/o /o j /O ^0 

North . 65 63 7 11 i 
1 North I . . . ; 112 i 125 36 40 i 

Wales 48 i 128 ! 63 
Wales I . 55 1 i 136 1 ; 66 i ! 21 

i. 

In view of the enormous expenditure incurred 
during the past twenty years in domiciliary and 
dispensary prevention, sanatorium treatment and 
research, it is surely highly indicative of economic 
conditions during 1936 to find, over large areas of 
the country, particularly among young people of 
5-24, such an abnormally excessive number of 
surplus deaths. 

An analysis for the preceding five-year period 
(1931-5) according to age and sex, provides, if 
indeed it is necessary, an even clearer indication 
of the association of tuberculosis with unfavour¬ 
able economic conditions. This disease, of aU 
those studied, appears to be the most sensitive to 
variations in such indices of poverty as unemploy¬ 
ment allowances, poor relief and a sustained ex¬ 
perience of depression in a given area (irrespective 
of whether it is situated in the North, Wales, 
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munity in wage-earning power and efi&ciency, wMcli 
too often brings its victim to poverty and destitu¬ 
tion. For these reasons Mr. Lloyd George made 
sanatorium treatment a prominent feature in the 
National Insurance Act, 1911, a measure which led 
on to the tuberculosis schemes of Local Authorities 
with their machinery of prevention and treatment 
available for the whole community. The triumphs 
of preventive work in tuberculosis are well known. 
An improved standard of living and hygiene, 
better wages, better nutrition and public health 
measures, together with the segregation of infectious 
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis in poor-law hospitals 
and the cessation of indiscriminate expectoration, 
exerted their influence on the decline of tuber¬ 
culosis in England and Wales before special atten¬ 
tion was devoted to the problem by the State.” 

It is a disease directly associated with and in¬ 
fluenced by economic conditions. To use the words 
of the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry 
of Health, it is “ especially associated with mal¬ 
nutrition”. As The Times remarks: “A close 
relationship is known to exist between the in¬ 
cidence of tubercle and the size of ‘ real ’ wages ”. ^ 
It is therefore of considerable importance to note 
that this disease produces some of the highest 
excess percentages in the age groups 5-14, 15-24, 
25-34 and 35-44, the trend being, as with deaths 
from all causes, in the ex'pected direction, i.e. in 
accord with the known incidence of such unfavour- 

^ 30tli June 1938. 
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in tke same direction as indicated by the results of 
the 1936 investigation (obtained by a different 
statistical approach). 

For this age group (men) the three English 
counties (aggregates of urban districts, excluding 
the county boroughs) with the highest mortality 
(1931-5) are, in descending order : 

Cumberland 
Durham 
Lindsey Division of Lines. 

For women (15-35), similarly : 
Cumberland 
Durham 
Northumberland 

For deaths from non-respiratory tuberculosis for 
persons of all ages during 1931-5 the three English 
counties with the highest mortality, again in 
descending order, are; 

Cumberland 
N orthumberland 
Durham 

The Enghsh and Welsh boroughs with the highest 
mortality from respiratory tuberculosis (similar 
period) ; 

Women 

15-a5 
Men 
16-35 

Highest in South East: 

West Ham . 131 1 West Ham . 153 

Southampton . . 129 ; Southampton . 138 

Highest in North I: 

Gateshead . 210 South Shields . 280 

South Shields . . 206 i Sunderland . 192 
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Midlands or South). Almost always such indices 
are faithMly reflected in a rise in tuberculosis 
mortality and morbidity, especially in the re¬ 
sponsive age groups (15-35) for both men and 
women. 

The following table relates to female deaths 
from respiratory tuberculosis in Greater London 
and in certain rural and urban districts, and cities : 

TABLE 25 

Female Deaths feom Ttjberctjlosis 

(Mean for period 1931-5. Mortality expressed in terms of that in 
England and Wales = 100) 

Age Groups 

15-35 35 Up 

Greater London . 90 97 
Surrey U.D.s 68 71 
Surrey R.D.s • 58 79 
Hertfordshire U.D.s 73 78 
Hertfordshire R.D.s 60 73 
Newcastle . 139 127 

j Durham U.D.s . 136 122 
Durham R.D.s . 117 105 
Northumberland U.D.s 127 106 
Northumberland R.D.s 81 127 
Cardiff 136 133 
Glamorgan U.D.s 177 130 
Glamorgan R.D.s 143 94 
Monmouthshire U.D.8 , 163 104 
Monmouthshire R.D.s . 112 83 

These statistics of female mortality have been 
particularly selected on account of their importance 
in afiecting the number of potential mothers, and 
thereby the future total population of the country. 

For men aged 15-35 a similar analysis (respirat¬ 
ory tuberculosis) shows the trend to be broadly 
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in his Report for 1932 : “ One is forced to the con¬ 
clusion that want and impoverishment, following 
in the train of long-continued unemployment and 
low wages, are amongst the chief exhaustive factors 
of such an unduly high phthisis rate 

In his investigation of the Tyneside areas of 
Jarrow and Blaydon, F. C. S. Bradbury found that 
overcrowding and tuberculosis mortality were sta¬ 
tistically related, and adduced evidence to show 
that the connection was probably one of contribu¬ 
tory cause and effect. This conclusion is in accord 
with previous work on the same problem. F. E. 
Wynne showed that the incidence of tuberculosis 
in Sheffield in households with more than two 
persons per room was more than twice that in 
households with less than one person per room. 
Sir A. S. MacNalty gives similar striking figures 
for 1929 in a large town where there was consider¬ 
able overcrowding. The incidence rate was 4*43 per 
1000 among persons whose households occupied 
one room, as compared with T32 per 1000 among 
those whose households occupied more than four 
rooms. It should not be overlooked that Durham 
and Northumberland (North I) which have, as 
previously cited, such a seriously excessive incidence 
of tuberculosis, are the two most overcrowded 
counties in England and Wales despite their 
enormous total of unemployed (see also sub-chapter 
“ Bad Environment ”). 

F. C. S. Bradbury in his study of the Tyneside 
areas—^previously quoted—demonstrates statistic- 
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ffighest in Wales I: 

Women 
15-35 

Men 
15-35 

Merthyr Tydfil 240 Cardifi 197 
Newport 180 Merthyr Tydfil . 1601 

The statement—^backed with all the authority 
of the Ministry of Health—“ that tuberculosis is 
especially associated with malnutrition ” must 
surely, in face of this statistical evidence, imply 
the existence of a deep and widespread incidence 
of malnutrition over one-third of the population of 
England and Wales among children from 5 to 
14 and among men and women from 15 to 35 and 
over. 

For every one that succumbs to the disease 
many more must continue to hve in an impaired 
state of health. Social workers and doctors in those 
areas with a high incidence of tuberculosis cannot 
fail to be aware of the deterioration that is taking 
place before their eyes. There is, in consequence, a 
growing volume of evidence from first-hand per¬ 
sonal observations. 

At the Annual Meeting in 1933 of the Durham 
County Society for the Prevention and Cure of 
Consumption, Dr. O’Hara said, according to the 
press : “ Most of our children are sufiering not so 
much from tuberculosis as from starvation. 75 per 
cent of the cases admitted to the society’s sana¬ 
torium were traceable to under-nourishment.” The 
Medical Officer for Durham, Dr. K. Falconer, said 

^ The foregoing data are for the period 1931—5, mortality being 
expressed in terms of that in England and Wales = 100. 
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death, so long will tuberculosis continue to inflict 
sufiering and death on thousands of our children 
and young people. If the lives of these young people 
are of any value to the nation, why do we allow 
over 1600 of them between the ages of 5 and 34 
to die every year in the North and Wales from this 
disease, when the experience of the South has 
proved that this excess mortality can be and is 
prevented ? Healed tubercle infection was found 
some years ago in about 90 per cent of autopsies 
at the London Hospital. As The Times * remarks: 
“ What keeps it in check is probably good food ”. 
But not apparently in the North and Wales. 

^ 17th February, 1938. 
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ally the influence of poverty as a whole in promoting 
the development of tuberculous disease. He ex¬ 
amined the association of various environmental 
factors with tuberculosis, as judged by case inci¬ 
dence (morbidity). When a series of 1300 families 
in Jarrow was divided into those who had an 
average income of less than ten shillings a head a 
week and those who had this or a larger income, a 
tuberculous individual was found to be present ia 
55 per cent of the former as against 35 per cent of 
the latter. In Blaydon the corresponding figures 
were 34 per cent, and 18 per cent. Bradbury con¬ 
siders this association of poverty with tuberculosis 
to be statistically sigruficant, and adduces evidence 
to show that the chief element of this association is 
that poverty causes tuberculosis rather than that 
tuberculosis leads to poverty. A special investigation 
carried out in 1921-3 by the Registrar-General 
disclosed that mortality from tuberculosis was 
approximately three times as great among the 
poorer sections of the population as among the 
upper and middle classes. Dr. T. H. C. Stevenson’s 
paper, “ The Incidence of Mortality upon the Rich 
and Poor illustrates in a conclusive manner that 
a principal determinant of mortality from tuber¬ 
culosis is nutrition. 

As long as we continue merely to alleviate or 
minimise the disabilities arising from the disease 
and fail to concentrate upon eradicating those 
social and economic evils which tend to illness and 

^ Journal Eoyal Statistical Society, voL Ixxxiv, 1921. 
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CHAPTER X 

BRONCHITIS, PNEUMONIA AND OTHER 
RESPIRATORY DISEASES 

These diseases were responsible for over 50,000 
deaths in England and Wales in 1936. According 
to Housing Conditions and Respiratory Disease, 
issued by the Medical Research Council, “ Modem 
preventive medicine pays more regard every year 
to pneumonia because in this country it is respon¬ 
sible for more deaths than any other acute infec¬ 
tion It has been estimated that diseases of the 
respiratory system account for approximately 39 
per cent of all sickness claims. 

In addition to the inclusion of details in certain 
of the Tabulated Statistics relative to mortality from 
these diseases, it is instructive to note the following 
disparities: 

TABLE 26 

Deaths from Influenza and other Diseases 

(Deatlis per 1,000,000 Living, all Ages) 

Area 
Influenza * Encephalitis 

Lethargica 
Cerebrospinal 

Fever 

1934 1935 1934 1935 1934 1935 

England and Wales . 139 182 19 18 18 15 
Greater London 119 no 10 10 15 13 
“ Standard ” . 134 149 16 15 10 8 
North 138 233 27 26 27 22 
North I . 167 216 34 33 1 40 s 24 
Wales 166 1 1 242 18 1 13 1 14 12 ! 
Wales I . 162 1 203 9 ! 11 1 : 14 

* Neither 1934 nor 1935 were ej^demic years for influenza. 

179 
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of excess deaths incline in the direction one would 
expect; that is, in accord with a heavier incidence 
of unemployment, poor rehef and other economic 
indices. 

As to the causal factors of excessive mortahty 
from respiratory diseases, Sir Edward Mellanby^ 
suggests the responsible agents to be of a nutritional 
order, deficiency in vitamins, especially Vitamin A, 
and carbohydrate excess. On the other hand, Sir 
Leonard Hill ® attaches importance to environ¬ 
mental factors, overcrowding and lack of light and 
ventilation. It would seem that all these determin¬ 
ants play their part in varying degrees in contribut¬ 
ing to the serious excess mortahty in the North 
and Wales. 

1 British Medical Journal^ 1926. 
® Sp. Rep. Ser. Med. Res. Comm. No. 32 (1919). 
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Major Greenwood inclines to the view that 
encephahtis lethargica, cerebrospinal fever and 
also acute poliomyelitis are chnically related to the 
influenza group. See Efidemics and Crowd-Diseases 
in which he discusses epidemic diseases of the 
nervous system. Refer also Epidemic Diseases of 
the Centred Nervous System (A. S. MacNalty). 

Minor respiratory diseases are, it has been 
suggested, epidemiologically related to pneumonia. 

Discussing catarrh and sore throat, S. F. Dudley ^ 
remarks that “ it may well be that the multitude 
of these mild infectious cases may function as a 
reservoir or incubator for more serious complaints 
and act as a breeding ground for epidemics ”. 
The importance of minor respiratory disorders 
as the greatest single cause of temporary disable¬ 
ment has been frequently pointed out by medical 
authorities. 

The occurrence of such high excess percentages 
of deaths among children aged 0-4 from bronchitis, 
pneumonia and other respiratory diseases during 
1936, ranging from 33 in Wales to 96 in North I, 
seems indicative of the widespread distribution in 
those areas of minor respiratory disorders of a 
disabling character. It will be seen from the Tabu¬ 
lated Statistics that over 2000 excess deaths oc¬ 
curred during 1936 amongst children aged 0-4 in 
the North and Wales from bronchitis, pneumonia 
and other respiratory diseases. Further, if Table 17 
is referred to it will be noticed that the percentages 

^ Sp. Rep. Ser, Med. Res. Council No. Ill (1926). 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE DYNAMICS OF PREMATURE DEATH 

(1) THE FACTORS 

The people of England and Wales have been statis¬ 
tically examined at both extremes; that is, their 
entry into the world and their exit from life. 

Apart from questions of heredity and pre-natal 
nutrition, there are a variety of quotidian factors 
interacting one upon the other, all of which play 
their part in determining health, happiness and 
exit from life. Some of these influences, such as 
unemployment, housing and income, will be investi¬ 
gated in the following pages. Other factors, for 
instance occupational (hours and conditions of 
work), availability of healthy leisure facilities such 
as playing-fields, gymnasia, swimming-baths and 
opportunities for obtaining a maximum of sun and 
air, cannot, for reasons of space, be dealt with here. 
There can be no doubt, however, that these ques¬ 
tions, whilst involving many other aspects, deter¬ 
mine to a large extent whether the mass of the 
people receive an adequate amount of benefit from 
some of the essentials for healthy life and develop¬ 
ment. These essentials are, in the main, food, 
drink, shelter, clothing, sun, air, and rest and quiet. 

185 
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consideration of the great range and variety of the 
problems surrounding occupational morbidity and 
mortahty. For a fuller study of these questions 
reference should be made to such books as Accidents 
and their Prevention, by H. M. Vernon, The Health 
of the Industrial Worker, by M. Greenwood and 
E. L. Colhs, and to the relevant pubhcations of the 
International Labour Office. 

Preceding chapters have shown all too clearly 
the high and sustained incidence of surplus and 
avoidable mortality in the North and Wales and 
have associated this mortality with dietary de¬ 
ficiencies and unhealthy environment. Investigators 
attempting, however, to estabUsh the fundamental 
cause or causes are always faced with an array of 
connascent factors aU co-existing at varying degrees 
of intensity, all operating under different economic, 
social, biological and geographical conditions with 
some concurrently providing prima facie evidence 
of divergent tendencies. To use Meyerson’s phrase, 
therefore, this diversity must be reduced to identity; 
identity in this case being the basic explanation 
of the annual occurrence of tens of thousands of 
premature deaths in the North and Wales. 

Of the determining factors, occupational mor¬ 
bidity, factory accidents and the provision and 
scope of public health services have already been 
mentioned. These are not only influences in affect¬ 
ing expectation of life, but it appears that they 
can be equated with some of the principal factors 
like income and housing. They are related to, and 
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The question of occupational disease and in¬ 
dustrial morbidity and mortality will always be 
an important determining factor of length of life. 
It is sufficient to study the Reports from Inspectors 
of Factories, Workshops and Mines to appreciate 
the incidence of accidents and mortality arisiug 
from employment, more particularly when it is 
realised that over 25,000 people were kiUed at their 
work during the decennium 1926-36. Of these, 
24,877 were attributable to four occupations: 
mines, factories, ships and railways. Less than 
1000 were killed in all other industrial occupations. 
There is adequate evidence to suggest that if 
working conditions were more thoroughly related 
to the scientific, technological and administrative 
advances that have been made in the past twenty 
years or so the great majority of these 25,000 
working people need not have died. In the mining 
industry in Great Britain, for instance, there were, 
during 1925-34, 117 explosions and 753 deaths. 
Compare this with the experience of France in the 
same period where there were 11 explosions and 58 
deaths. The reason may be sought in the Report 
of Major H. M. Hudspeth, Deputy Chief Inspector 
of Mines, who, following a visit to the French 
coalfields in May, 1937, stated : “ It would appear 
that the comparative freedom from explosions in 
France is not unconnected with the high statutory 
standards of ventilation 

Beyond, however, the references already made, 
it is not intended to enter here upon a detailed 
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ditions and malnutrition, Sir Arnold Wilson, M.P., 
listed six, whichi he described as real causes of 
malnutrition ”, namely: 

Long-continued unemployment; 
Prolonged sickness or physical disability ; 
Bad environment; 
Insufficient purchasing power; 
Poor quality of foodstuffs available ; 
Irreducible element of human incapacity and 

carelessness, which is found equally in all 
classes in the country. 

It is intended, therefore, in the following pages to 
examine the regional incidence of these causes in 
the order named by Sir Arnold. For the sake of 
clarity, some of the subjects are subdivided under 
different heads. 

(2) REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT 

Below are the figures of unemployment by 
areas as at July, 1936 ; 

TABLE 27 

Unemployment, July, 19J6 

i Numbers * 
Ministry of Labour Division ! Unemployed i 

; (in Thousands) 
1 j 1 

Per Cent 
Unemployed 

i Per Cent of j 
Men only aged' 

; 25-45 of Total! 
j Unemployed l 
1 in Areas ; 

London . 156 6-5 , 40-7 
South Eastern . j 

61 5*6 j 41-6 
South Western . 1 76 7'8 ! 42*5 
Korth Eastern . 362 1 16-6 i 45*9 i 

North Western . • I 359 16*2 45*9 
Wales 188 28-5 1 46-4 i 
Great Britain and Northern i 1717 i 12-7 1 45-0 I 

Ireland 1 
i J_! 
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coactive with, other primal factors, and the sum 
total of determinants, past and present, includes, it 
must be remembered, the problem of heredity. It 
is, however, impossible to assess what part heredity 
plays in these premature deaths, beyond stating 
that its forces of cause and efiect are ceaselessly 
at work. Poverty leads through malnutrition to 
diseases and defects which are reproduced in the 
children of parents whose income fails to provide 
a balanced and nutritive diet. The effects of this 
vicious circle on the future of the nation can best 
be appreciated when they are related to the regional 
distribution of our children and similarly the in¬ 
cidence of poverty. Satisfactory diet allows valuable 
hereditary qualities to assert themselves and leaves 
the door open for environment to play its part. 

After, therefore, every possible type and degree 
of factor determiniug the expectation of life has been 
surveyed, there remains one primordial considera¬ 
tion from which practically aU other factors origin¬ 
ate. That, in short, is the availability of food and 
drink for adequate nutrition. The presence of these 
necessities of hfe depends upon adequate income. 
If there is insufficient income, then eventually 
malnutrition will make its appearance, the end 
results of which are in all probabihty premature 
ageing and death. It follows, therefore, that an 
analysis of the regional indices of inadequate 
income is necessary. 

During a debate in the House of Commons in 
November, 1937, on questions of economic con- 
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TABLE 28 

Unemployment by Counties, May 1936 

(Per Cent of Insured Populations Unemployed 2.>th May, 1936) 

Per Cent | Per Cent 

North I— , Remainoer of Wales {contd. I— 
Durham 27*7 Denbighshire . 22-7 
Northumberland - 20-2 Merionethshire . 163 

Radnorahire . . 160 
Rematndeb of North— Carnarvonshire . 15-2 

Cumberland . 27*1 Flintshire . 12-9 
Yorkshire (N, Riding) . 19-6 
Lancashire . 17-6 “ Standard ”— 

Yorkshire (E. Riding) . 160 Hampshire . 8*6 
Cheshire 14-5 Essex . 7-6 
Yorkshire (W. Riding) . 140 Kent , 7*0 
Westmorland 6-9 Berkshire 6-8 

Buckinghamshire . 5*2 
ALES I~~ Hertfordshire 50 
Brecknockshire 48-0 1 [ Sussex. 4*7 
Glamorganshire 36-3 i 1 Surrey . 4*7 
Monmouthshire 35-4 : 1 Oxfordshire . 4-6 
Carmarthenshire . 22*8 1 1 Middlesex 4*3 

Remainder of Wales— i 
Bedfordshire . 3*0 

Pembrokeshire 31*9 ! England and Wales . 12*3 
Montgomeryshire . 24-6 1 
Cardiganshire 23 0 i Greater London . 6-8 

The percentages of unemployment given above 
must not be considered as representing the accur¬ 
ate actual incidence of unemployment. 

(1) The estimated resident insured population, 
as a percentage of which the actual employment 
figures are expressed, is that of July, 1935 (when 
employment books were last exchanged), while the 
actual unemployment figures are those of 25th 
May, 1936. 

(2) The figures of unemployed include all un¬ 
employed juveniles (14-17 years), while the estimate 
of the resident insured population excludes juven¬ 
iles below 16. 
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Broadly speaking, tke whole of the South of England 
has a population of approximately 16,000,000. The 
aggregate for the North and Wales is about the 
same. In July, 1936, there were 293,000 unemployed 
in the South and 909,000 in the North and Wales, 
or three times as many. 

Apart from the enormous divergence between 
the South and Wales, it will be noted that the per¬ 
centage of unemployed in the North exceeded 
that in the South East by nearly 200. Further, 
that a higher proportion of the unemployed in the 
North were in the age group 25-45, which normally 
comprises mainly married men with famihes to 
support. At July, 1936, the total registered un¬ 
employed, including some of the non-insured trades, 
were distributed as follows : 

London 156,000 
Best of South 137,000 
Midlands 181,000 
North 721,000 
Wales , 188,000 
Scotland . 268,000 
Northern Ireland 65,000 

Even such high percentages of the insured popula¬ 
tion in the North and Wales as 16 and 28 per cent, 
respectively, obscured the existence of relatively 
large areas snffering from even more intense and 
prolonged unemployment. This is shown by the 
following table, giving the percentage of all the 
counties in the areas under review : 
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1934 (comprising in January, 1937, a population 
of approximately 950,000), there were on 25t}i 
January, 1937, 125,175 persons, or 30 per cent of 
all insured workers unemployed. These figures of 
unemployment, covering over one-third of the 
total population of Wales, and not, as many people 
are sometimes led to believe, merely a relatively 
small derelict community, reveal clearly the extent 
of social degradation and deterioration that must 
ensue from the continued existence of unsatisfactory 
economic conditions. This figure of 30 per cent 
for all insured workers exceeded that of the South 
Eastern Division of England by over 400 per cent. 
The Minister of Labour stated on 9th March, 1937, 
that 32 of the 38 Special Area districts in South 
Wales had over 30 per cent unemployment during 
the period January to December, 1936. Five 
districts experienced between 20 and 30 per cent, 
and one less than 20 per cent. A Jlinistry of Labour 
analysis on 20th July, 1936, revealed that, of the 
98,999 wholly unemployed men, one-eighth had 
been continuously out of work for over five years, 
two-fifths for over two years and more than one- 
half for over one year. A fifth had been unemployed 
for less than three months. 

The extent of unemployment among young 
men in the Special Areas of South Wales and Dur¬ 
ham and Tyneside was considerable, despite the 
very large numbers transferred under official 
schemes. A total of 38,398 between the ages of 18 
and 24 were unemployed in May, 1936, whilst on 

o 
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(3) In some cases the unemployed juveniles 
have been registered at places other than their 
places of residence. 

(4) In a few cases the figures of unemployed 
persons include, besides resident unemployed, par¬ 
ticipants of Government Instructional or Occu¬ 
pational Centres. 

These factors (applying generally to imemploy- 
ment statistics for any given year), though they 
may tend to influence to a limited extent the actual 
percentages, do not make invahd comparisons of 
difierential regional or county unemployment. 

The total insured population of the eleven 
counties in England and Wales with a percentage 
above twenty was 1,257,712, equal to approxi¬ 
mately half the total population of Wales. It should 
be noted that all the eleven are in the North and 
Wales, and, further, that the four counties com¬ 
prising Wales I are included. In other words, in 
these eleven counties with a total population of 
4,650,000 (greatly exceedmg the populations of 
such countries as Denmark and Switzerland and 
being two-thirds of the total population of Aus¬ 
tralia and nearly half that of Canada), with an 
insured population of 1,257,712, from 2 to 5 out of 
every 10 were imemployed in a year of relative 
prosperity. 

The level of unemployment in those areas 
receiving particular State attention was, as might 
be expected, abnormally high. In the South Wales 
Special Area, as defined in the Special Areas Act, 
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transference, migration and the age structure of 
the constituent populations. 

Unemployment of a temporary and diffused 
character is less likely to find reflection in mor¬ 
tality statistics than long-term unemployment. 
Even, however, with the latter, though health may 
he impaired, it may be some time before vital 
statistics are affected to any appreciable extent. 
Thus it is important, when examining death rates 
for 1935-6, to ascertain the duration and severity 
of regional imemployment if it is to be considered 
as a causal factor of premature death. "With a 
general fall in unemployment, as has been witnessed 
since the height of the depression, does the dis- 
simihtude between regional rates of unemploy¬ 
ment tend to decrease ? The following table (see 
next page) illustrates the position. 

This table shows indisputably that, with one in¬ 
significant exception (Westmorland), all the counties 
in the North and Wales were above, whilst all the 
counties constituting the “ Standard ” region were 
below, the general rate before, during and after the 
depression. Also that Durham, Northumberland, 
Cumberland, Yorkshire (North Riding), Lancashire, 
and the whole of Wales, with the exception of 
Flintshire, had higher percentages of tmemploy- 
ment after the depression than before, whilst all 
the “ Standard ” counties (except Buckingham¬ 
shire) had lower ones. Further, the table displays the 
fact even more clearly that in 1936 the Northern and 
Welsh counties just instanced had a considerably 
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unemplojTnent, even if other factors favourable or 
unfavourable are isolated. In contrasting the North 
and Wales with the South, the preceding tables 
give some indication of the incidence (but not the 
character) of unemployment at mid-1936. 

Before, however, analysing the variations in the 
diSerent types of pubhc aid received by the im- 
employed, the problem must first be considered as 
to whether the pronounced disparity in the regional 
incidence of unemployment is of long standing and 
persistent duration, or only of a temporary nature, 
and whether this disparity remains, subsides or 
rises with variations in the national total of un¬ 
employed. 

(3) DTORATION OP REGIONAL UNEMPLOYMENT 

It is probably true to say that a wide dispersion 
of a given total of unemployment is more favour¬ 
able to the general health and well-being of the 
people—apart from its less harmful efiects on 
economic and social standards—^than concentrated 
and long-term unemployment in certain areas. 

Prolonged and severe unemployment in certain 
areas must have objectionable and injurious efiects 
on, for instance, the quality and range of services 
supplied by local authorities such as housing, 
sanitation, roads, health and other services, and 
consequently local taxation, ratable values, the 
extent of poor rehef and many other related factors, 
quite apart from the problems (discussed later) of 
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greater de\'iation above the “ normal ” {e.g. relat¬ 
ively worse off), wMlst all the “ Standardcoimties 
had a similar de\’iation below {e.g. relatively 
better off). 

It must be borne in mind that the general level 
of unemployment was approximately the same in 
January, 1930, and May, 1936. The year 1931 
witnessed an acute rise (with a high rate of velocity), 
then a slower increase to 1933 and a subsequent 
steady fall to 1936. 

TABLE 31 

Changes in National Unemployment 

(Per Cent of Insured Populations Unemployed) 

1 27th January, 
j 1930 

- 23rd Januarj*, i 
i 1933 1 

25th May, 
1936 

Greater London ! 7-4 14-8 ; 6-8 
Great Britain and Northern j 

Ireland 
12-4 23-0 ; 12-8 

‘ England and Wales . 12-4 1 22-4 12*3 
Total number of unem- 

, ployed persons aged 14 
1 years and over, insured 
i and uninsured, on the 
j registers of employment 
1 exchanges in England 
1 and Wales 

1,309,974 

' i 

i 2,495,781 i 

I 1 
i 
1 
! 
i 

_L 

1,432,274 

The inequality between the depressed and pros¬ 
perous areas thus became, after the rise and fall 
in unemployment, greater and more acute: the 
depressed more depressed, the prosperous more 
prosperous. The North and Wales have not had, 
as they ought to have had, an adequate share in 
the recovery from 1932. 

The preceding statistics provide adequate evi¬ 
dence to allow of correct conclusions being drawn, 



TABLE 30 

Changes in Unemployment by Counties 

(Differences in Per Cent of Insured Populations Unemployed) 

i 
Difference bet-ween General Rate and County Rate j 

1 1 

i 

I County or Region 

i 
1 
1 

2 

General 12-4 
(13/1/30; 

Pre¬ 
depression) * 

3 

General 22-4 
(23/1/33: 
approx. 
Peak of 

Depression) 

4 

General 12-3 
(25/5/36: 

Post¬ 
depression) 

5 
Difference between 
Columns 2 and 4 
(i,e. Increase or 

Decrease in Extent 
of Deviation above 
or below Average 

Incidence) 
1 ■ 
: Nobth I— 
( Durham 5-4 18*8 15-4 9*9 
1 Northumberland . 4-8 9-3 7-9 3*0 

1 Remainder of North— 

' Cumberland. 6-8 14-0 14-8 7*9 
Yorkshire (N. Riding) - 2-7 20-2 7-3 4*5 
Lancashire . 3*5 2-8 5-3 1*7 

1 Yorkshire (E. Riding) . 4-6 1-9 3-7 - 1*0 
i Cheshire 41 5-0 2-2 - 2*0 

Yorkshire (W. Riding) . 2-9 2-6 1-7 - 1*3 
i Westmorland - 4-0 ~ 9-5 - 5-4 ~ 1*5 

' Wales I— 
Brecknockshire 26-7 33-1 35-7 8*9 

j Glamorganshire 7-6 17-6 240 16*3 
Monmouthshire 9-3 20-6 23*1 13*7 
Carmarthenshire . 6-1 1*5 10*5 4*3 

Remainder of Wales— 

1 Pembrokeshire 12-5 121 19*6 7*0 
! Montgomeryshire . 30 14*5 12*3 9*2 

Cardiganshire 9-9 121 10*7 0*7 
Denbighshire 2-9 7-5 10*4 7*4 

' Merionethshire 0-9 7-2 4-0 3*0 
Radnorshire - 0-1 80 37 3*7 
Carnarvonshire 0-7 61 2*9 2*1 

I Flintshire 11-0 1 9-4 0*6 -10-5 

; “Standard”— 

. Hampshire , - 3*3 - 3-4 - 3*7 ' - 0*5 
Essex .... - 0-9 - 5-4 - 4-7 - 3*9 
Kent .... - 2-7 - 5*1 - 5*3 - 2*7 
Berkshire - 3-7 - 5-8 - 5*5 - 1*9 

' Buckinghamshire , - 7-3 - 8-0 - 7*1 0*1 
Hertfordshire - 6-5 - 9-3 - 7 3 - 0*9 
Sussex - 6-4 - 9-0 - 7*6 - 1*3 

! Surrey - 7-2 - 9-8 - 7-6 - 0*5 
Oxfordshire , - 5-3 - 8-8 - 7-7 - 2*5 
Middlesex , - 5-8 - 8*1 ! - 8*0 - 2*3 

1 Bedfordshire - 6-9 - 9-4 f - 9*3 - 2*5 

* Reflectiiig 1929 so-called boom " conditions. 
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The answers, therefore, to the questions raised prior 
to the analysis are too evident to admit of dispute. 
Firstly, those counties with seriously abnormal 
unemployment in 1929 were, generally speaking, 
more depressed after the cycle than before, whilst 
the “ Standard ” counties received an unduly 
large share of recovery and in 1936 were more 
prosperous than in 1929, the latter year being gener¬ 
ally regarded as a “ boom ” year. Secondly, the 
severe incidence of unemplojrment in the North 
and Wales in existence in 1936 was not a temporary 
phenomenon but had persisted at a generally high 
level for at least seven years. Thirdly, that a com¬ 
paratively steady rate of national recov’ery tends 
to make severe local and regional unemployment 
accumulate, rather than to level out. Fourthly, 
that when disparities in unemployment incidence 
exist they tend to present a contmuous problem, 
and that when there is any local or regional varia¬ 
tion from the general level that variation is likely 
to persist. Fifthly, that severe and long-term 
unemployment results in the first place in a 
general deterioration in the standard of health, 
and in the second place in a growiag cumulative 
number of premature deaths. 

(4) LONG UNEMPLOYMENT 

The previous section has dealt with the regional 
duration of unemployment as it afiects certain 
areas, but what of the extent of continuous im- 
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but. if space permitted and if the additional 
information was necessary, the data could be 
included of all counties in England and Wales (bar¬ 
ring a few small Welsh counties) for every year from 
1929 to 1936 inclusive, and for all districts, pros¬ 
perous and depressed, within the county boundaries. 
For, judged from the viewpoint of unemployment 
distribution, the hnes of demarcation are but arbi¬ 
trary geographical distinctions unrelated to the 
spread of local or regional economic conditions. 

WTien all this additional material is sifted and 
analysed, the results that emerge point in the same 
direction as Table 30, the only difference being that 
the inequahties are shown to be widening more 
acutely, thus: 

TABLE 32 

Increase en Unemployment, 1930-36 

County 

Percentage increase 
in May, 1936, over 

January, 1930, 
based on Per Cent 
of Insured Popula¬ 
tions Unemployed 

Glamorganshire .... 81 
Monmouthshire .... 63 
Montgomeryshire .... 60 
Durham ..... 56 
Denbighshire .... 48 
Cumberland. 41 

j Radnorshire. 30 
; Yorkshire (N. Riding) 30 
i Pembrokeshire . . . . : 28 

Brecknockshire 23 
Carmarthenshire .... 23 
Merionethshire .... 23 
Northumberland .... 17 
Carnarvonshire .... 16 
Lancashire ..... 11 
Cardiganshire .... 3 
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cent had been without work for over five years 
and 43 per cent for over three years. Comparing 
mid-1936 with mid-1935, there was a decline in 
the number of long-unemployed by about 12 per 
cent (over 40,000), but an increase in those out of 
work for over five years by 77 per cent (23,000). 
Of the total long-unemployed in England and 
Wales at mid-1936 over 80 per cent were in the 
North and Wales, and of those 68 per cent were 
married. In 1929, 5 to 6 per cent of aU those out 
of work were long unemployed, but after the de¬ 
pression and with the return of prosperity 27 out of 
every 100 had been without work for over one year. 

An analysis of long unemployment according to 
age groups reveals something of the moral and 
physical decay that must ensue especially in the 
cases of young and middle-aged (mainly with de¬ 
pendants) unemployed. Nearly half the long-un¬ 
employed were in the age group 18—44. There was 
practically no long unemployment in the South 
among workers in the age groups 18-24 (1 per 1000 
workers) and 25-34 (2 per 1000 workers). In Wales, 
however, the rates were 53 and 43 times as high. For 
the older groups the Welsh rates were 21,16 and 6 
times as high. In the North therates followed the same 
trends but the difierences were not so pronounced. 

After the intensive emigration from Wales 
among young workers for many years, and the 
efiect of excess mortahty in reducing their numbers, 
it is idle to suppose that any attempt has been made 
by the State on any significant scale to even 
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employment among men and women themselves ? 
At mid-1936 there were approximately 300,000 
persons who had been without work for over one 
year. This figure excludes an, at that time, un¬ 
known number of able-bodied workers who had lost 
their claim to help except through the Pubhc 
Assistance Committees. 

Unemployment of this character reflects far 
more clearly the incidence of poverty and im- 
favourable economic conditions than the numbers 
of those temporarily stopped. 

TABLE 33 

Incidence oe Long Unemployment, 1936 

Region 

1 

Temporarily 
Unemployed 

Long Unemployed 
(Used in this Book 
to denote those Out 

of Work for Over 
One Year) 

1 (Per 1000 insured population, inid-1936) I 

1 London . 46 6 
i South Eastern 36 4 
1 South Western 52 11 
{ North Eastern 107 57 

North Western 85 46 
Wales . 134 123 

The regional divergencies among those tempo¬ 
rarily unemployed is sufi&ciently serious, but for 
those out of work for over one year it is nothing 
short of tragic. Yet, if the situation in some of the 
communities within the depressed North and Wales 
is investigated, the results show that in many cases 
one in four of the insured population had been 
without work for over a year. 

Of the long-unemployed at mid-1936, 16 per 
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(5) UNEMPLOYilENT, 1938 

■ These notes have been added on account of the 
increasing references in many quarters to the fact 
that unemployment decreased considerably in 
depressed areas during 1936-7. On 17th January, 
1938, the national figures were : 

TABLE 34 

National Unemployment, January, 1938 

) Region 

i 

Per Cent 
of Insured 

Populations 
Unemployed 

i Greater London . . . . . i 8-6 
i Great Britain and Northern Ireland . i 13-3 

England and Wales . . . . | 12*5 

Total number of unemployed persons aged 14 years and 
over, insured and uninsured, on the registers of em¬ 
ployment exchanges in England and Wales, 1,557,608 

The iucidence of unemployment was higher in 
January, 1938, in Durham, Cumberland, Yorkshire 
(North Riding), Lancashire and the w’hole of tVales 
(again with the insignificant exception of Flint¬ 
shire) than it was in 1930. In some large counties 
the increases in percentages were considerable. Gla¬ 
morganshire (22 per cent), Yorkshire (North Riding) 
(11 per cent), Lancashire (10 per cent) and Durham 
(9 per cent), for example, were so much worse off. 
The deterioration in many of the smaller Welsh 
counties was much more marked. Northumberland, 
Yorkshire, (East and West Ridings), Cheshire, 
Westmorland and Flintshire were in slightly better 
positions. 
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alleviate the problem in face of the fact that in a 
year of comparative prosperity the rate of long 
unemployment in the age group 18-24 for Wales 
was over 50 per cent higher than that among the old 
(55-64) in the South (the group with by far the heaviest 
incidence of long unemployment in the South). 

Despite the pubhcity given to the Special Areas 
Acts, all the available statistical data points to the 
absence of any material effect. When the economic, 
moral, psychological and physical impact of long 
unemployment on the dependants is considered, 
it is even more surprising that no determined efforts 
have been attempted in recent years to reduce the 
problem, particularly if one bears in mind the con¬ 
cern evinced by the Prime Minister, the Minister 
of Health and other Authorities over the declming 
birth rate. No one can suggest that the rearing of 
over 300,000 children under 14 years of age in 
homes where unemployment is permanent and a 
normal state of existence and where the fathers 
are in most cases never likely to work again, can 
produce supremely healthy, intelligent and co¬ 
operative citizens equipped to tackle the problems 
surrounding a falling population. 

It is clear from a regional study that the duration 
of long unemployment increases according to its 
extent, and also that the problem is not merely one 
of the workless alone, but, as someone has described 
it, of “ the shadows behind the queues ” involving 
a total of approximately 750,000 men, women and 
children. 
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By the 16th May, 1938, unemployment in 
England and Wales had risen to 1,632,463. For the 
whole of Great Britain and Northern Ireland it 
stood at 1,868,760. For the first five months of 
the year (from December 1937) the numbers un¬ 
employed in the North and Wales had increased 
by 99,000, but by only 1400 in the whole of the 
South. 

(6) ANALYSIS OB' UNEMPLOYMENT PAYMENTS 

In June, 1936, an analysis was made by the 
Miaistry of Labour into the diSerent forms of 
public aid—^benefit and allowances—received by 
the unemployed in the pay-week ended 26th of that 
month. The return does not, of course, include the 
out-of-works receiving public assistance out of 
local funds. In January, 1936, the number in re¬ 
ceipt of outdoor rehef on accoimt of unemployment 
was 330,000 (exclusive of those receiving institu¬ 
tional, or indoor, relief). The statistics in this respect 
are included later under “ Poor Eehef ”. 

TABLE 35 

Unemployment Payments, June 1936 

Region 

Numbers of 
Payments made 
(in Thousands) 

Insurance 
Benefit 

Percentage 
of All 

Pajments 

UnemplosTnent 
Allowanees 

(Means Test) 
(in Thousands) 

Percentage 
of All 

Payments 

South Eastern (in- 121 75 39 25 

j eluding LondcKo) 
South Western . 38 65 20 35 

! Midlands 122 69 56 i 31 

! Wales 61 38 100 1 62 : 

North Eastern 138 48 153 i 62 

North Western . 151 53 134 j 47 ; 
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In tte Soutli East, even witli such, relatively low 
percentages in 1930 (shown in preceding tables) 
the figures for January, 1938, revealed an even 
smaller incidence of unemployment in some counties. 
Reductions took place in the percentages for Essex, 
Kent and Berksbire, tbe other counties showing 
relatively small increases. 

It cannot he too strongly emphasised that a 
reduction in the number of unemployed in a par¬ 
ticular county or area must not be regarded as a 
reliable index of improvement. Such an intensive 
migration among the “ industrial ” age groups from 
depressed areas (see later chapters) does not neces¬ 
sarily make for improvement in those areas, as is 
shown by the foregoing comparisons of the incidence 
of unemployment. 

In January, 1938, the whole of the counties in 
the North and Wales (except Westmorland) were 
above the national rate (12-5 per cent), whilst all 
the counties in the South East were below. The 
rates for the latter varied between 4-4 and 9-6 per 
cent, Middlesex being 7-3 per cent. The rates for 
the following large counties exceeded this latter 
rate by— 

Per Cent 

Glamorgansliire. 234 
Monmouthsliire 200 
Dutiiam . 166 
Lancashire 140 
Yorkshire (N. Biding) 129 
Northumberland 112 
Yorkshire (E. Biding) 103 
Yorkshire (W. Biding) 86 
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number of men, women and children directly 
afiected by loss of employment. Poor relief does, 
however, go further in the direction of indicating 
the total number of persons assisted on account of 
poverty caused by unemployment, old age, sick¬ 
ness, etc. For instance, approximately 33 per cent 
of the total persons in receipt of domiciliary relief 
in England and Wales during 1936 were children. 
Therefore it is only to be expected, in face of the 
disparities in the regional incidence of unemploy¬ 
ment, that poor-relief statistics should show much 
wider divergencies. 

On the 1st January, 1937, 1,287,616 men, 
women and children in England and Wales were in 
receipt of some form of poor relief. This total 
comprised 394,937 men, 493,714 women and 398,965 
children under 16 years of age. Only 41,148 were 
relieved in counties or county boroughs other than 
those to which they were chargeable. The total of 
1,287,616 represented an increase over 31st March, 
1930, of 230,976. The increase for those in receipt 
of domicibary relief was 295,957 (1,116,887 in 1937, 
364,247 being children). The increase over 1930 in 
the number of children receiving domiciliary relief 
was 49,407. 

In contrasting the county incidence of poor 
relief, a comparison of domiciliary relief only re¬ 
presents a more reliable index as it excludes casuals, 
who generally tend to migrate South, and the 
efiect of age composition. Institutional relief gener¬ 
ally applies to old people, and therefore coimties 

p 
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Broadly speaking, the niunbers receiving in¬ 
surance benefit indicate the extent of temporary, as 
contrasted vrith persistent, unemployment, and 
the numbers receiving unemployment assistance 
show the prevalence of prolonged, or even chronic, 
imemployment. 

These figures are in accord with expectations and 
concur with previous findings. Here again the wide 
disparity between the North and Wales and the 
South is in evidence. Generally speaking, the more 
intense the depression the higher is the percentage 
of unemployment allowances. In the North West 
however, these figures do not faithfully reflect the 
extent of the difference, on account of the prevalence 
of organised short time in this area, thus causing 
the number of payments of benefit to exceed those 
under the Means Test despite the chronic character 
of under-employment in the cotton trades. 

(7) POOR RELIEP 

An analysis of poor rehef by counties reveals a 
far greater divergence between the North and 
Wales and the South than is shown by the incidence 
of unemployment. This does not, however, in- 
vahdate the unemployment analysis: on the con¬ 
trary it substantiates it. 

The unemployment figures do not include the 
dependants of a man or woman who is without 
work, therefore the statement that 100 men and/or 
women are unemployed does not show the total 
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TABLE 36 

PooB Relief, Jaxitaey 1937 

(Persons in Receipt of Poor Relief, excluding Rate-aided Patients in 
Mental Hospitals, per 10,000 of Population *) 

County ' Total, including 
Casuals 

Domiciliary Relief 
only 

Durham . . 1 722 694 
Xorthumberland 284 262 
Cumberland 375 346 
Yorkshire (N. Riding) 227 199 
L.ancashire 252 216 
Yorkshire (E. Riding) 192 155 
Cheshire 177 148 
Yorkshire (W. Riding) 377 348 i 
Westmorland 122 87 
Brecknockshire . 432 396 
Glamorganshire . 680 650 
Monmouthshire . 563 539 
Carmarthenshire 341 316 
Pembrokeshire . 314 284 
Montgomeryshire 308 261 
Cardiganshire 252 226 

1 Denbighshire 324 1 286 
1 Merionethshire . ! 235 1 191 

Radnorshire 1 1 253 ; 200 
Carnarvonshire . 365 1 322 

j Flintshire . 279 247 
: Anglesey . 409 i 379 
i Hampshire (Southampton) 131 i 86 
! Essex 198 i 159 

Kent 205 ! 153 
Berkshire . 195 1 146 
Buckinghamshire 130 i 93 
Hertfordshire 152 i 95 

1 Sussex—^East 126 1 72 
„ West . 110 70 

Surrey ; I 114 i 81 
Oxfordshire 227 168 
Middlesex . 1 • f 156 i 136 
Bedfordshire 

1 
107 1 66 

Isle of Wight 155 1 
_L 

115 

* The population as estimated by the Registrar-General, mid-1936. 

In comparing the county rates it will be seen 
that the more depressed the coimty the higher the 
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■with, a large proportion of persons over, say, 65, 
•would show a higher incidence of poor relief which 
would not necessarily indicate a more -widespread 
incidence of poverty. For instance, institutional 
rehef per 10,000 of the population in the Isle of 
Wight (which cannot be regarded as depressed in 
the modem sense of the word) exceeded the rate 
for Durham in 1936 by nearly 50 per cent. 

Table 36 illustrates in a graphic maimer the 
extent of the variations between the North and 
Wales and the South. 

The average number in receipt of domiciliary 
rehef per 10,000 of the total population for all 
the listed South Eastern counties is exactly 100. 
It can be readily seen therefore that, expressed in 
terms of this average, the incidence of domicihary 
rehef in Durham, for instance, was nearly 600 per 
cent higher. As the authors of The Home Market 
remark, in analysing the regional incidence of 
prosperity and poverty, “ Judged by the incidence 
of Poor Rehef there are enormous local variations 
in the distribution of chronic poverty ”. After 
quoting the figures for 1st January, 1934, and 1st 
January, 1935, they comment, “ These figures 
•vi-vidly ihustrate the unevenness of prolonged 
poverty ”. 

Poverty is often a misused word, but when it 
is of this character it is best understood in terms 
of men, women and children—^not just units in a 
table—hned against the background of existing 
wealth and potential wealth in this country. 
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of cliildren) and relative prosperity (generally with 
a lowj)roportion of children), it is evident that there 
were many towns and areas in the North and 
Wales where, in January, 1937, 1 in 10 of the total 
population was on poor relief—quite apart from 
the numbers unemployed. 

Only indifierence can suppose that these con¬ 
ditions are conducive to what Sir George Newman, 
the Chief Medical Ofl&cer, describes as the essentials 
for “ full healthy life and development of the civil¬ 
ised child ”, namely : “ The air must be fresh and 
moving : the food and water must be wholesome : 
the rest must be in quiet and prolonged sleep : 
and in addition, light, warmth, cleanliness, exer¬ 
cise, play, work and happiness are all essential 

(8) PROLONGED SICKNESS OR PHYSICAL DISABILITY 

This, the second causal factor of malnutrition 
cited by Sir Arnold Wilson, is dealt with in 
Chapters III to X inclusive. The excess mortality 
that has occurred and is occurring in the North 
and Wales is but the actual realisation of pre¬ 
ceding illnesses. It follows, therefore, that there 
must be in these regions a far greater and more 
widespread incidence of morbidity; that is, ill- 
health, sickness and physical disability, than is 
established by the mortality statistics. An enor¬ 
mous proportion of people whose lives are not 
terminated by these illnesses must continue to 

^ Healih Edtccaiion, Board of Ednc^tioa, 1934. 
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incidence of poor relief. The association should also 
be noted between the divergencies in this table and 
the unemployment percentages, the infant and 
maternal mortality rates and the death rates at all 
ages and from certain causes. It should also be 
borne in mind that an excess incidence such as that 
for Durham of nearly 600 per cent comprises 
children to the extent of at least 33 per cent: 
probably more if one takes into account the higher 
fertility. But although efforts have been made to 
obtain county percentages for children, the figures 
are unfortunately not forthcoming from the Ministry 
of Health. 

In assessing the cost of this heavy burden of 
relief, the following examples wiU suffice to illus¬ 
trate the position: 

TABLE 37 

Poor Reliep Expenditure, March, 1936 

(Year ended 31st March, 1936 : Net Expenditure on 
Revenue Account not met out of Specific Income) 

Equivalent in 
Terms of a Rate 

in the Pound 

Average Amount 
per Head of 
Estimated 
Population 

(Mid-year 1935) 

Durham . 
s. d. 

7 11-5 
s. d. 

26 10-2 
Glamorganshire , 8 7-8 27 8-9 
Monmouthshire , 7 4-6 21 10-4 
Surrey 1 3-3 12 10-0 
Middlesex . 1 11-5 18 0-2 
Kent 1 11-7 14 6*7 

If one goes deeper into this disparity between 
poverty (in many localities with a high proportion 
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marginal physique. To realise the seriousness of 
these estimates (it is only necessary to read the 
Eeport to appreciate their authoritative quality) 
and their probable influence on futmre mortality 
statistics, it must be borne in mind that over 80 
per cent of this long unemployment is concentrated 
in the North and Wales. It is not illogical to suppose 
that if these conditions have been in existence in the 
North and Wales for the past fifteen years, then the 
mortahty rates for these areas are already being 
influenced. 

On the subject of physical deterioration it is not 
irrelevant to cite here the two sample studies of 
Physical Health of the Unemployed on the register 
made by the llinistry of Labour in February, 1931, 
and October, 1934. These studies show : 

TABLE 38 

Physical Health of the Unemployed 

i 

i 

j Men 

1 1931 1934 

i i 0/ 1 0" 1 /o 
Physique good 73-5 ; 66-0 

„ fair . . 1 23*3 29*2 
j „ poor . 3-2 i 4*8 

This evidence of marked deterioration should be 
compared with reports from other Government 
sources on the health of the unemployed, notably 
the apparently optimistic report from Sir George 
GiUett, the Commissioner for the Special Areas. 
In these studies made by the Ministry of Labour it 
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cany tlie marks of disability and defect. Many, 
of course, are potential premature deaths and a 
great majority must exhibit symptoms of mal¬ 
nutrition such as anaemia, rickets, septic sores 
and rashes, eye and ear trouble, catarrhal defects, 
laryngitis and varying degrees of rheumatic dis¬ 
eases. Reference to this has already been made 
in “ Adult Mortality ”, which also quotes estimates 
of the national health biU. 

The efiects of unemployment on health include, 
in addition to the results of malnutrition, many 
indications of mental and physical ill-health which, 
however, cannot be statistically assessed until 
—as in many cases invariably happens—^they 
result in definite iUnesses and premature death. 
Prolonged imemployment results m most cases in 
an insidious undermining of the constitution. 
The absence of interests and physical stimuli, lack 
of mental and physical exertion, and the emergence 
of abnormal psychological conditions such as 
invalidism, undue fears and anxieties, all contribute 
in the end to premature ageing and death. 

The Report of the Pilgrim Trust on long unem¬ 
ployment embodied in Men Without Work, esti¬ 
mates that 48 per cent of a total number of men 
unemployed in England and Wales for over one 
year of 250,000 (1936) were out of condition, unfit 
or with obvious physical defects. Of young men 
aged 18-24, 45 per cent were in these classes. 
43 per cent of the total of 250,000 the Report 
states, were either of doubtful physique or sub- 
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sought medical advice because of some form of 
rheumatic disease. In addition to this estimate of 
372,600 must he added the number of sufEerers 
outside the insured class. Although there are no 
statistics available, medical experience shows that 
it is considerable. The economic loss due to rheu¬ 
matic disease sustained by England and Wales 
every year, even for only the classes coming under 
the National Health Insurance Act, amounts to 
£17,000,000 

A further Ministry of Health Report for 1924 
stated that “ organic disease of the heart is for the 
most part rheumatic in origin . . . organic heart 
disease is the cause of over one-third of all deaths 
in England and Wales ”. 

Sir Arthur MacNalty, in his Report for 1934, 
indicates that there was a marked rise in the deaths 
of those rmder 15 from rheumatic fever and heart 
disease over the figures for 1933, and acute rheu¬ 
matic infection was responsible for 16 per cent of 
all deaths between the ages of 10 and 15 years. 

By turning to the statistics of excess mortality 
in the North and Wales from heart diseases in¬ 
cluded in the main tables and in Table 14 in “ Adult 
Mortahty ”, some idea is gained as to the existence 
of an excessively high incidence of rheumatic 
diseases in these two regions, especially among 
young and middle-aged people. Heart disease 
is the second principal cause of death in the age 
group 25-34 for Wales I and in the age group 35-44 
for the whole of the North and Wales. It is not so 
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was found that, in 1934, whilst 75-5 per cent of 
men on insurance were classed “ Physique Good ”, 
onlv 59-9 per cent (on transitional payments) and 
46-5 per cent (non-claimants) came under this 
heading. In realising the economic difference in 
these forms of rmemployment payments, the 
disparities are, to say the least, signihcant. 

This problem of the effect of unemployment on 
health is further discussed in “ The Impact of 
Unemployment on Mortahty 

Apart, however, from these citations and the 
chapters dealing with specihed causes of death, any 
review of national ill-health and sickness carmot 
hut give consideration to the incidence of rheu¬ 
matism. In 1922 the Ministry of Health closely 
investigated a “ sample ” of 90,000 persons coming 
within the purview of the National (Health) 
Insurance Act. The insured population at the date 
numbered about 13,500,000, so the sample repre¬ 
sented less than 7 per cent. The survey was over a 
period of one year only ; and it was faced with the 
famihar difficulty of the lack of a perfected classifica¬ 
tion in this group of diseases. Yet the survey was 
able to arrive at a statistical result which can be 
accepted as approximatmg to correctness, especially 
as it coincides with the results of somewhat similar 
investigations in other countries. The conclusions 
were that rheumatic disease was probably respon¬ 
sible for 16 per cent of the total of industrial mor¬ 
bidity in England and Wales, and that during the 
course of a year about 372,600 insured persons 
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(9) BAD EN\'IIlONMENT 

Among the many diverse factors predisposing 
towards high mortality it is difficult to dissociate 
and separately assess the individual effect of the 
differing influences. This obstacle applies in the 
case of overcrowding. The massing together of 
large numbers of persons of varjdng age and sex 
implies the presence of aU the attendant evils 
of overcrowding such as higher risks of infection, 
unhealthy atmosphere, insanitary conditions, lack 
of sunlight and proper ventilation, increased chances 
of pollution of food and drink, and, by no means an 
insignificant factor, the tendency towards unsatis¬ 
factory home conditions brought about by the 
crowding together of large families in few rooms. 
The collective force of these factors must in the 
long run be detrimental to health. The fundamental 
cause of overcrowding in urban areas is, in the 
main, poverty. 

By the sheer drive of economic necessity, 
families cannot pay higher rents if they are to 
retain sufficient of their income to maintain sub¬ 
sistence, or else they are forced to live near their 
work because they cannot afford to meet additional 
costs for travelling. There is no doubt that, given 
sufficient margin in weekly family budgets, and 
assuming the provision of adequate housing facil¬ 
ities, sub-letting would decrease and overcrowding 
would virtually disappear. 

It has been proved in investigation after in- 
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for the “ Standard ” area. If, as the Ministry of 
Health states, heart disease is mainly rheumatic 
in origin, one can only suppose that with an excess 
mortality of 108 per cent for Wales I in the age 
group 35-44, for instance, there must exist a far- 
reaching and disastrous incidence of rheumatic 
disease among the young people in South Wales. 
Yet these figures do not reveal the human sufiering 
behind them—one can only echo Lord Horder’s 
words: “ We do not need to be doctors to have 
acquaintance with rheumatic sufiering, and the 
pain with its weariuess, its demoralisation and help¬ 
less cripphng 

The established association between, on the one 
hand, premature and unnecessary deaths, and, on 
the other, poverty, is again strengthened by the 
relationship between (a) organic heart diseases and 
rheumatism, and (b) rheumatism and dietetic de¬ 
ficiencies. In an article, “ Vitamins and Eheumatic 
Diseases ”, by J. Eace, it is suggested that mal¬ 
nutrition may so weaken the defensive forces as to 
enable the aetological factor to initiate the disease 
process.^ All the weU-known vitamins, A, B, C and 
D are implicated. 

Thus are dietetic deficiencies resolved into an 
annual economic loss of millions of pounds and a 
high incidence of surplus deaths from heart diseases, 
particularly in the early age groups 25-34 and 
35-44. 

^ Report of tlie Britisli Committee on Chronic Rheumatic 
Diseases, 1937. 
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cannot be described as high. The pemiitted 
number ” of persons is two to a single room, three 
to two rooms, five to three rooms, seven and a half 
to four rooms, ten to five rooms and thereafter 
two persons to each additional room. Children 
under 10 years of age count as only half an adult 
(it is difficult to understand why the age limit is so 
high when one appreciates the depopulation and 
declining birth rate in one-third of the country). 
There is also some difierentiation of rooms by 
size. 

On this basis the survey was made, and the 
following table illustrates the remarkable dispari¬ 
ties in the regional distribution of overcrowding ; 

TABLE 39 

OVERCEOWDIKG, 1936 

(Percentage of Overcrowded Families) 

j Highest 
% 

County Ajreas (including 
Comity Boroughs)— 
Durham \ North ri2-o 
Northumberland i I \ll*2 
Anglesey . 9-5 
London t-O 
Carnarvonshire . 6*2 
Denbighshire 5-9 

County Boroughs— 
Sunderland 206 
Gateshead . 15-2 
South Shields 13-1 
Tynemouth 13-0 
West ICartlepool . 10-9 
Newcastle-on-Tyne 10-7 

Lowest 

|| County Areas (including i 
-| County Boroughs)— I 
} Isle of Wight 0-7 
! W^t Sussex . . 1 1-0 
1 Cambridgeshire . . i M 
1 Surrey , . . ! 1-2 

Soke of Peterborough . 1 1-3 
|l Kent .... 1-3 

j County Boroughs— 
1 Bournemouth 0-3 

Northampton 08 
1 Grimsby . . . i 0-9 
l| Croydon . . . i 09 
|i Oxford . . . ! I i-0 i 
j| Doncaster , . . | 1 
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vestigation that the results of transferring un¬ 
employed or low-paid working-class famihes to 
better houses is to reduce food expenditure to 
below the minimum necessary to maintain even a 
low standard of life. Consequently, the people who 
have been moved and find themselves in these 
conditions naturally tend to drift back to the slum 
areas. 

The investigations described in McGonigle’s 
book, Poverty and Public Health, of the effect on 
death rates followiag the transference of 710 
iadividuals from a slum area to a new housing 
estate in Stockton-on-Tees, provide some valuable 
data. After removal the standardised death rate 
rose by 46 per cent (mean 1928-32, 33-55 per 
thousand) over the mean for the same famihes 
in the previous quinquennium (1923-7, 22-91 per 
thousand). Remember that these people dwelt in 
the first quinquennium imder slum conditions, and 
during the second in the best possible environmental 
circumstances. The “ expected ” mean death rate 
(that is, the national death rate according to age 
distribution) for the period 1928-32 would have 
been 8-12 per thousand, so the excess mortahty in 
the new housing estate was approximately 300 
per cent. 

Overcrowding is naturally dependent on the 
definitions and standards adopted. The over¬ 
crowding survey of 1936 ^ lays down the following 
standards which even on a superficial examination 

^ Report on Overcrowding in England and Wales. 
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No figures are yet available for 1935-6, but tbe 
Text of the Registrar-Generars Ee^'ie^v for 1934 
included some interesting tables for administrative 
counties of the Standardised Mortality in 1931-4, 
related to social classification and housing density. 
The classifications used were those employed in the 
Decennial Supplement for 1921, Part II, the occu¬ 
pations being classified into five social groups 
denoted by: 

I. Upper and middle class. 
II. Intermediate. 

III. Skilled workers. 
IV. Semi-sldlled workers. 
V. Unskilled workers. 

Extracts from these tables show ; 

TABLE 40 

Standardised Mortauty, Social Classification and 

Housing Density, 1931--4: 

' County 

Persons 
per 

Room, 
1931 

No. of 
Occupied 

Males aged 
14 Up, 1931 

Proportion of these i 
(per MiUe) in Social Classes i 

j Rate “o of 
^ i ^ ^ ; Naticnal 

I j n i in ! IV V i Rate. 1931 4 

; Surrey i 0-71 300,178 56 ' 161 ; 636 j 105 ' 143 j 81 

1 iliddlesex . i 0-80 1 545,465 38 ; 157 1 662 1 93 | 149 j 88 

j PorhAin i 1*15 1 306,517 10 1 70 ; 459 ! 313 I 148 ' 216 

1 Nortlumiberlaiid. 1 1-03 136,029 i 21 i 114 451 305 109 , 105 

1 Glamorganshire . 0-85 262,622 1 15 ' 84 1 534 257 110 i 119 

It must be pointed out that no account was taken 
of the degree of unemplojment at the time, the 
classification being based upon the usual occupa¬ 
tions of the male population. Northumberland and 
Durham are, according to the tables, the only 
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Similar striking examples can be cited for urban 
areas. Every county, for instance, lying south of a 
line drav-n from London to Bristol has less than 
2 per cent of overcrowded families. This despite 
the fact that the population of the South has been 
growing heavily whilst the populations of the North 
and Wales are declining. 

The distinct relationship between these per¬ 
centages of overcrowding and mortahty rates 
(infant, maternal, and at all ages) should be ob¬ 
served. It is also illuminating—from the opposite 
view-point—to compare these percentages -with 
the “ nutrition assessment ” reports from school 
medical officers. 

Sunderland, it will be noted, has one-fifth of 
its families living in overcrowded conditions. By 
far the two most overcrowded counties in England 
and Wales are Durham and Northumberland. 
Significantly, these two counties have : 

A. The highest infant mortahty of any region in 
England and Wales. 

B. Similarly the highest death rate for children 
0-4 with excess deaths from bronchitis, pneu¬ 
monia and other respiratory diseases of nearly 
100 per cent. 

C. Similarly for children 5-14 with excess deaths 
from diphtheria and tuberculosis of over 200 
and 100 per cent respectively. 

D. Except for South Wales, the same results 
obtain from an analysis of all other age groups. 
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against less than one per room (County Borrnigh*) 
is nearly 50 per cent. The higii rate for LoiiUon i40'0j 
vras exceptional for 1934. the previrms year beir,g 
32-4. It tvould appear to be caused by the intriiieiice 
of infectious diseases operating in such a large and 
congested area (1934 afiected by biennial periodicity 
of measles.) 

A comparison of urban districts (0-85 or more) 
ttith rural districts (less than 0-70) shows increases 
for congenital causes of over 25 per cent, and for 
other causes of over 100 per cent (1935). Taking 
into account the absence of certain influential 
factors and the lack of more detailed statistics, 
it certainly emerges from what material exists 
that the adequacy or otherwise of the houses 
of the people influences to a not inconsiderable 
degree mortality rates, especially for infants. It is a 
matter for regret that we have no data for regional 
areas and certain special areas. An indication of 
the importance of satisfactory environment in 
relation to health is provided by the Letchworth 
statistics. This town had in 1938 a population of 
17,000 with 10,000 insured workers. The density 
of dwellings nowhere exceeded 12 to the acre, the 
average being much lower. The Autal statistics 
revealed a state of health with which that of the 
country as a whole—and the South East—com¬ 
pared badly. No deaths in child-birth have occurred 
during the past five years. If this result can be 
obtained in the South where unemployment is low 
is there any justification for not planning similar 

Q 
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comities in England and Wales with, a housing 
density of more than one person per room. 

Further evidence that there is a distinct cor¬ 
relation between housing density and mortahty 
is drawn from an examination by the Eegistrar- 
General of infant mortality from congenital and 
other causes, m groups of areas of certain densities 
of persons per room in 1934 and 1935. 

TABLE 41 

Infakt Moetality and Housing Density, 1934-5 

Congenital Causes 

1 1934 1935 

(Hates per 1000 ! 
Live Births) 

I 1.14 county boroughs ^ with 1 or more persons 
I per room 

36-6 36-3 

2. All county boroughs with less than 1 person 
j per room 

33-8 33-3 

i 
! 3. 6 county aggregates of urban districts ^ with 
j 0*85 person or more per room 

35-8 35-0 1 
i 

'4. 14 county aggregates of rural districts® with 
' less than 0*7 person per room 

29-8 27-9 1 
i 1 

5. London administrative county (0*98 person 
1 per room) 

26-8 25-7 ! 

i 
; 6. England and Wales (average density of 0-83 
1 person per room) 

31*7 3M 1 

1 

In the case of “ other causes ” it is shown that 
the increase in the death rate for infants born 
in families with one person or more per room as 

^ Dewsbury, Dudley, Gateshead, Middlesborough, ISfewcastle, 
St. Helens, South Shields, Stoke, Sunderland, Tynemouth, West 
Ham, West Hartlepool, West Bromwich, Wigan. 

^ Durham, Northumberland, Staffordshire, Yorkshire West 
Riding, Glamorganshire, Monmouthshire. 

® Buckinghamshire, Cambridgeshire, Cornwall, Devon, Hunting¬ 
donshire, Middlesex, Norfolk, Rutlandshire, Somersetshire, Surrey, 
Sussex, Isle of Wight, Carnarvonshire, Cardiganshire. 
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(10) INSUFFICIENT PURCHASING POWER 

The whole question of food budgets and adequate 
nutrition is deeply bound up with many factors 
such as the level of wage rates and unemployment, 
the varying costs of a minimum diet in terms of 
money, the availability and cost of the national 
food supphes, and the varying weight of other family 
overheads (such as rent) in the composition of food 
budgets. The influence of these factors not only 
varies in difierent parts of the country but involves 
many other subsidiary, but nevertheless important, 
elements. To determine the adequacy or otherwise 
of a single family budget may be a simple matter, 
but that it is not so when a large group of budgets 
are considered is obvious. 

The vital question as to whether the mass of the 
people of the country are in a position to purchase 
food and drink to maintain a reasonable standard 
of life requires far more detailed study than can be 
accorded here. In this chapter it is only intended 
to touch upon some of the more general aspects of 
insufS-cient purchasing power and to indicate the 
relationship in the North and Wales between the 
existence of high and excessive morbidity and 
mortahty and the prevalence and character of some 
of the major indices of inadequate income. 

The problem of poverty, defined in terms of 
insufficient purchasing power, is not merely one of 
imemployment and part-time working, but of low 
wages. This aspect of the problem, for instance, the 
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centres in the North and Wales where there is an 
abundant supply of skilled labour ? 

In relation to a special investigation carried 
out by Dr. J. C. Spence, into the incidence of 
malnutrition, sickness and poverty in Newcastle, 
he states in the Annual Eeport of the Medical 
Officer of Health for Newcastle (1933) : . at 
least 36 per cent of the children from the poor 
districts of the city, which I have examined, were 
unhealthy or physically unfit, and as a result of 
this they appeared mal-nourished Further; 

. this examination of the housing conditions 
shows that there is a direct relationship between 
overcrowding and ill-health or nutrition. If serious 
iUness and improper diet be accepted as the prime 
cause of these, the overcrowding in bad housing 
conditions must be looked upon as an important 
contributory factor, fostering as it does the chance 
of mass infection, and impairing the efficiency of 
the parents in their task of providing a proper and 
adequate diet for their children.” Dr. Spence signi¬ 
ficantly remarks: “ That, since the high incidence 
of apparent malnutrition is not found in the children 
of better-class families, it is due to preventable 
causes ”. Sufficient evidence has surely been cited 
to support the comment in a Times ^ editorial that 
“ Bad housing may also well be responsible for the 
disquieting vital statistics 

^ 8th February, 1938, in discussing high mortality in Scotland. 
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thesis of certain definite signs of inadequate income, 
and thus to draw a general picture of the disparities 
existing between the North and Wales, and the 
South. As Sir John Boyd Orr. Director of the Fb iwett 
Institute, in delivering the Chadwick Lecture. 1034. 
remarked: We do not know what proportion of 
the community is so poor that it is unable tr, 
purchase a diet which will maintain them in 
health 

Later, in his book Food, Health and Income. Sir 
John classified the population into six groups, 
namely: 

TABLE 42 

Weekly Food Expendituke of the Popylation 

Group 

I- 4,500,000 persons spending an average of 43. a week on fcc^i 
II. 9,000,000 „ Os. „ „ 

III. 9,000,000 „ „ 8s. 
! ly. 9,000,000 „ 

y. 9,000,000 „ 12h. 
1 VI. 
i_.-. 

4,500,000 „ „ over 14s. 

Group I.—^Families living at about the economic 
level of unemployment pay or of the lowest-paid 
wage-earners, and Sir John states that the diet is 
inadequate in all respects. 

Group 11.—May be receiving adequate diet in 
total proteins and fats, but not in first-class proteins 
or fats. 

Group III.—Diet adequate in energy value, 
proteins, and fats of aU sorts, but below standard 
in vitamins and minerals. 
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relationsMp of wage rates to unemployment pay, is 
discussed later. 

The vital importance of adequate nutrition for 
the health and well-being of the people has now 
world-wide recognition, and the League of Nations 
has devoted considerable attention to the subject. 
Investigations which have been made under the 
aegis of the League are recorded in four volumes ^ 
which provide a valuable and comprehensive study 
of the problem. In a survey of the economic aspect 
of the whole question based on the report of the 
International Labour Ofi&ce, Workers’ Nutrition and 
Social Policy, 1936, it is pointed out that the con¬ 
sumption of the protective foods, which are those 
of greatest importance for health, rises with income. 
The high cost of these foods is attributed to re¬ 
strictions on international trade and to costs of 
production, and more particularly of distribution 
and service. 

During the last few years there has become 
available a mass of new material bearing on the 
relationship between purchasing power and nutri¬ 
tion. It is only intended here to draw upon a few 
of the facts that have come to light as a result of 
social research. 

To assess the regional incidence of insufidcient 
purchasing power it is not proposed to adopt any 
one minimum food budget but to attempt a syn- 

* I. Interim Report of the Mixed Committee. II. Report of the 
Technical Commission on Phi/sMogical Bases of Nutrition. 111. Nutri¬ 
tion in Various Countries. IV. Statistics of Food Production, Con¬ 
sumption and Prices. 
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By adopting Sir John's estimate that 20 to 25 
per cent of our chiklren are receiving a di'd in¬ 
adequate in all respects, it %vonId appear that the 
percentage in the North and Wales must rise, on 
even a cautious assessment, to over 50 if the 
ascertained disparities in the regional incidence of 
mortality, unemployment, poor relief, wage-rates 
and overcrowding have any value whatsoever. It 
means to say. therefore, that a population (fpial to 
one-third of our total numbers) upon whose pro- 
creative poivers ice are mainly indebted to for delaying 
the coming decline and maintaining even our present 
low rate of replacement, is only able to provide an 
adequate diet for less than half its children. Con¬ 
siderably less than half, be it noted, as Sir 
John estimates that only about 23 per cent of 
our child population is in groups IV, Y and VI. 
As this applies to the whole country the per¬ 
centage must certainly be less in the North and 
Wales. 

Apart from Sir John Orr’s estimates it is not 
possible to discuss here, for instance, Bowley’s 
Standard Family Budget, Rowntree’s “ Human 
Needs ” Budget, the Budget drawn up by the 
Engineer’s Study Group (1936), the American 
“ Health and Decency ” Budget (1920), the “ De¬ 
troit ” Budget (1929) or the British Medical Associa¬ 
tion’s Budget for Health and Working Capacity at 
Minimum Cost (“ Diet 14 ” based on their Nutrition 
Report, 1933). Nor is it possible to detail the re¬ 
sults of many valuable “ poverty line ” surveys, 
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Groups IV, V and VI.—Complete adequacy 
of diet. 

If these conclusions are correct, only 50 per cent 
of the population are receiving a diet completely 
adequate for health and physical well-being. More¬ 
over, Sir John states that it is the lower income 
groups which contain the greater number of children. 
He estimates that the 10 per cent of the popxdation 
with the lowest food expenditure per head are largely 
children under 14, and that 20 to 25 per cent of the 
children of the country belong to this category. As 
the Rt. Hon. L. Amery, M.P., stated, in arguing 
(from Sir John’s figures) that a very large pro¬ 
portion of our children are to-day underfed, “ the 
problem of poverty is one which affects most 
disastrously a large proportion of the children of 
the country 

Thus a study of the incidence of poor relief and 
unemployment, its duration and the different 
amounts paid to the recipients, provides in broad 
terms a measurement of the regional incidence of 
inadequate nutrition. 

Incidentally, it is well to remember that Mr. 
Seebohm Rowntree has shown that—even if a 
minimum wage were established to cover the needs 
of families with three children—still 42 per cent of 
our child population would be inadequately pro¬ 
vided for, and 34 per cent would be in this condition 
for at least five years of their childhood.® 

^ House of Commons, 24th June, 1938. 

® From “ Family Allowances ”, Eva M. Hubback, Sociological 
Review, July 1937. 
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E. F. George’s standard ^ based on the British 
Medical Association's minimum standards for for/i 
requirements and on the standards used bj" varirjus 
local social survevs in respect of clothing, cleaning 
materials, light and fuel. In this standard no pro- 
\'ision was made for the replacement of household 
equipment, insurances, doctors’ fees, medicine.s. 
tobacco, newspapers and recreation. 

In their sample investigation of the economic 
level of long-unemployed men they found that: 

TABLE 44 

POVEETY Among LONG-rNEMPLOYED ® 

In D<iH*p Poverty In Poverty 

^0 
Age 25-34 27 15 

„ 3,5-44 ! i 30 20 
„ 45-54 14 i 

The Eeport comments : “ One other thing which 
the figures bring out must be emphasised, that the 
incidence of poverty is progressively greater ac¬ 
cording to the number of children under working 
age in the family concerned. The age group where 
most large families are found is 35-44. Table B4 
shows that 50 per cent of the cases in this age 
group were living below the George ‘ poverty 
line and these include the vast majority of men 
with families of two or more children. The high per¬ 
centage ‘ in poverty ’ in the 25-34 age group is, 
of course, also explained by the family men within 

^ Journal of the Royal Statistical Society^ 1937, Part I. 
2 Extract from Table B4, Men Without H'orl:. 
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including Stockton-on-Tees and New London, be¬ 
yond quoting that: 

TABLE 43 

Poverty Line Surveys^ 

Survey 
Per Cent belotv Poverty Line 

Families Children i 

^liles Platting (1933) 9-0 28-0 1 
Sheffield {1933) .... 17-1 26-9 ; 
Bristol (1937) .... 11-9 21-4 i 
Southampton (1931) 21*0 30-0 ! 
Merseyside (1929-31) 17*3 24-5 ! 

All these enquiries and surveys were based on 
“ sample ” families, and although they are not 
comprehensive, they are to some extent representa¬ 
tive of working-class populations. They all indicate 
that the percentage of children below the “ poverty 
line ” is much higher than that for adults. 

This, of course, is not to be wondered at as wage 
rates in this country bear no relation to the size 
of the family. The larger the family the deeper the 
poverty, appears to be the general rule. The children 
sufier from the poverty that they themselves help 
to create. This is borne out by the results of a 
comprehensive enquiry sponsored by the Pilgrim 
Trust and published in Men Without Work, cover¬ 
ing one of the most valuable social surveys ever 
carried out. 

The enquiry comprised a study of long unem¬ 
ployment and its attendant problems and adopted 

^ See also Diets in Poor Law Children's Romes, Ministry of Health 
Advisory Committee, 1932. 
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those on or below the George standard a day's 
ration per week. 

Those who read these pages may find it ditfi<‘ulT 
to fully assess the tragic enraonment that nimst 
result from h\dng under such conditions. That these 
conditions are not restricted to a small section of the 
population is shown by Sir John Orr. who estimated 
that 4,500,000 people spend an at’erage c.f 4s. per 
week on food. It is regrettable that in those regions 
where poverty is more widespread and intense, thus 
necessitating the pro\ision of school meals, free 
milk and other forms of public help, the ability 
(even if the desire is there) of the local authority 
to grant assistance is restricted by the presence of 
such poverty. A penny rate levied in Jarrow, for 
instance, produces only Is. 3d. for each elementaiy 
school child as against 14s. 6d. in towns like Bourne¬ 
mouth. 

Although the nation has accepted responsibility 
for the old to the extent of 10s. a week and mental 
defectives at the rate of 30s. a week, it has not yet 
faced the problem of poverty as it affects the 
children who surely represent a more profitable 
investment. 

This question of insufficient purchasing power 
can be viewed from another standpoint: the 
regional distribution of incomes at differing levels. 
The Home Market includes a valuable analysis of 
the social structure of Great Britain carried out by 
the Statistical Department of the London Press 
Exchange Limited. Becognising that the family is 
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it. TMs appears at first sight to be a peculiarly 
desperate situation, and it is indeed bad enough, 
but there are reasons for it. We have seen already 
that the unemployed man with a large family is 
living at something near the level at which the 
labourer in steady employment is hving. The latter, 
as the former, may well be below our ‘ poverty 
line ’. Poverty of this kind, then, is not particu¬ 
larly associated with unemployment, and to cure it 
will need something more than to get back the men 
concerned to work.” 

Of all the families investigated, 30 per cent 
were below the George “ poverty line ”, 17 per cent 
beiag in deep poverty. In some cases the family 
income fell 20-30 per cent below the bare TniniTrmm 
standard adopted. This standard allows expendi¬ 
ture per week on food of 6s. 9d. (men 14r-70), 
5s. 9d. (women 14-70), 5s. 5d. (children 6-14) and 
3s. lOd. (children under 6). If the advice of the 
Minister of Health and other responsible authorities 
on the necessity among children and adults of an 
adequate intake of milk was followed, it is not easy 
to see, remembering the present cost of milk, how 
all their remaining food requirements would be 
paid for. 

Pamihes living on or below this “ poverty 
line ” standard must be greatly affected by even 
shght changes in the cost of living. The cost of a 
loaf of bread rising by |d. could mean very httle 
to a man with an mcome of £5 per week let alone 
the £1000 a year man, but it probably means to 
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TABLE 46 

County Analysis {'(F Family Incomes 

(County Variations) 

A B C 

0^ o/ C’ 0" 

London ..... 4*5 siho 6.j’5 if?) 

^Middlesex .... T-5 26-0 66-r) KH) 
Surrey ..... 10-0 23-0 67-0 100 
Northumberland 4*5 19-0 76*5 100 
Lancashire 4-5 18-0 < 77*5 KK) , 
Durham . 20 18-0 800 100 

[t is not irrelevant to interpose at tMs stage other 
conclusions from The Home Marhet based in part 
on the 77th Report of the Commissioners of Inland 
Revenue and in part from estimates made by the 
Statistical Department of the London Press Ex¬ 
change Limited : 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF INCOMES AND WEALTH, 1934 

Broadly, two-tLirds of aU incomes are below £3 per week 
and amount to only one-tbird of the national income. On the 
other hand, 3*4 per cent of all income-receivers {those above 
£500 per annum) enjoy one quarter of the national income.^ 

Wealth,—The distribution of wealth is notoriously more 
concentrated than that of incomes. . . . The majority of people 
who die leave no assessable estates at all. . . . Even if these be 
disregarded it will be found that of the 134,100 estates that 
were liable to duty in 1933-4, 2*9 per cent accounted for over 
half the wealth left, and 88 per cent accounted for merely 
23 per cent of the wealth. . . . Another expression of this in¬ 
equality is that while the average estate was £3900, at least 
75 per cent of all estates were worth less than this sum. 

Incomes,—0-4 per cent of persons having incomes receive 

^ Clark estimates that 1-5 per cent of the population take 23 per 
cent of the whole total of personal incomes (National Income and 
Outlay). 
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the basic unit of social organisation, and that the 
social standards of all members of a family are 
normally fixed by the social standing of the chief 
income-earner, they proceed to divide famihes into 
three social grades: 

Grade A.—Chief income-earner receives £10 per veek or more. 
Grade B.—Chief income-earner receives £4r-£10 per week. 
Grade C.—Chief income-earner receives below £4 per week. 

Listed in order of increasing C grade percentages, 
some of the regional ratios are : 

TABLE 45 

Regional Analysis oe Family Incomes 

Region A B C 
1 ! 

London and the South East 
% 
6-4 

/o 
25-4 

% 
68*2 

0/ /o 
100 

Great Britain .... 5-3 21*3 73-4 100 
Northern Rural Belt 'i -p , - 
Lancashire and Cheshire r-vr^^ 
West Riding J 

6-3 17-8 75-9 100 
5*0 18-8 76*2 100 
3*5 19-4 77-1 100 

Durham and Northumberland 2-9 18-3 i 78*8 100 1 
(North I) 

South Wales (Wales I) 4-8 15-3 79-9 100 

In regard to these estimates it is of interest to 
note that the Registrar-General (Decennial Supple¬ 
ment to Annual Report, Part II, 1927) divided 
the male population into the following social 
classes : 

Class 1. 3 per cent (large employers, professions, “ retired 
gentlemen ”). 

Class 2.20 per cent (small employers, small independent 
workers, and salaried workers). 

Class 3. 77 per cent (wage-earners). 
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So much stress has been laid on the value of the 
mily as the basis of the nation’s well-being, and 
particular its fundamental importance in relation 
the problems raised by a declining birth rate, 

b.at it is interesting to note the undoubted relation- 
hip between the average size of the family in 
ertain areas and the existence of varying degrees 

poverty, brought to light by an examination of 
elevant indices. As the size increases so we find a 
ise in ill-health and malnutrition judged by general 
nortahty statistics and a wider and deeper spread 
f poverty. Both North I and Wales I have the 
lighest average size of family of all regions in 
England and Wales. The similarity between the 
igures for these two areas should be observed. To 
recognise fully the correlation between size of family 
ind poverty, recourse should be made to the 
shapters on the distribution and incidence of 
unemployment and poor rehef. 

The Times, although it does not attempt to carry 
its observations on under-nourishment to their 
logical conclusion, cautiously admits in its editorial 
on the Annual Report for 1936 of the Chief Medical 
Oflo-cer of the Board of Education that “ Under¬ 
nourishment, in other words, seems to bear a con¬ 
stant relationship to the size of family incomes and 
so to the prosperity or lack of prosperity of definite 
areas of the country ”. 

The significant regional divergencies in the size 
of family incomes, disclosed by the estimates drawn 
up by the authors of The Home Market, imply 
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11-5 per cent of the national income, or an average of £5000 each. 
99-6 per cent of persons having incomes receive 88-5 per 

cent of the national income, or an average of £150 each. 
Wealth.—2-2 per cent of persons leaving taxable estates 

possessed 50 per cent of the net capital value of all estates left, 
or an average of £89,000 each. 

97-8 per cent of persons leaving taxable estates possessed 
50 per cent of the net capital value of all estates left, or an 
average of £2000 each. 

It will be seen from Table 45 tbat, as witb other 
relevant factors, there appears to be a distinct 
relationship between the variations in the regional 
percentages and the corresponding variations in the 
areal mortahty rates. The figures given represent 
an analysis of famihes and not persons. The authors 
state that “ the population in famihes is 95 per cent 
of the total population ”. (The census regards a 
family as comprising any group of persons, including 
servants and lodgers, who form a private domestic 
household.) The size of the famihes varies in difierent 
parts of the coimtry according to the following 
estimates: 

TABLE 47 

Eegional Size of Families 

Kegion Persons i>er 
Family 

%of 
Population 

not in 
Families 

liondon and South Eastern Counties . 
0/ /o 

3-51 
% 
6-1 

West Riding 1 Part of f 3-63 3-9 
Lancashire and Cheshire , S 3*70 4-4 

j Northern Rural Belt J 1 3-78 5-4 
1 Durham and Northumberland (North I) 3-92 2-9 
! South Wales (Wales I) . , . . 3*92 2*8 
j North and Central Wales (Wales 11) 3-68 4*1 
j Great Britain. 3-68 4-6 
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goes on to say that, according to the Report. for 
men of large family responsibilities, unemployment 
benefit in many cases is less than the allowance 
which such men can obtain from the Unemployment 
Assistance Board if they have no other means ; that 
is to say, unemployment benefit is in those cases 
less than the standard which, according to public 
judgment, is required for full subsistence. At the 
same time, for a substantial proportion of large 
families it is more than the wages earned. Unless 
(quoting from the Report) the standards of sub¬ 
sistence adopted by the Unemployment Assistance 
Board are too high, a considerable number of large 
families must he appreciably below the standard, 
even when the father is in work, and could not be 
brought up to it by any raising of wages generally 
that is at all hkely to occur. This raises an issue 
travelling beyond the special topic of unemployment 
insurance which is our immediate concern. ... As 
was urged by the Family Endowment Society, and 
is obvious from the figures cited above, the problem 
of dependency needs to be considered as a whole. 
To consider it only in relation to persons who are 
unemployed leads to an impasse in one direction or 
another.” Here, as The Times aptly sums up, is “ a 
statement of reasons for an examination of a ne'w 
angle of family subsistence ”. 

The Report of the Pilgrim Trust, Men 'Without 
Worh, discussing this problem, estimates that about 
a fifth of those on unemployment assistance are as 
well ofi, or better ofi than they would be working. 

E 
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far-reacliing difierences in the regional incidence of 
undemourishment and malnutrition. That this im- 
pUcation is well founded is borne out by the results 
of the mortality analysis included in the Tabulated 
Statistics. 

In any review of the adequacy of family incomes 
the relationship of wage rates to unemployment 
payments has eventually to be studied. In August, 
1937, the Ministry of Labour carried out a sample 
investigation of the rates of wages earned by appli¬ 
cants for benefit in their last emplojonent.^ The 
result shows, according to The Times^ that “benefit 
rates are a long way below wage rates taken as 
a whole ”. The Report continues : “ The average 
weekly benefit, including dependants’ benefit paid 
to adult men, is 24s. 6d. a week. The median 
wage rate is 55s. 6d., that is to say, nearly 2| 
times as much. Ror women the average weekly 
benefit, including dependants’ benefit, paid to adult 
women is 15s. 2d. a week; the median wage rate 
for adult women is 30s., or not quite twice as 
much. The range of wage rates is remarkable, from 
less than 14s. to more than 100s. (actually in one 
case £l3) a week for men, and from less than 12s. to 
more than 60s. a week for women.” The Ministry’s 
Report later discusses the position of men with large 
family responsibihties. This problem has not, it 
should be remembered, inconsiderable importance 
in any study of a declining birth rate. The Times 

^ See Report of Unemployment Insurance Statutory Committee. 
* 4tli Marcli, 1938. 
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^ See Report of Unemployment Insurance Statutory Committee. 
* 4tli Marcli, 1938. 
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The Report quotes some striking figures wMch indi¬ 
cate that the economic position of many employed 
workers in the depressed areas of County Durham is 
little better than that of the unemployed. The Re¬ 
port states : “ The problem then is that many men 
with families find themselves as well ofi, or in some 
instances better ofi, ‘ on the dole ’ than they would 
be if they were working. The surprising thing is 
that, in spite of this, many of them should actually 
prefer to work.” Later: “ There seems to be no 
doubt whatever, therefore, that the level of wages 
and earnings over a considerable section of industry 
is low enough for there to be little financial induce¬ 
ment for the man with a fair-sized family to work, 
if he is eligible for unemployment assistance. Yet 
the conclusion reached in an earlier part of this 
Report was that, among this same section of those 
in receipt of assistance, their econonaic situation, 
measured by a poverty standard, deteriorates pro¬ 
gressively with increasing size of the family, and 
that where there are more than one or two children 
there is almost always evidence of hardship. These 
two facts, taken together, point irresistibly to the 
necessity for some system of family allowances to 
those who are working. If earning families are 
living at something like the same level as that 
of the unemployed families we visited, they 
will be sufiering comparable hardships, and (if 
the problem is regarded from another point of 
view) there is no possibility of getting back into 
employment a substantial proportion of the 
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surplus morbidity and mortality revealed in earlier 
chapters. 

(11) POOR QUALITY OF FOODSTUFFS AVAILABLE 

In the opinion of the Chief Medical Officer in his 
Report, Health of the School Child (192S). the de- 
bihtated child may lack fresh air, exercise and rest, 
but a principal cause is “ insufficient, irregular, un¬ 
suitable or unappetising food In his Report for 
1931 he wrote that " A diet may be very defect¬ 
ive and yet, if sufficient in amount, may satisfy 
children’s appetites, lea\'ing no craving behind, 
and may maintain apparently normal vigour for 
a considerable time. The inevitable results of such 
a dietary, however, are ultimately to be seen in its 
failure to promote a full measure of growth, in 
lessened immunity to disease and possibly in the 
presence of some form of ‘ deficiency ’ disease.” 
And, it should be added, a higher rate of mortality, 
as disclosed by the ascertained statistics. 

In 1932 two memoranda prepared by the former 
Advisory Committee on Nutrition, entitled Diets 
in Poor Law Children's Homes and Criticism and 
Improvement of Diets, were published by the 
Ministry of Health and circulated to local author¬ 
ities. The advice included in these memoranda 
mentioned amongst other things; “ Milk.—^HaLf 
a pint of milk per head per day as suggested in the 
memorandum on The Nutritive Value of Milk, 
should be taken as standard for adults, and for 
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that the great mass of the 4 to 5 million men, 
women and children coming under the Board during 
the year were in the North and Wales. Of the Board’s 
applicants ia 1937 (England and Wales), 74 per cent 
were in the North and Wales against 12 per cent 

in the South East. 
By applying the Pilgrim Trust estimates, about 

one-fifth of the 4,187,500 (over 800,000) were as 
well ofi or better off on unemployment assistance 
than they would be had the income earners been 
working. Put in another way, if the income earners 
had been in employment, over 800,000 people 
would have been receiving less than the standard, 
which, as The Times comments, “ according to 
public judgment, is required for full subsistence 

This raises, in an acute form, the question : how 
many men and women are at work on this standard 
which falls below the Board’s allowances and how 
many children are affected by such conditions 1 
IVIr. H. Macmillan, M.P., discussing this problem 
in the House of Commons, pointed out that the 
Board’s figures of reported normal wages corre¬ 
sponded to Colin Clark’s estimates that 23 per cent 
of the total male workers of this country receive 
wages of 45s. or less, and 47 per cent receive 55s. 
or less. He then went on to say that these figures 
bore out Sir John Orr’s calculations (previously 

cited). 
Although unavoidably brief, this outline of 

poverty among the employed and unemployed does 
identify and explain the mass of the high and 
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ment, poor relief and lovr wages in the North and 
Wales, to realise that the consumption of our most 
valuable—and be it noted one of our most expens¬ 
ive—^foods must fall immeasurably below the 
desiderata laid down by the Ministry of Health. 
The Report of the Food Council for 1937 indicated 
that the average retail price of milk was higher in 
that year than in any year since 1922. By adopting 
Sir John Orr’s estimates and assuming that the 
men, women and children drink the quantity of 
milk ad\'ised by the Ministr}* of Health, it is obvious 
that something like 22,000,000 people would not 
have sufficient money left to purchase other 
essential foods such as fresh vegetables, fresh fruit, 
eggs, cheese, butter, &h and lean meat, all the best 
sources of the essential xitamins A to G. It is 
beyond contradiction that the majority of these 
households, gifted with even Machiavellian in¬ 
genuity, cannot afford to purchase milk on the 
scale thought desirable by the Government’s 
Committee. 

Beyond a certain point, propaganda for milk 
consumption (whether the milk is pasteurised or 
not) is useless. No amount of publicity, however well 
conceived, will effect any radical increase in con¬ 
sumption while the level of incomes (this of course 
applies with particular emphasis to the North and 
Wales) remains where it is and bears, as at present, 
no relation to the size of the family. In the matter 
of balanced meals, specimen budgets, the physio¬ 
logical utilisation of food and an adequate intake 
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cmdren a pint a day should be regarded as the 
minimum 

The First Eeport of the Advisory Committee 
on Nutrition appointed by the Ministry of Health, 
pubhshed in 1937, recommended: “ The desirable 
amount of milk for children is from one to two pints 
per day; for expectant or nursing mothers about 
two pints per day, and for other adult members 
of the community half a pint daily 

Quite apart from the Milk in Schools Scheme, 
—which, incidentally, often takes the place of milk 
purchased at home, thus resulting in the same intake 
per child—^there is plenty of evidence available to 
show that the consumption of milk by children and 
adults falls far below the minima suggested in 
thousands of working-class homes. One example 
of this evidence was furnished by the enquiry made 
by !Mrs. C. M. Bums into the milk consumption of 
poor famihes attending infant welfare centres in 
Durham.’- This investigation revealed that the 
average quantity per head of fresh milk purchased 
every week was as low as 0-7 pint in families of 
three persons, and fell to 0-4 pint in families of 
five persons. This intake of milk, which has been 
described by medical opinion as the perfect nutri¬ 
tive food, compares unfavourably with the con¬ 
sumption in Poor Law Institutions. 

It is only necessary to measure the concentration 
of poverty, indicated by the incidence of unemploy- 

^ “Study of milk consumption in County Durham”, Journal 
of State Medicine, voL xli. No. 7. 
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amount of relevant material tlie fact emerges that 
the main cause of sub-optimal and inadequate nutri¬ 
tion is poverty, which precludes the purchase of a 
diet sufficient and properly balanced to promote 
growth and to maintain health. 

Preventable malnutrition and infection acting 
singly or in conjunction are, it must be remembered, 
the cause of the vast proportion of all ailments and 
defects. The appUcation of the regional disparities 
in the various indices that have been examined to 
the problems of under-nourishment provides, there¬ 
fore, some idea of the extent of ill-health, poverty 
and misery at work in the North and Wales. 
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of the right quality and quantity of food, the reader 
is referred to some of the sounder books on nutrition 
issued during the last few years. 

There is no space to deal here with the question 
at all adequately, but even if there were, it seems 
apparent that the conclusions could be summed up 
in Lord Horder’s words: “ Look after the accessi¬ 
bility of food, and nutrition will look after itseH 

(12) IRREDUCIBLE ELEMENT OF HUMAN INCAPACITY 

AND CARELESSNESS 

In this connection Sir Arnold Wilson went on 
to say, in the House of Commons, that, “ Indeed, as 
far as cooking is concerned, I am inclined to think 
incapacity is less common among the poor than it 
is among those who are comparatively well-to-do, 
and who are more inclined to be unduly afiected 
by advertisements of patent and preserved foods 
This opinion is borne out by the Keport of the 
Committee on Nutrition of the British Medical 
Association, who state: “ The average housewife 
with no expert knowledge of calories, proteins, 
etc., does, in fact, purchase by rule-of-thumb 
methods foodstuSs which broadly approximate 
to dietaries considered by physiologists to be satis¬ 
factory This, however, is subject to “ her pur¬ 
chasing power proving adequate to the needs of the 
family 

From this necessarily brief review of a vast 

^ House of Lords, 14tli November, 1936. 
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Since the conclusion of the war unemployment 
has constituted one of the major economic problems 
which modern society has had to face. For long, 
governments attempted to regard it as merely’ a 
temporary or ephemeral phenomenon to be solved 
by palliatives and short-term measures. But after 
twenty years this country still counts nearly 
2,000,000 without work, and there is every indica¬ 
tion that heavy unemployment is now a permanent 
feature of our civilisation. No true recognition of 
this fact is yet apparent, for how can one otherwise 
account for the complete absence of any adequate 
official investigation into the effects of unemploy¬ 
ment on the health and expectation of life of those 
thrown out of employment. It is indeed a matter for 
regret that so few attempts—official or unofficial— 
have been made to correlate mortahty rates with 
the incidence of unfavourable economic conditions. 

The U.S.A. appear to have more statistical and 
scientific information than this country, though 
admittedly they have at present insufficient re¬ 
search in progress. Space forbids an adequate con¬ 
sideration of some of the conclusions that have 

253 
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ditions.) Therefore the following pages are intended 
to indicate that the conditions and efiects of un¬ 
employment disclosed by certain studies must 
similarly apply to those areas suffering from 
severe and sustained unemployment examined and 
analysed in the preceding chapter, for how other¬ 
wise can the excess mortality revealed by the 
Tabulated Statistics be accounted for than by 
correlating it to poverty ? 

In this country there have been two recent in¬ 
vestigations into the subject the results of which 
are of considerable importance, e.g. the Survey of 
Stockton-on-Tees by G-. C. M. M‘Gonigle, Medical 
Officer of Health for that area, and J. Kirby, and 
the Pilgrim Trust Unemployment Enquiry. The 
author is indebted to those w’ho carried out these 
valuable investigations for permission to quote 
some of the results of their work. Here it should 
be noted that, in considering the references in these 
quotations to infant and maternal mortality and 
general and specific death rates, recourse for com¬ 
parisons shoffid be made to preceding chapters, 
particularly those dealing with the chief “ killing ” 
diseases, and the Tabulated Statistics. 

In the Survey of Stockton-on-Tees, consideration 
was given to the effect of unemployment on local 
death rates. The records of two groups of families 
were analysed. One group consisted of 369 un¬ 
employed families containing 1572 persons; the 
other group consisted of 408 employed families 
contaiaiag 1564 persons. It will be noted that 
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emerged from American researcli, but it is of interest 
to quote a recent statement by the Hon. Josephine 
Eoche, Under - Secretary of the United States 
Treasury in charge of Pubhc Health. According to 
the Lancet, she stated that the death rate from 
pulmonary tuberculosis in America is seven times 
as great among unsMUed workers as among pro¬ 
fessional workers. Further, that the pneumonia 
death-rate is three and a half times greater and the 
death rate from all causes is more than twice as 
high for the unskilled worker as it is for the pro¬ 
fessional worker. In a recent survey, instituted to 
ascertain the degree of morbidity in a sample of 
the American population (740,000 families com¬ 
prising approximately 3,500,000 individuals), it was 
revealed that disabling illness among persons on 
rehef was 68 per cent higher than among those 
belonging to famihes with an annual income of 
£750 or over. This survey also showed that one in 
every twenty heads of famihes on rehef was un¬ 
employed because of disabihty, while only one in 
250 heads of famihes in the higher-income groups 
was unemployed for that reason. It is unavoidable 
that much of the material which has been included 
in the preceding chapter is relevant to, and indeed 
forms the substance of, a consideration of the effects 
of unemployment on mortahty rates. (Viewed in 
terms of insufficient purchasing power, conclusions 
feomthe aspect of unemployment are also apphcable 
to that large section of the population underpaid 
and subject to unsatisfactory occupational con- 
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The authors then summarise their findings as 
follows : 

107 more unemployed persons died during four years tlian, 
by tile normal expected rate, sbxouid have died. 

59 more employed persons died during the four years than, 
by the normal expected rate, should have died. 

Epidemic incidence and death rate were, during the four- 
year period, insignificant, and cannot be assigned as a relevant 
factor in the death rate of either group. External environ¬ 
mental factors in each group appeared to be identical. By a 
process of exclusion it would appear that income, as expressed 
by purchasing power, is the only variant which correlates with 
the variant death rates. 

The following table will suffice to emphasise how 
excessively high mortality rates can be veiled : 

TABLE 49 

Example of Disgosed Excess Moetality, 1935 

1 Ratio uf 
Crude Death 

Rate per ItMX) 
' Comparability 

Factor 

Lf>eai Adjusted 
Dt-atb Hate 

Population to Natiuual 
Hate * 

England and Wales . . ; 11-7 1-00 1*00 
Standard 11-4 0*88 0-86 ; 
North . ’ 12-7 1-08 1 M7 ; 
Stockton-on-Tees M.B. . j 12-2 Ml i M6 

* For explanation see Table 18, “ Adult Mortality 

There is certainly nothing in these figures to 
indicate the existence of such alarmingly high 
death rates as revealed by the analysis of the two 
groups in Stockton-on-Tees. In fact, the adjusted 
death rate for Stockton-on-Tees is lower than that 
for the whole of the North. 

It does not appear to be illogical therefore, to 
s 
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numerically tlie personnel of the two groups was 
almost identical. The total population under review 
amounted to 3136. 

Of the unemployed group 8 had been out of 
work for from 6 to 8 months. The period of un¬ 
employment of the remainder varied from 1 to 14 

years. 
The weekly income of each of the 777 famihes 

was known, and calculations showed that— 

(1) The mean income of the 369 unemployed families 
was 29s. 2|d. per week ; 

(2) The mean income of the 408 employed families 
was 51s. 6d. per week. 

The standardised death-rates for the two groups 
are shown below. The excess percentages have been 
added to the statistics quoted. 

TABLE 48 

Sample op Stockton-on-Tees Death Rates 

Standardised Death Eates per 1,000 
Population 

Actual Expected Excess 

1931-4 Unemployed 29-29 8-75 
% 

235 
Employed 21-01 8-53 146 

In both cases the rates represent the mean of 
the four years. As the age and sex distribution of 
the iudividuals comprising each group was known, 
it was therefore possible to calculate the “ ex¬ 
pected death-rate ”, i.e. the death rate in proportion 
to the death rate for the whole country. 
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phenomena, such as birth rates, death rates and 
disease rates. It must be noted that by this pro¬ 
cedure, correlating not absolute unemployment 
levels and rates, but variations in absolute levels 
and rates from pre-depression to depression years, 
we may hope to eliminate the efiects of difierences 
existing among the County Boroughs at the begin¬ 
ning of the depression regarding climatic conditions, 
social housing conditions, quality of social services 
and medical institutions, and age composition of 
population. Incidentally, by basing our analysis 
on A-ariations in unemployment instead of absolute 
levels, Ave may hope to haA’e remoA'ed objections 
to the trustworthiness of our basic series, for the 
computation of which the local Unemployment 
Index has been used ; and this principal source gh'es 
a picture of variations in local unemployment 
figures Avith which any indiAidual figure taken in 
isolation is pretty nearly meaningless. In so far as 
in this comparison of A'ariations, the problem of 
standardisation comes in, i.e. in so far as there have 
been changes in the relatiA’e age composition of 
hard-hit and less hard-hit boroughs influencing the 
relatiA^e variations in the incidence of certain 
diseases of phenomena, care has been taken to make 
our comparison of pre-depression and post-depres¬ 
sion medical data for two dates as near together as 
practicable. If it is further taken into account that 
between 1930 and 1933 transference was nearly at a 
standstill, and that, therefore, changes in the age 
composition of the County Boroughs relatn^e to 
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suppose that there exist in the North and Wales 
extensive areas with similar, and even higher, 
mortahty rates than those prevailing in that part 
of Stockton-on-Tees investigated by the authors of 
Poverty and. Public Health. 

The findings of the investigation by the Pilgrim 
Trust Unemployment Enquiry were reported in 
October, 1937 (Interim Paper No. IV, by Dr. H. 
W. Singer). This investigation did not adopt the 
method of individual observation but covered a 
general statistical analysis of available statistical 
data. The vital statistics of 77 Enghsh and Welsh 
boroughs were analysed. The percentage of insured 
population unemployed during 1927-8 in each 
county borough (average of eight quarterly figures) 
was considered as the equihbrium pre-depression 
level of unemployment. The percentage of un¬ 
employed population during the five years 1930-34 
(average of twenty quarterly figures) was con¬ 
sidered as the depression level of unemployment. 
The difierence between the two figures was then 
taken as measuring the force with which the de¬ 
pression hit the county borough in the shape of 
unemployment. The ascertained average difference 
between depression level and pre-depression level 
for aU county boroughs was 10 per cent of the 
iusured population additionally put out of work. 

The Report states: “ The principle has been ob¬ 
served to correlate with this variation in unemploy¬ 
ment from pre-depression equihbrium to depression 
average variations in the incidence of certain vital 
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that would have occurred had the infantile death 
rate taken the same course since 192S, as in the 
eight Boroughs {i.e. the mfantile death rat*' Being 
100 for 1928, the expected number of infantile 
deaths is based on the index number of the in¬ 
fantile death rate applied to the number of live 
births in all County Boroughs): 

TABLE oO 

Infant Mortality ^Cuunty BoRorGH^'i, 1931-4 

Year Experted ' Actual Xuiul*tr 

1931 13,897 ’ 16,149 
1932 14,121 13,094 

1933 13,01)0 14,307 
1934 13,20*3 12,970 

34,278 58,520 

Thus, the actual number of infantile deaths is by 
4242, or 8 per cent, higher compared with -what it 
would have been had the development in the eight 
least affected Boroughs been general.” 

Maternal Mortality.—Here again the Report 
describes at length the analytical methods adopted, 
illustrating this section with tabulated statistics, 
and concludes : “ The actual number of maternal 
deaths was no less than 865, or 19-8 per cent higher 
than that obtained on the basis of places where 
there was little increase in unemployment. This 
difference is too striking to be explained away and 
may reasonably be assumed to be an effect of de¬ 
pression unemployment. It can thus be shown that 
unemployment during the last depression has raised 
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each other cannot have been very considerable, it 
appears that the problem of standardisation, where 
it arises at all, does not seriously jeopardise the 
significance of any results that may be arrived at. 

“ A word may be added about the interpretation 
of the results obtained in this way. Strictly speak¬ 
ing, wherever a correlation between unemployment 
and certain physical phenomena is shown to exist, 
it would be rash to conclude that a certain effect of 
unemployment has been demonstrated. All we have 
shown is that both unemployment, and, say, an 
increase in the incidence of tuberculosis are trade- 
cycle phenomena. It is, of course, possible that in 
a depression infantile mortahty is swollen by ia- 
creased mortahty among children of business people 
reduced from £2000 to £1000 a year. In fact, how¬ 
ever, we may safely consider this investigation as 
an investigation not into the social consequences 
of the trade cycle, but into the effects of unemploy¬ 
ment (suicide may be a possible exception).” 

Infant Mortality—The Report first investigates 
infant mortahty, and after discussing and analysing 
in detail the available statistics, states: “ The 
following table shows for all Coimty Boroughs 
the number of infantile deaths (under one year) 
in the four depression years 1931-1934, contrasting 
the actual and expected number. The expected 
number is based on the number of births and in¬ 
fantile deaths in eight County Boroughs with 5 per 
cent and less depression {additional) imemploy- 
ment. It represents the number of infantile deaths 
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is based, well above the lowest level of significance 
(according to E.A. Fisher’s Stadstkal Mdhods for 
Research Workers). 

“ The statistical expectation of the change in 
the diphtheria death-rate associated with a change 
in unemployment, as calculated from these figures, 
is that of a rise in the number of yearly deaths from 
diphtheria by 4-7 per million associated with a rise 
of unemployment by 1 per cent of the insured 
population. The number of additional deaths from 
diphtheria due to rise in unemployment by 10 per 
cent (sustained for 5 years) during the last de¬ 
pression may, therefore, be estimated at 8400 
(1680 a year).” 

The Report also states that Traces of a cor¬ 
relation between changes in unemployment and 
changes in mortaUty have also been found in the 
case of diarrhoea and enteritis under two years, 
mortahty being expressed as a rate per 1000 live 
births ”. 

While, undoubtedly, there are many causal 
factors at work—with varying degrees of intensity 
—^to account for the high excess mortality revealed 
by the Tabulated Statistics in this book, in the 
Reports of the Pilgrim Trust Unemployment 
Enquiry and from a study of all the other corrobor¬ 
ative eAudence, there emerges, however, but one 
major factor which completely dominates all other 
possible influences, and that, in short, is poverty 
on a scale hitherto unrecognised. AVhat other con- 
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maternal mortality rates by something like 20 per 
cent. If this percentage, obtained for the 77 County 
Boroughs, can in any way be considered as re¬ 
presentative, we may estimate the number of 
human victims of depression unemployment among 
mothers dying of puerperal disease as 3200.” 

Tuberculosis.—The change in unemployment 
and change in the rate of deaths from tuberculosis 
of the respiratory system is examined in detail. 
The Report states: “ The result . . . pomts agam 
in the direction of a positive association; an ab¬ 
normally high degree of depression unemployment 
tends to be associated with a comparatively un¬ 
favourable development in the death rate from 
tuberculosis of the respiratory system 

BipJiilieria.—On this disease the Report ex¬ 
pressed the opinion that “ When our method was 
apphed to an examination of diphtheria mortality 
regarding their association with unemployment, 
a much clearer connexion could be established than 
in the case of either tuberculosis or infantile mor- 
tahty in general. Comparing our index of depression 
imemployment with differences in the development 
of death rate from diphtheria between 1929 and 
1933, we obtained a positive coefficient of cor¬ 
relation of plus 0‘2194, which is clearly indicative 
of an association of a (relative) increase in un¬ 
employment with a (relative) increase in mortality 
from diphtheria—only sHghtly less indicative tba,Ti 

in the case of maternal child-birth mortahty. The 
figure is, in view of the number of data on which it 
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the year ended 30th September, 1937, remarked 
that, while there appeared to be one or two places 
in which the standard of health was definitely 
below the normal, m certain respects it was satis¬ 
factory and sm-prising that the general level of 
health in the areas had not sufiered more during 
the long period of depression and unemployment. 
Much, of course, depends, as is stated elsewhere in 
these chapters, on the standard of " normality " 
adopted. Apart, however, from this controversial 
aspect, the Commissioner implies the existence of a 
relationship between the effects of unemployment 
and premature death. MTiilst there is undoubted 
evidence for stating that the health of the un¬ 
employed, and, what is often overlooked, the well¬ 
being of those dependent upon their earnings, must 
suffer through loss of work, how far and to what 
extent does this fall in the level of health affect 
mortality figures among the unemployed, whilst 
registered as such, and their dependants over the 
whole country every year 1 Or, on the other hand, 
to what degree are the rates of mortality influenced 
by the resumption of work by a considerable 
number of men and women who have been un¬ 
employed for long periods ? 

This aspect of the unemployment problem, 
namely the summation of adverse factors, some 
psychological, some physiological, in producing 
a definitely lower plane of germ resistance, not 
perhaps immediately recognisable as an obvious 
defect, is often forgotten. 
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elusions can be deduced ? What is true of Stockton- 
on-Tees, may, as previously indicated, hold good for 
other depressed localities and regions. The follow¬ 
ing table, taken from Poverty and Public Health, 
analyses mortality according to income. It is based 
on the survey of 777 families in Stockton-on-Tees. 

TABLE 51 

Mortality and Income 

(Death Rates in Groups arranged according to Income Level) 

1 Income per 
I Week in 

Shillings 
Population Crude Death 

Rate per 1000 
Expected 

Death Rate 
per 1000 

Standardised 
Death Rate 

per 1000 

i 25-35 1187 30-96 12-03 25-96 
1 35-45 712 18-60 9-65 19-34 
i 45-55 690 17-02 8-90 19-23 
1 55-65 275 12-72 8-47 15-13 
i 65-75 132 13-25 9-87 13-51 

75 up 140 9-00 7-89 11-52 

As the authors state : “If the apparent sig¬ 
nificance of the rates in this table is subsequently 
shown to be even approximately valid, the social 
and economic impheations will demand profound 
consideration. It is because of the magnitude of 
the issues involved that caution is necessary; 
but the striking nature of the findings in the present 
social study precludes the possibility of their being 
entirely ignored.” 

Lives are not terminated prematurely without 
cause; in 1936 nearly 54,000 men, women and 
children in the North and Wales did not die before 
their time without good reason. 

Yet Sir George Gillett, Commissioner for the 
Special Areas, in presenting his Annual Report for 
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able conclusion, but whether the impact is still 
in an incipient stage of development it is not 
possible to say. There is, at present., no evidence 
to suggest that there is no room for improvement 
in the death rates from various causes throughout 
the whole of England and Wales. These rates 
might therefore be lower but for the mteraction 
of unemployment, poverty and other factors on 
something like one-quarter of the total population. 

Will, therefore, a large proportion of unstable 
registered employment, and, consequently, a con¬ 
tinually changing unemployed population, affect 
extensively the trend in death rates, particularly 
if there is, for a period of, say, five to ten years, a 
considerable reduction in the total number of 
unemployed through their being reabsorbed into 
industry ? For there are grounds for behe\'ing that 
re-employment after unemplojmient does influence 
death rates. At the Eighteenth Conference of the 
National Association for the Prevention of Tubercu¬ 
losis, Dr. Bardiwell attributed the “ increased in¬ 
cidence ” of that disease among young women to 
the “ strain and stress of competitive wage-earning 
at a time when physically they are unfitted for it 

This last sentence might well account in part for 
the xmduly wide disparity between death rates from 
various causes in the North and Wales and the 
South, where unemployment has not since the war 
been so severe or widespread. 

In their Report in July 1936 the Unemploy¬ 
ment Assistance Board referred to another aspect 
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The bodies of those who are unemployed undergo 
a process of change, or adaptation, in an attempt 
to meet the altered conditions, to accommodate 
perhaps some abnormal functioning or deficiency 
in diet. Keserves of stamina are eaten up, but while 
there is no actual starvation there is no immediate 
collapse. So long as there is available food, drink 
and housing of a kind, the human machine can 
and will adapt itself to a considerable degree of 
privation without for a time there being any evi¬ 
dent indications of abnormahty. It will continue 
to function but at a reduced level of health, prob¬ 
ably while the routine of unemployment with aU 
its attendant evils of monotony and disinterested¬ 
ness remains unbroken. During this period there 
may not be the same exposure to risk, the same calls 
upon stamina and endurance, as during full-time 
employment. In other words, there is—^for a time— 
a reduced daily expenditure of energy. 

The phenomena of long-term and large-scale 
unemployment thus faces modern society with 
problems which are not solved merely by providing 
work. From the viewpoint of health, the past and 
its effect on those thrown out of work cannot be 
summarily dismissed. 

A shifting unemployed population of approxi¬ 
mately 2,000,000 must, in one year, affect directly 
and indirectly the lives of many millions more. 

When and to what extent will this factor reflect 
itself in mortality statistics? That it is already 
doing so in the North and Wales is an unavoid- 
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TABLE 52 

Death Kate axd Uxemtloymext in England, 

Yodr i:>-n 25-34 35—41 45-54 5 Ci 
ri)« r/ 

O’ O' O' c O' 0 0 '■ 0 o 0 o 0 0 u 
1S96 1-9 2*8 2*S 4*7 9*8 20-2 •J 

0%J 
1S97 2-1 2*9 3*1 5*1 10*4 2L8 3*3 
1898 20 2*9 3*1 5*1 10*5 22“4 2*S 
1899 2’2 3*2 36 6*2 12*3 25*0 2*0 

1909 23 3*3 3*6 6*4 12*2 26*9 2*5 
1901 2-1 3*0 3*2 5*5 11*5 23*6 3*3 
1902 20 2*9 3*3 5*4 11*5 23*7 4*0 
1903 1-7 2*6 30 4*6 10*5 22*3 4-7 
1904 1*9 2-7 30 4*7 10*6 23*3 6*0 
1905 1-9 2*7 3*0 4*5 10*4 22*8 5*0 
1906 2-0 2*6 3*0 4*7 10*6 24*0 3*6 
1907 1-9 2*6 3*1 4*8 10*8 24*2 3*7 
1908 1-8 2*6 3*0 4*5 10*3 23*6 7*8 
1909 2-0 2*6 3*0 4*6 10*7 23*6 7*7 
1910 1-7 2*4 2*5 4*1 9*8 4*7 
1911 2-1 2*6 2*9 4*5 10*4 22*7 3*0 
1912 2-0 , 2*4 . 2*8 4*4 10*4 23*0 3*2 
1913 1-9 ' 2*5 2*9 4*6 10*6 23*6 2*1 

1920 2-3 i 3-1 3*4 4*7 , 9*4 20*3 2*4 
1921 2-2 ! 2*9 3*0 4*4 8*9 20*5 14*8 
1922 2*2 ‘ 3*0 3*3 4*9 ! 9*7 22*4 15*2 
1923 2-1 1 2*8 : 3*0 4*5 9*1 20*8 11*6 
1924 ; 2-1 2*8 ; 30 4*8 9*6 21*9 10*2 
1925 2*2 i 2*8 i 31 4*8 9*9 21*8 11*0 
1926 2*2 2*6 3*0 1 4-7 9*6 20*9 12*3 
1927 1 2*2 ! 2*9 ; 3*2 , 5*4 10*6 22*4 9*6 
1928 1 2*3 : 27 3*2 4*9 10*1 21*5 10*7 
1929 2*5 : 3*1 

i 
3*5 5*9 12*0 24*4 10*3 

1930 i 2*3 1 2*8 3*2 4*9 10*5 21*8 15*8 
1931 ! 2-4 i 3*1 3*2 5*2 1 IM I 23*0 21*1 
1932 i 2*4 i 3*0 1 3*1 I 4*8 10*5 22*8 21*9 
1933 ' 2*5 3*2 3*4 ^ 5*4 ! 11*6 23*4 19*8 
1934 j 2*4 i 3*0 * 3*2 4*9 10*9 23*3 16*6 
1935 1 2*1 ! 2*9 ! 3*1 5*0 10*8 23*2 15*3 

These figures are taken from ISew Fashiom in 
Wage Theory, by Jiitgen Kuczynski, who dis¬ 
cusses the problem and states that “ Since the 
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of the same problem; the efiect on the health of 
the women whose husbands are unemployed. The 
Board’s Officer for the Durham Area comments 
upon the courage and resourcefulness of the tj’pical 
Durham housewife. She has acquired, they stated, 
a technique in household management which en¬ 
ables her to do wonders on a small income, but many 
“ show signs of the stress and strain of this continual 
fight against odds ”. A Eeport in the same sense 
comes from the Officer in Charge of the Newport 
Area, and evidence of a like character can be elicited 
from innumerable similar reliable sources, com¬ 
menting upon the adverse effect on health during 
unemployment and during a period of work follow¬ 
ing upon unemployment. 

In Men Without Worh, cited elsewhere in this 
book, the following illuminating passage occurs: 
“ A feature that was noticeable in almost every 
household was the refusal to economise on the food 
or clothing for the children, though the parents 
would go short. Even in Liverpool this was the 
rule, and the cases where the children were in 
rags, while the parents were better dressed, were 
rare and almost always went with very low general 
standards. In several instances great efforts were 
being made to keep the children at school till 16, 
‘ even if we have to starve for it. Education is the 
only thing that matters now 

A study of the relationship between the death 
rate and unemployment in England from 1896 to 
1935 yields some disquieting results : 
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KuczvHski concludes bv remarkins that ?reat 
trade acti\'ity with severe intensity of work and 
great absorption of workers affects the health of 
the worker adversely and leads to an increase in 
the death rate, especially among the middle age 
groups between 35 and 54, while a sudden increase 
in unemployment, following upon a period of great 
trade activity, leads to a decline in the death rate 
One conclusion which cannot be avoided is that, 
assuming the operation of adequate wage rates and 
unemployment payments, these changes would 
not by any means have been so marked. A study, 
therefore, of these two sources of income and 
mortality rates would appear to be more hkely to 
yield faithful results. 

There is, further, one factor of major import¬ 
ance that may conceivably upset the balance of 
Kuczynski’s conclusion. Never before has there 
been unemployment on so vast a scale or of, ap¬ 
parently, such a permanent character. How far 
death rates wiU be conditioned thereby it is not 
possible to estimate. The only reliable conclusion 
that can be made in face of approximately 54,000 
foreshortened lives in the North and Wales during 
1936 is that unemployment must, in the long run, 
affect the expectation of life of those who are re¬ 
jected and forgotten by our industrial system. 

What then, in terms of human suffering, do 
these early and unnecessary deaths entail ? \\Tiat 
does this human wastage mean to the families, the 
relatives and the friends of the victims ? Something 
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deati rate during the years under review had the 
tendency to decline anyway, whatever other factors 
may have been effective in making for an increase 
of the death rate, we have eliminated this down¬ 
ward trend. The unemployment figures which we 
give refer to both male and female workers, separ¬ 
ate figures for male workers being available only 
for post-war years and not differing appreciably 
from those for all workers taken together. There is 
another and more serious flaw in the compara- 
bihty of the death rate and the unemployment 
figures caused by the fact that the death rate figures 
pertain to the total male population while the un¬ 
employment figures refer to workers only. Yet all 
these differences in the character of the two sets of 
statistics are not serious enough to invahdate the 
possible positive or negative results of a comparison.” 
It will be seen therefore that: 

Years of Exceptionally 
High or Comparatively Change in 

High Trade Activity and Death Rate 
Low Unemployment 

1899 . Marked increase 
1907 . Very slight increase 
1924 . Marked increase 
1927 • »j 
1929 * jj 

Tears of First Eapid 
Increa>se of Change in 

Unemphymerd Death Rate 
during Depression 

1901 . Marked decline 
1908 . Slight decline 
1921 . Marked decline 
1930 • 95 
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“ South-West Durham remains a derelict area. In 
Cumberland there are several places . . . IMary- 
port with 10,000 inhabitants being one and (i'leator 
Moor another . . . which are rapidly lapsing into 
the same helplessness and well-nigh hopelessness; 
and in South Wales ‘ all along the heads of the 
valleys stand towns that have outlived their 
industries It is tragedy when fate remorselessly 
drives the innocent to destruction; but here is no 
work of the fates but of men ; and what man has 
done badly man can mend. So then, while there 
is marked improvement in the distressed areas, it 
is sporadic. There are still areas of distress forsaken 
by industry and economically derelict. The problem 
of the areas can also be stated in terms of men as 
well as in terms of localities. In the derelict spots 
whole communities are overwhelmed ; but through¬ 
out the areas, and even where industry has returned 
and is active, there are middle-aged and older men 
who were marooned when the industrial tide re¬ 
ceded, perhaps a decade or more ago, and the re¬ 
turning tide does not reach them. Standing idle 
with them, but on a diEerent moral plane, are young 
men in their twenties who grew to working age 
when there was no vacant job in sight and who have 
never worked. Scores of thousands of men, and not a 
few places in the areas, remain imtouched by the 
industrial revival which has almost halved the un¬ 
employment in the areas as a whole. They are 
as they were.” 

“ Many a woman,” their Correspondent writes, 
T 
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like 500,000 people must suffer incalculable pain 
unnecessarily every year in the North and Wales 
on the assumption that each death involves ten 
relatives and close friends. The Times relates some¬ 
thing of the suffering that exists in these areas 
to-day. Their experienced Special Correspondent, 
who carried out for the paper several surveys of 
the Special Areas in England and Wales, con¬ 
tributed a number of articles early in November, 
1937. On the 3rd of that month he wrote: 
“ Encroaching distress of mind, if not of body, is 
inseparable from long-continued worklessness. 
Overstatement cannot intensify, any more than 
complacency can mask, the human seriousness of 
that terrible fact. By darkening the truth in order 
to evoke sympathy it is all too easy to do the Areas 
the disservice of scaring new industry away. At the 
same time, if anyone feels satisfied that everything 
is well in Britain, let him visit Dowlais, or lose his way 
in Page Bank, or stand beside Maryport’s almost 

silent harbour.” 
Commenting on these Reports, the editorial 

states: “ Our Special Correspondent asks whether 
the manifest improvement can be regarded as per¬ 
manent. His finding is that it is still too narrowly 
based. Indeed he hints at the possibihty that dis¬ 
tressed areas of the future may be now in process 
of creation by rehance on single industries. Some 
places are visibly decaying and industry is threaten¬ 

ing to leave them.” 
The editorial on the following day states: 
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“with, children still at school lives day after day with 
the knowledge that, although her husband has it 
in him to return to full working life, he fears he may 
remain a drag on the family for the rest of his days 
because it would need an act of faith on the part 
of an employer to give him work again.” The 
editorial concludes: “ Something of the pity and 
pathos of it all is in that sentence. The areas are 
not merely tracts of country where industry has 
decayed ; they are the dwelling-places of thousands 
of men and women whose hves have been made a 
burden by unceasing care and poverty and the 
hopelessness of existence on ‘ the dole ’. The human 
suffering calls loudly for succour ; and the healing 
instrument must be work.” 



CHAPTER XIII 

INTER-REGIONAL inGRATION 

(I) THE CAUSES 

Preceding chapters have, to an extent, epitomised 
the emergence of two nations—two nations within 
one; dissimilar to Disraeli’s by geographical de¬ 
finitions but nevertheless having pomts of com¬ 
parison. On one hand the North and Wales with 
surplus mortahty, excessive illness and inefficiency, 
malnourished children, deteriorating communities, 
high unemployment and human distress; and on the 
other the South, relatively prosperous, relatively 
healthy but withal unplanned, congested and 
suburban with a deteriorating cultural back¬ 
ground. In contrasting the one with the other it 
must not be forgotten that unemplojunent, ill- 
health and poverty exist in considerable degree in 
the South—^to which the slums of London and else¬ 
where bear witness—but despite the unequal distribu¬ 
tion of wealth in the South the diSerence sinks to 
the lowest level of insignificance judged by a con¬ 
trast between the average economic standard in the 
South and that in the North and Wales. 

There is every indication that the factors in¬ 
fluencing the growth of this disparity will continue 

277 
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the populations of the areas with which this book 
is concerned ? 

(2) THE FACTS OF POPULATION MOVEMENTS 

The following tables show the regional changes 
in the populations between the years 1921,1931 and 
1936. 

TABLE 53 

Changes in Regional Populations and Intee»eegional 
^Migration, 1921-36 

Region 
Estimated 

, Mid-year 
Population, 

1936 

Change in 
Population, 

1931-36 

Proportion of 
Increase hy 
Births over 

Deaths 

Priiportion of 
Iiicre-ase by 
Migration 

(Net Baianee 
inward * 

(2) (3) (4) 
1 ! 

England and 40,839,000 851,000 68 32 
Wales 

South East . i 14,192,640 777,600 ! 28 72 
“ Standard ” 5,616,940 394,100 18 82 
North . 13,129,537 26,000 
North I . ; 2,222,270 - 30,000 

i Wales . ; 2,516,880 , - 75,000 
: Wales I . ; 1,830,720 

_1_L 
- 70,000 I 1 

Percentage Change in Percentage Natural j Estimated Net 
Total Tlesident Population Increase Balance of Migration 

! 
Region j SDd-years 

1921-31 
Census 1931! 
to Mid-year i 

1936 
(adjusted to 

1936 
Boundaries) 

Mid-years ; 

1 

Census ; 
1931 to i Mid-years i 

Census 
1931 to 

(adjusted to 1921-31 ; Mid-year ; 1921-31 ; Mid-year 
1931 (adjusted) j 1936 i (adjusted) 1936 

■ Boundaries) (adjusted) | (adjusted) 

(5) (6) i (7) (8) 1 (9) (10) 

1 O' 
yO Oi' 1 <o 

England and 5*6 2*22 ' 1 6-0 1 1*50 ! ; - 0-4 0*72 

Wales 1 
South East . 

i 
10-8 ’ 5-30 5-6 ! 1*48 5*2 i 3-82 

“ Standard ” 13*3 6-94 4*7 j 1-23 8-3 I 5*71 

North 2*5 0*20 5*9 1-45 - 3-4 I -1*25 

North I 0-5 -Ml 9*7 2*75 - 9-2 1 -386 

Wales - 2*5 -2*89 7*2 j 1*47 1 - 9*7 ! -4*36 

Wal^ I - 3*4 -3*69 8*6 1 1*94 1 -120 1 -5*63 
J_; 
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to operate with undiminished energy unless their 
tendencies be dehberately reversed by the State. On 
the one hand a successful and expanding market; 
on the other a depressed and contracting one. The 
attraction of the one for the other grows accumulat¬ 
ively. Each new industry in the South requires a 
host of smaller satellite industries, and each new 
immigrant from the North or Wales represents 
increased purchasing power, and so the process 
gathers momentum. The result: an Hi-balanced 
and unsound distribution of human and material 
wealth which, if allowed to grow beyond a certain 
degree of social and economic insanity, wHl involve, 
as a counteracting force. State interference in 
practically every sphere of social and economic 
activity. 

It is not the function of this book to judge how 
far this process has continued ; it only remains to 
assess—so far as it is possible—^the immediate 
consequences, locally, regionally and nationally, 
of the shifting currents of populations forced by 
sheer economic necessity to migrate. Whilst the 
location of industry is no concern of the State 
(except in war or under the threat of war), hundreds 
of thousands of human beings are required by the 
State in the name of industrial transference to move 
around the country at the behest of industry. 
Whilst this is euphemistically described as “ finrling 
work for the workless ”, it is but part of a vicious 
circle gaining force. What, then, are the cumulative 
effects of industrial transference and migration on 
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or outward balance, no figures are available to 
evaluate the sum-total of the flow in either direction. 
Neither do the figures tell us the destinations of 
the outward balances or anything of the great 
movements of populations within each region. The 
preceding tables do, however, indicate the broad 
outline of the net balance of population movements. 
It will be seen that in fifteen years the North and 
Wales have lost, on balance, approximately a 
million people. The annual net loss for 1931-0 was. 
it seems, higher than for 1921-31, and that for 
1936 was considerably in excess of the average for 
1931-5. As ivill be illustrated later, some areas lost 
a larger percentage of their 1921 populations than 
is shown in the foregoing tables. 

In general, the more depressed the region the 
greater the tendency to emigrate. South Wales, for 
instance, lost practically one-sixth of her 1921 
population. Of the million who emigrated from the 
North and Wales the great majority came South, 
the “ Standard ” area receiving nearly three- 
quarters and a far greater annual number during 
the quinquennium than prior to 1931. During the 
period 1923-37, the insured population of the 
Home Counties increased by the abnormally high 
figure of 74 per cent. This tremendous rate of 
growth was, it should be remembered, accompanied 
by the almost complete absence of any sort of 
planned development. 

One tendency which is shown by an intensive 
study of the inter-regional movements of population 
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TABLE 53—continued 

Estimated Net Balance of Migration (Approximate 
Number of Persons) 

Region Mid-years 
1921-31 

(adjusted) 

Census 1931 to 
Dlid-year 1936 

(adjusted) 

Mid-years 
1921-36 

(adjusted) 

(11) (12) (13) 

England and Wales -158,000 285,000 127,000 
, South East 632,000 515,000 1,147,000 

Standard ” 389,000 300,000 689,000 
North -440,000 -170,000 - 610,000 
North I . . . -207,000 - 88,000 -295,000 
Wales -259,000 -112,000 -371,000 

: Wales I . -237,000 -106,000 -343,000 

Notes ~{(i) The composition of the regions are given in the Tabulated Statistics. 
(р) The percentages in columns 5, 7 and 9 are based on the population in 1921 

of the regions as their boundaries were constituted in 1931. 
(с) The percentages in columns 6, 8 and 10 are based on the population in 

1931 of the regions as their boundaries were constituted in 1936. 
(d) Owing to the changes that have occurred in the boundaries of most of the 

regions between 1931 and 1936 the figures for 1921-31 and 1931-30 are not 
strictly comparable. 

Observe the percentage change for the “ Stand¬ 
ard ” area for both periods, and the enormous dis¬ 
parity with the national percentages and those for 
the North and Wales. 

Note, too, the percentage natural increase (ex¬ 
cess of births over deaths) and the fact that the 
“ Standard ” percentages are the lowest for both 
periods, those for North I, for instance, being 
twice as high. These bear out the remarks else¬ 
where in these chapters that it is only higher 
fertihty in the North and Wales that is preventing 
an earlier decline in population by feeding the more 
prosperous areas of the country with a constantly 
high stream of young migrants. 

The official statistics relating to inter-regional 
migration cannot be considered altogether satis¬ 
factory, as although we can assess the net inward 
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On the other hand, a large number of persons 
do not settle down and eventually return to their 
homes. The Ministry of Labour assesses the " co¬ 
efficient of wastage” for juvenile transferees at 
about 35 per cent and for adults at 27 per cent. 
In the case of families under the Land Settlement 
Scheme the proportion is very much lower. 

(3) rNTER-EEGIOJTAL MIGRATIOX AND ITS 

CONSEQUENCES 

The constant stream of emigration from the 
North and Wales during the fifteen years to 1936 
must have in its entirety far-reaching consequences 
on the social and economic life of the depleted 
areas. These eSects condition, and are naturally 
cognate to, many of the other social problems that 
have been considered. It is, however, beyond the 
scope of these chapters to consider all the possible 
deleterious efiects. For instance, no attempt will 
be made to judge statistically the effect on future 
fertility in the North or Wales following upon the 
emigration of large numbers of potential parents. 
Many of the consequences of a declining and age¬ 
ing community indicated in this chapter are of 
course discussed in the chapter, “ The Problem of 
Population ”. 

As the issues involved by such large-scale 
movements of population and wealth are almost 
illimitable, a survey of the possible and probable 
consequences will be confined to a consideration of 
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over the last fifteen years bears out the conclusion, 
constantly forcing itself to the front in many of 
these chapters, that the general recovery from the 
depression has not afiected the North and Wales 
to anything like the same extent as the South. 
When the depression was generally widespread— 
as in 1932-3 for instance—^there was less inclination 
on the part of inhabitants of particularly depressed 
areas to move. The years 1935-6 witnessed, how¬ 
ever, an intensifi.ed emigration impelled, no doubt, 
by the far greater recovery in the South. This is 
clearly shown in the following statistics relating 
to the Ministry of Labour’s Industrial Trans¬ 
ference Schemes: 

TABLE 54 

InDUSTEIAL TEANSrERENCE FROM THE DEPRESSED ArEAS, 1928-36 

(Numbers of Individual Workers Transferred under Ministry of Labour 
Transference Schemes) 

1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 

Men, women, 
boys and girls 
(total) 

1840 43,698 33,031 23,374 14,140 13,443 16,421 29,753 43,606 

1937 (six months Total to June, 
only) 22,843 1937 242,049 

These figures of assisted migration do not in¬ 
clude the families of married transferees (rmder 
the Ministry of Labour’s Land Settlement Scheme ^ 
27,809 families transferred from 1929 to June 1937), 
so the actual number of persons must have been 
considerably in excess of 242,000. 

1 Included in Table 54. 
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TABLE 56 

Age Structure of EMiGRAXTh 

Age Group ; Waleb I 
Dnrhain A,f\ 

(e.xfiiuling the Fne 
County ii'ijroijgh.-' ■ 

0-U 126 162 
15-29 535 532 
30-44 213 176 
45-59 101 82 
60 Up 25 48 

1000 1000 

Of total emigration and transference, it will be 
seen tbat over 75 per cent constitutes industrially 
active and married or marriageable age groups. 
As these figures cover the decennium to 1931, it 
must be borne in mind that emigration and trans¬ 
ference has, since then, been greatly intensified. 

By restricting the analysis to smaller and more 
depressed communities, such as the Rhondda 
and Jarrow, the devastating efiects consequent 
upon large-scale “ occupiable ” emigration can be 
more clearly visuahsed (see Table 57). 

As the 10-19 group in 1921 is the source of the 
20-29 group in 1931, and if, therefore, these two 
groups are related to each other for the country as 
a whole and for the Rhondda respectively, the 
deficiency of 20-29 old people is found to amount to 
not less than 40 per cent. 

Broadly speaking, these effects apply equally 
well to other depressed communities in the North 
and Wales. As, however, the extent of the area 
increases, the effects operate with less intensity but 
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some of the more important factors that contribute 
to the subject. In the first place, then, Wales I 
will be considered, as this area has its counterpart 
—^in varying degrees—^in the North. As a prelimin¬ 
ary to a review of the factors it is necessary to 
assess the efiect of migration on age structure. 
After taking into consideration a number of 
relevant factors such as higher mortality and fer¬ 
tility, a “ survival rate ” for each age group in 
Wales I is obtained. The result of this procedure is 

shown below; 

TABLE 56 

Age Stbttcttjee and Emigration 

j Age Group 

Wales I, 1921-31 i 

Population 
according to 

Rates of 
Survival 

Actual 
Population 

Deficiency 
(Emigration) 

t 
Per Cent 

0-4 154,941 153,129 1,812 Ml 
i 
1 

5-9 1 196,767 185,212 11,555 5-9 Y 4-5 
10-14 195,852 184,726 11,126 5*7] 

! 15-19 202,664 170,170 32,494 ! lO-Ol 
i 20-24 197,122 154,938 42,184 21-4 [17*8 
: 25-29 181,219 152,708 28,511 i 15*7 J 

30-34 160,681 143,586 17,095 10-6) 1 
35-39 148,477 135,534 12,943 8*7 ■ 9-2 1 
40-44 135,555 124,652 10,903 8-0J i 
45-49 125,578 116,385 9,192 7*3) 

' 50-54 110,628 104,479 6,149 5*61 5-9 
55-59 95,063 90,993 4,070 4.3j 
60-64 72,937 70,173 2,764 3-81 
65-69 52,557 50,816 1,741 3-3' . 2*6 

j 70 Up 60,406 60,085 321 0-5j 

Assuming total emigration to represent 1000, 
the age composition is : 
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explains that “ The following table shows the age 
distribution for the Ehondda U.D. in 1941 ftu the 
following assumptions ; Industrial transferenee be¬ 
tween 1921 and 1931 is completely attributed to the 

TABLE 58 

Forecast of Age Distribution in the Rhondda, 1941 

Age Group Actual 
Xumber 

1921 = 100. 
PerccnUge nf 1921 

Numbers 
Total 

Population 

1931 1941 

Pre- f 0-4 6,999 61-0 37-3 727 1 
industrial J 

1 &-9 8,140 77-2 42-7 846 -2457 
age 1 10-14 ; 8,506 80*7 44-8 884 j 

Young f 15-19 8,248 77-3 50-8 856'| 
industrial J 

1 20-24 5,853 81*4 43-6 608 -1989 
age 1 25-29 5,057 85*6 39-5 525j 

Industrial f 30-34 : 5,935 88*3 50-8 618] 
middle J i 35-39 6,771 89-4 60-8 703-2023 
age 1 40-44 . 6,753 92*4 67-6 702j 

f 45-49 6,554 95-4 71-4 6811 Xiicl uii Lrijil 1 
i 50-54 6,304 105-7 84-2 655-1952 

! old age 
1 55-59 i 

i 
5,932 1 129-0 1 110-1 616j 

( f 60-64 5,202 1 X44-4 I 141-8 540'j 
1 Post- 65-69 4,248 i 148-4 1 176-3 1 441 
! industrial \ 70-74 2,888 i 146-3 ! 210-8 , 300 -1578 

1 75-79 1 1,814 125-2 ' 238-0 ; 188 1 age 
1 80 Up 1 1 1,047 122-6 282-2 : IO9J 

i 

i 96,251 
1 

i 

quinquennium 1926-1931. In each of the two quin¬ 
quennia 1931-1936 and 1936-1941 the same pro¬ 
portion of the population (i.e. a successively smaller 
actual number) to be transferred from the Rhondda. 
The age distribution of transferred people to remain 
the same as between 1921 and 1931. The net birth 
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still witli considerable force. A consideration of 
inter-regional migration, therefore, involves two 
aspects of each social and economic factor that 
arises; namely, the depletion in the total population 
and the changing age distribution. Before dis¬ 
cussing these factors it is necessary to remember 
that it is impossible to consider them in vacuo; 
that is, without relation to the future. 

TABLE 57 

Age Steitctijiie and Emigeation, Rhondda, 1921-31 

(Number of People in Ten-year Age Groups 1931 on Basis of 
1921 = 100, and Particular Change in the Rhondda) * 

Age Group 
England and 

Wales Rhondda 
Particular 
Change in 
Rhondda 

% % P/ /o 
0-9 92*3 69-0 -23-3 

10-19 92-7 79-4 -13-3 
20-29 112-1 83-5 -28-6 
30-39 105-6 89-0 -16-6 
40-49 104-2 93-7 -10-5 
50-59 122-1 115-5 - 6-6 
60-69 129-1 145-9 + 16-8 
70-79 130-7 138-7 + 8-0 
80 Up 125-8 122-6 - 3-2 

Total . 105-45 86-86 -18-59 

* These figures are taken from Interim Report No. Ill of the Pilgrim Trust Un¬ 
employment EncLUiry. 

What primarily has to be assessed is not the im¬ 
pact of these changes on to-day but on to-morrow 
—a morrow that is quite near. Reahsing this, the 
Pilgrim Trust Unemployment Enquiry included 
in their Third Interim Report a forecast of the age 
distribution in the Rhondda in 1941. The Report 
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suppose that feeble-iiamded tvpes and niarginal 

defectives are being created if tlie experienc*' of 
depopulated rural areas is any criterion. The \Voo<l 
Report on Mental Deficiency stated that the mean 
incidence of defects for all ages in the url^an areas 
was 6‘49 per 1000 population as compared with 
10-66 in the rural areas. Remember, too. that the 
mother is the child’s environment—^before and 
after birth—and, as has been stressed in previous 
chapters, the future population is being increasingly 
drawn from these areas, the North and WaleL 
With a higher percentage of old people and con¬ 
sequently an increased burden on the “occupied 
age p-oups”, a tendency to delay marriage and 
restrict parenthood is likely to follow. Death rates 
are likely to rise rapidly with such an imdue pre¬ 
ponderance of old people. With such a distorted 
age structure it is not unlikely that the results of a 
decline in the “ occupied age groups ” will be to 
embarrass and shorten the lives of those over 60 
years of age through the pressure of harmful econ¬ 
omic and social factors. 

From the national aspect, the effects of such 
large-scale population movements imply serious 
repercussions on the birth rate. As is shown in 
earlier chapters, those regions of high fertility like 
North I and Wales I are associated with depression 
and poverty and the shifting of their personnel to 
regions where there is no pre-existing tradition of 
high fertility must be expected to encourage further 
decline. The process of transferring people belonging 

u 
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rate per 100 population between 20 and 50 to fall 
between 1931 and 1941 in equal steps from tbe 
Rbondda-rate in 1931 ( = 37-11) to tbe country rate 
in 1931 ( = 32-92). Rates of survival for each age 
group to be tbe same as in tbe whole country 
between 1921 and -1931.” 

(4) EFFECT ON BIRTH, MARRIAGE AND 

DEATH RATES 

A reduction by 1941 (considered in terms of 
1921 =100) of over 50 per cent in tbe biologically 
important age groups is bkely to bave a dramatic 
effect on tbe number of birtbs : not only quantita¬ 
tively but qualitatively. One cannot drain away for 
twenty years tbe most enterprising, active, alert and 
bealtbiest from tbe young age groups (tbe Ministry 
of Labour’s Transference Schemes are, of course, 
selective) without seriously conditioning in. a dys- 
genic direction tbe quabty of tbe present and future 
population. Those left behind, below tbe average 
in inteUigence and physique, wiU intermarry and 
.consequently tend to create clusters of tbe “ Social 
Problem Glroup ”. This group is tbe source from 
which all too many of our criminals, paupers, 
degenerates, unemployables and defectives are 
recruited. Though one may then expect to hear tbe 
famibar contention of “ unemployabibty ”, tbe 
use of tbe term is incompatible with the deliberate 
creation (past and present) of conditions which 
determine tbe flow of such types. It is logical to 
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sions in the eyes of the depressed community than it 
did before with a larger population of a more balanced 
age composition. According to the Pilgrim Trust 
Unemployment Enquiry estimates, the “ number of 
60-64 years old people in the Rhondda will be 
higher than that of 25-29 years old (in 1941), 
whereas in 1921 there were more than 3, and in 
1931 more than 2, of the younger group to each of 
the 60-64 years olds Thus, assuming the indus¬ 
trially active age groups (15-50, including women) 
= 100, the change in the relationship can be seen: 

TABLE 59 

Burden of Inactive Age Groups, Bhondda, 1921-41 

i 1921 1 1931 1 1941 

j Inactive because of youth, 0-14 67 1 57 52 
1 Inactive because of age, 51 Up 25 ! 

t 
38 j 61 

{ 1 92 ! 95 1 113 
1 = 100 j = 103 1 = 123 

The “ deadweight ” of old and ageing people will 
therefore have doubled in twenty years in a com¬ 
munity drained of its best types. 

AU these factors, declining population (qualita¬ 
tively as well), increased burden of unemployment 
and old people, will result not only in a diminution 
of local purchasing power but in a change in de¬ 
mand. AU the social apparatus will stiU. be needed 
and have to be maintained chiefly on the local 
rates. The roads, hghting, water, sewage and other 
services will assume more expensive proportions 
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to the industrial age groups from one area to another 
is not only hound to quicken the decline in the 
national birth rate, but does not appear, in itself 
to provide a solution for the depleted communities 
unless the only practicable remedy is to completely 
denude such areas as North I and Wales I of all 
human beings. 

(5) ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES 

(a) The North and Woks 

A reduction in the total volume of imemploy- 
ment—so often cited as a measurement of improve¬ 
ment in distressed areas—^has little or no value to 
that community if the incidence of unemployment 
remains the same. This, of course, is the case in many 
declining communities. In actual fact the popula¬ 
tion of one-third of the coimtry—^the North and 
Wales—^was declining by 1936, the reduction in 
Wales having set in much earlier. Naturally one 
would expect to find a decline in the total volume 
of imemployment in those regions. Approximately 
66 per cent of the net outward balance of migrants 
from South Wales between 1921 and 1931 were 
under 30, and 87 per cent under 45; in North I 
the percentages were 69 and 87 respectively. These 
were mainly registered or potentially registerable 
employed persons. Thus, with a reduction in the 
number of unemployed and even with a decline in 
the incidence, the importance of the workless that 
remain assumes, in aU probability, far greater dimen- 
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less able to support the necessary services for tbe 
maintenance of their communities. If in the future 
there vras a decline in the population of the country, 
the cost to the community of the duplication of 
services would become increasingly burdensome. 

“ Again, where migration had taken place from 
the older industrial areas, it was, in the main, the 
more vigorous sections of the population which had 
tended to leave, and if, as appeared ine\T.table, the 
average age of the population rose, elderly people 
would form a disproportionate share of the popula¬ 
tion. Migration also tended to lessen the chance of 
attracting new industries to the depressed areas 
by reducing the size of what was one of their chief 
economic assets—an experienced industrial popu¬ 
lation. 

“ If things were left to work themselves out 
there might be a long period of decline, involving 
widespread suffering.” 

It is indeed questionable whether any revival 
is possible in these areas with a declining population 
unless action on a far-reaching scale is undertaken. 
Many authorities are of the opinion, despite 
“ popular ” belief, that a declining population will 
not mean declining unemployment. Mr. H. D. 
Henderson, for instance, states that “ It seems to 
me unlikely therefore, despite the popular impres¬ 
sion to the contrary, that a declining population 
wiU tend to diminish unemployment Whilst 
these opinions are based on the problem from a 

^ Sociological Review, July, 1937. 
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to this changed community. Eepercussions will he 
felt in many other directions, such as local trans¬ 
port facilities. The results will be seen in a drop in 
ratable values. Many of these factors will con¬ 
tribute to a rise in local rates (compare, for ia- 
stance, the rates for Merthyr Tydfil, Jarrow, etc., 
with Eastbourne) which will tend to drive away the 
remaining wealthier people in the depressed com¬ 
munities ; and wiU in turn repel industry, thus 
creatiug favourable conditions for further economic 
deterioration. Even if mdustry is induced to settle 
in these areas, the “ raw material ” for future 
skilled workers has diminished. So, whilst there will 
be overcrowded schools, insuflGicient health-services, 
hospitals, etc., lack of playing-fields, clubs and 
public utOity undertakings in the South, aU this 
social capital will be, and is, rendered redundant in 
communities in the North and Wales. 

Mr. Humbert Wolfe, Principal Assistant Secre¬ 
tary of the Ministry of Labour, in giving evidence 
on 2nd February, 1938, before the Royal Com¬ 
mission on the Geographical Distribution of the 
Industrial Population, stated, according to The 
Times : “ On the other hand, the estabhshment of 
industries in new and undeveloped areas had its 
disadvantages. It involved expenditure for the 
provision of roads, houses, schools and similar 
services at a time when such services were available 
and had to be maintained in the older industrial 
areas. At the same time the decline of industrial 
activity made the older industrial areas less and 
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factory built creates a demand for more material, 
transport and ser\-ices. Local prosperity abounds; 
notbing succeeds like success. Is it to the national 
interest that this phenomenal growth should be 
allowed to proceed unchecked ? ” Since then Sir 
George Gillett, the present Commissioner, has under¬ 
lined these observations in his first report (to 30th 
September 1937). Later still, llr. Humbert Wolfe, 
who has already been cited, in answering a question 
from a member of the Commission as to whether 
London, instead of being the home of a fifth of the 
people might become the home of half the popula¬ 
tion, said, “ Yes, that is the real menace to the 
country ”. 

Between 1923 and 1937 the insured population 
of London increased by 42-7 per cent and that of 
the Home Counties by 74 per cent. According to the 
Annual Report of the Medical Officer of Health for 
Middlesex issued in January, 1938, the population 
of the county is increasing at the rate of 1400 a 
week. 

Reference has already been made to the 
economic consequences of large-scale immigration. 
Other factors which are coming increasingly to the 
fore are transport congestion in London and the 
Home Coimties and unplanned and speculative 
suburban development. As to the latter, the Annual 
Report just cited significantly remarks; “ Unless 
some profound change of a national character 
occurs, it seems likely that the growth of building 
development in the county will continue until all 
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national viewpoint, ttey may similarly apply to 
areas as large as the North and Wales comprising 
one-third of the population of the country. 

There is no space to discuss here the social 
effects : the tendency away from independence and 
initiative towards rehance on State aid, the general, 
physical, moral and mental devitalisation, the loss 
of institutional life, churches, clubs, etc., and the 
impoverishment of local culture. It would seem, 
however, that the cumulative effect of all the con¬ 
tributory factors is likely to result in a lowered 
standard of hving, a debased level of mental and 
physical health, and a rise in premature death. 

(b) The South East 

As long ago as 1662 Glraunt, in Natural and 
Political Observations upon the Bills of Mortality, 
observed that the population of London was in¬ 
creasing only through immigration from the cormtry. 
More recently Mr. Malcolm Stewart, the late Com¬ 
missioner for the Special Areas, stated; “ The 
microcosm of London grows with a rapidity which 
is beguming to cause alarm. Its sheer magnitude 
and density of population are such that, in the 
event of a hostile attack, it is doubtful if it could 
be assured of adequate prptection or food supphes. 
Its growth is not wholly due to its amenities, to 
the extent of its market, or to its temporarily freer 
labour conditions. There is a considerable volume 
of opinion which associates assured industrial 
prosperity with this visible growth. Every new 
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from areas of Hgli fertility will be influptir-er} ac¬ 
cordingly. Although in 1759 the editor of tlie " CVtl- 
lection of the Yearly Bills of Mortality'’ mentioned, 
among the factors reducing fertility in London, "the 
crowded manner of Ihdng ” and the unhealthful- 
ness of many occupations ”, little progress appears 
to have been made to remove these unpleasiug 
features of city life. 

Sir Kingsley Wood has stated that “ the vital 
problem of population could not be left to look after 
itself”, but, after an assessment of the relative 
evidence, and faced with the arraigned forces of 
what Senor de Madariaga calls “ statistical de¬ 
mocracy ”, can one, with any standard of social 
values, say that anyone is attending to it ? 
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available land is covered with streets of bouses. As 
many of tbe bouses erected during tbe last decade 
are of a relatively poor standard of quabty and 
unbkely to withstand tbe effects of weather and tbe 
vibration of modern traffic, it is probable that they 
themselves vdll create bousing problems in tbe not 
distant future.” 

Apart from these consequences, such large- 
scale influx is likely to affect death rates. It 
is impossible to say whether this influence is 
abeady at work, but it is worth quoting Mr. E. 
C. Bbgbt, Chief Officer of Pubbc Assistance to 
the London County Council, who stated at a 
Pubbc Assistance Conference held in the Central 
Hall, Westminster, on 16th March, 1937, that “ Of 
the 20,000 new cases dealt with at tbe Welfare 
Office on tbe Embankment every year, three- 
fourths of them came from tbe provinces, and about 
half of the total were under 30 years of age ”. 

Whilst the majority of these immigrants re¬ 
present purchasing power, the additional cost to 
tbe community of providing essential services, 
abeady in existence in tbe depleted areas, must not 
be overlooked. Most of tbe newcomers have, of 
course, abeady been “ educated ” at a cost of about 
£100 per bead, half of which has abeady bad to be 
found, bonicaUy enough, by tbe overburdened 
ratepayers of the depressed areas. The low fertflity 
of London and the Home Counties has been com¬ 
mented upon and as has abeady been indicated it 
would seem not improbable that the immigrants 
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CHAPTEK XIV 

THE SOniATION OF POVERTY 

Tee Times, in an editorial on ISth February, 1936, 
said, “ One half of the population is living on a diet 
insufficient or iU-designed to maintain health 
Assuming this generalisation applies to the whole 
of the country, there is ample justification in the 
regional distribution of causative factors of in¬ 
adequate diet to assess the proportion in the North 
and Wales at, if not above, three-quarters. That 
such a supplementary estimate is well grounded is 
evident from the cited facts which illustrate poverty 
resolved into the unnecessary and untimely death.? 
of 150 men, women and children every day in the 
North and Wales throughout at least the last ten 
years, culminating in a total social waste of over 
500,000 human beings. These figures not only 
confirm the opinion expressed by The Times but, 
as the expectation of life at birth and at all ages is 
considerably lower in the North and A\ ales than in 
the South East, read in conjunction with all the 
other relative indices they point to the fact that the 
incidence of inadequate diet must be extensively 
above that for the whole of the country. 

The following diagram brings out the results 
of the economic inequalities existing between the 
depressed and relatively prosperous. 
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B represents the death rate in each age group, 
e.g. the deaths in each group related to the estimaterl 
total population within that group and expressed 
as the rate per thousand living : 

North I . . 7’7 3-2 7-5 47-0 

“ Standard ” . . 4-8 2-2 5-7 4«>5 

North I, it will be seen, had 28 per cent more 
children under 14 years of age than “ Standard 
Its child population exceeded the number of people 
over 55 by 70 per cent, whilst in the “ Standard ” 
region people over 55 exceeded children by 2 per 
centd Yet the death rate in North I greatly exceeded 

^ Regional Distribution of Childeen 
(1936-7) 

Supplementary to statistics in preceding chapters the following 
proportions should be noted in order to appreciate something of 
the effects of environmental conditions in the North and Wales on 
the future adult population : 
Children aged 0-14 in the North and Wales form 40 per cent of 

total child population. 
„ „ South East form 33 per cent of total child 

population. 
Adults aged 15 + in the North and Wales form 38 per cent of total 

adult population. 
„ „ South East form 35 per cent of total adult 

population. 
Proportion of children in average attendance in public elementary 

schools maintained by Local Education Authoriti^ to total child 

population aged 5-14: 
North I . . . . 75*5 
Remainder of North . . 75-4 
Wales ..... 75*8 
South East .... 69-4 

Children in elementary schools in the North and Wales form 

42 per cent of total elementary school population. 
Children in elementary schools in the South East form 31 per 

cent of total elementary school population. 
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DIAGRAM No. IH 

The Inequalities, Past and Present, of MoETAXiry Rates 

BETWEEN Depressed and Relatively Prosperous A-rt^aq 

(Based on 1936 Populations) 

35-54 65 Up. 

Ill nil III III 

A represents the four age groups expressed as 
percentages of the total areal populations, e.g.: 

North I . . 26-7 32-4 25-2 15-7 
“Standard” . . 20-8 31-3 26-7 21-2 

Each whole block represents 5 per cent. 
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XORTH I—continued 

Maternal mortality 

Army rejections . 

Unemployment 

Unemployment, Durham 
Unemployment, North¬ 
umberland 

Long unemployment 

Poor relief (domiciliary) 
Durham . 
Northumberland 

Overcrowding, Durham 
Overcrowding, Northum¬ 
berland 

Pamily income and size 
of family 

213°o excess Ages 15-44. Chapter VII, Per¬ 
centage of MatemalMortality' 
to total mortality. (Al>i"»ve 
Greater London.) 

59% „ Tabulated Statistks. (Alx^vt* 
Home Counties.) 

200% „ Above South Eastern Divi¬ 
sion. (Table 27.) 

Percentage increase Januarv 
J 1930-May 1936. (Table 32./ 

1325% excess Above South Eastern Divi¬ 
sion. (Tables 33 and 44.) 

594% „ iAbove South East. (Table 3G.) 
162% „ J 

r Above London. (Itself one of 
71% „ the worst areas.) Durham 
60% „ and Northumberland are the 

two most overcrowded coun¬ 
ties in England and Wales. 
(Tables 39, 40.) 

,. Refer wide disparities re¬ 
vealed in sub-chapter, 
** Insufficient Purchasing 
Power’5 and “The Home 
Market ” analysis. (Tables 
45, 46, 47.) 

Broadly, the facts for Wales I follow similar 
trends, whilst those for the whole of Wales and the 
North reveal somewhat smaller, hut still excessive, 
divergencies. All these conclusions have been 
verified hy difierent statistical approaches, and, 
further, the use of Cancer Mortahty for certain age 
groups as a control provides additional confirma¬ 

tion. 
Eemember that these are not just statistics but 

the lives of men, women and children. These con¬ 
ditions obtained in 1936, a year of relative pros¬ 
perity which appears imlikely to recur again for 

X 
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that for “ Standard ” in all four age groups, despite 
a proportionately smaller population from the age 
of 35 up. The social and economic implications 
behind these difierences are far reaching. 

Despite the gravity of these figures, what other 
results could but accrue from a high measure of 
sustained poverty in Durham and Northumber¬ 
land. Consider for a moment a recapitulation of 
some of the more striking inequalities between 

these two areas: 

NORTH I 

Birth rate . . • 29% excess Above South East. Percentage 
natural increase being twice 
as high as “ Standard ” 
(Table 53). If the birth rate 
for North I had obtained 
throughout England and 
Wales during the last ten 
years, our child population 
would have been increased 
by approximately 1,100,000. 

Population (declining) . 300,000 Approximate loss through 
estimated net balance of 
migration, 1921-36. (Table 
53.) 

Infant mortality . 65% excess Tabulated Statistics. 

Deaths from bronchitis, 
pneumonia and other 
respiratory diseases 

96% „ Ages 0-4,Tabulated Statistics. 

Deaths from tuberculosis 112% „ „ 5—14, ,, „ 
Deaths from tuberculosis 125% „ „ 15-24, 

Deaths from heart disease 96% „ „ 35-44, 

Deaths from aU causes . 74% „ Ages 15-24 women. Tabulated 
Statistics. 

Maternal mortality 120% „ Ages 15-44. Tabulated Stat¬ 
istics. (Above Greater Lon¬ 
don.) 1936 rate for North I 
higher than national rate for 
1896 and every subsequent 
year. 
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tribute iu tbe years ahead to the total of premature 
mortality. 

With a declining and ageing population interact¬ 
ing on the pressure of economic recession ahead, 
what hes before the unemployed who, like the young 
man, “ intelligent, fit and anxious to work ”, was 
told, according to the Pilgrim Trust, that he was 
“ too old at 29 ” ? What is his future ? What of the 
older men and women long rejected by industry ? 
Who shall restore to them the years that the locust 
hath eaten 1 What of the children whose only ambi¬ 
tion is to “ stand behind their father in the queue” ? 
Who could blame them if they should perforce 
echo the wish of Euripides, “ Not to be bom is the 
best, and to die as soon as possible the next best 

At the commencement of this book a note of 
interrogation was sounded. In the reahsation that in 
twelve years we shall have more old people over 
60 than children xmder 15, whereas in 1931 we had 
twice as many children as old people, was there at 
present, it was asked, any avoidable wastage of 
human life 1 After an intensive study of all the as¬ 
sembled material on social demography in relation to 
the North and Wales, the conclusion, though serious, 
is inescapable. The facts of 54,000 surplus deaths 
in the North and Wales alone, supply the answer. 
If they in themselves express the logical efiect of 
contributory factors, what is the primary cause ? 

The high maternal mortality, the excessive mor¬ 
tality among infants, children and young people, 
the severe incidence of nutritional defects and 
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some considerable time—^if the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer’s warnings and the present and future 
weight of the budget impacting on demographic 
trends are reliable indices. The fact that premature 
deaths to the extent of 54,000 should occur during 
such a period is a condemnation of past complacency 
and a reflection of our disregard for human life. If 
these lives had been suddenly—and sensationally- 
terminated in some tremendous catastrophe, re¬ 
vulsion would have swept the country. We have 
seen that if one child is cruelly maltreated by its 
parents great newspaper publicity ensues and ques¬ 
tions are—quite rightly—asked in Parliament. But 
allow these men, women and children, through 
poverty and a revolting environment, to sink 
slowly from one stage of degradation to the next 
and ultimately to take prematurely their allotted 
places in the Registrar-General’s return—then 
nothing stirs to rufi3.e the insulated cahn of the 
nation.^ Paradoxically, the nation considers 3s. 
per week suf6.cient to maiutain one child in health, 
yet if that child should be certified as mentally 
defective, 30s. per week for life would be spent on 
its maintenance. 

It is not only those who die but the thousands 
now cliuging to a precarious existence who, wracked 
by poverty and aged before their time, wiU con- 

^ Mr. R. Cartland, M.P., in moving a resolution viewing the 
population trend as a danger to the maintenance of the British 
Empire, remarked: “ I cannot see that the Ministry of Health can 
do very much more in the way of lowering the death rate ” (House 

of Commons, 9th February, 1937). 
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lives of so many English people from conception to 
the grave. 

Before an agitation for more babies is begun, 
let us, if man is something more than human live¬ 
stock to be moved around, save the lives of those 
children and mothers we already have. Because it 
is only now—and if nothing is done in the years to 
come—^that the nation will begin to reap the sequelae 
of the last slump in terms of human wastage. 

There are, it cannot be denied, unpleasant facts 
in this book, but it is only by a study of the avail¬ 
able statistical data that the extent of the problem 
can be evaluated. That its true value must be 
determined is, however, evident, if we are to assess 
its importance in relation to contemporary socio¬ 
economic questions. 

The cold and unsensational truth behind the 
many figures tells us, however, but a fraction of the 
misery and degradation endured by those who live 
among these dying people. But they do reveal that, 
if nothing is done, next year and in the years that 
he ahead more than 50,000 must and will die 
annually before their time. In the full reahsation 
of what this means in terms of human sufiering. can 
we continue to do nothing but stand and wonder 
at those who are groping their way do'WTi the dark 
years to premature death ? 
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tuberculosis among young people, and of deatlis 
from heart disease in the thirties, the premature 
ageing and the defect-shortened lives, and all the 
amassed evidential statistics from many and varied 
sources, included, and not included, in this book, 
studied and weighed in the knowledge that we are 
losing one-quarter of our popiilation every genera¬ 
tion, and faced with the fact that at least 500,000 
excess deaths have occurred in the North and 
Wales during the last ten years, can only point, 
after every alternative reason has been discarded, 
to the presence of intense poverty on a scale so 
considerable and so widespread, but at the same 
time so veiled and hidden by British stoicism and 
complacency, that public opinion has hitherto 
refused to recognise as conceptible the existence 
of such conditions in the heart of the British Em¬ 

pire in the twentieth century. 
These deaths of over 50,000 men, women and 

children every year represent not only a national, 
social and economic problem of fundamental im¬ 
portance, but on humanitarian grounds alone, a 
problem that cannot be dismissed, because they 

need not have died when they did. 
Those conditions that can be, and have been, 

created in the South can likewise be built in the 
North and Wales. They are, as is evident from the 
existence of London’s slums, not a maximum stand¬ 
ard by any means, but they would do much to 
prevent unwanted morbidity and untimely death 
and eradicate the shadows cast by suffering over the 
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